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Staal leads the way as Hurricanes finish road trip with 5-1 win over Dallas Stars  

By Chip Alexander  

Win or lose Tuesday, the Carolina Hurricanes were going to 
have something to celebrate. 

But it’s always better to win and the Canes did that, topping 
the Dallas Stars 5-1. They also did it with Teuvo Teravainen 
back on the ice and in the lineup at American Airlines Center, 
making the win even better. 

Teravainen, sidelined for 25 games, played for the first time 
since March 5. The versatile forward has dealt with COVID-
19 issues and then concussion symptoms in a challenging, 
frustrating season but was back Tuesday. 

No one played any better than Canes captain Jordan Staal, 
who scored twice on the power play and set up Nino 
Niederreiter for a third-period score. With the big man in 
charge, the Canes (32-10-7) finished their season series 6-1-
1 against the Stars and lead the Central Division -- and the 
NHL -- with 71 points. 

Sebastian Aho had a goal and two assists, Max McCormick 
scored for a second straight game and Andrei Svechnikov 
had a career-high three assists for Carolina, 16-7-3 on the 
road this season. 

“We’re trying to win every game.” Staal said after the game. 
“Whatever these games mean, at the end of the year it’s 
going to be important. We want to show up and play our 
style. and stay sharp and do the things we do and keep 
rolling to the playoffs.” 

Goalie Alex Nedeljkovic started his 20th game for the Canes 
and picked up his 13th win with 27 saves as Carolina picked 
up nine points on the six-game road trip that began against 
Tampa Bay. 

The Canes clinched a spot in the Stanley Cup playoffs on 
Monday despite a 4-3 overtime loss to the Stars (21-16-12), 
who are trying to wedge into the fourth playoff spot in the 
Central. After chasing the game on Monday, finally tying the 
score in the third before losing in OT, the Canes had a much 
better start Tuesday as Staal signaled his intent with an early 
hit on Stars captain Jamie Benn, the star of Monday’s game. 

Staal had a power-play goal in the first period for a 1-0 lead., 
banging in a loose puck, and Aho also scored off a rebound 
61 seconds later to make it 2-0. Staal’s second-power play 
goal pushed the Canes in front 3-0 early in the second.  

“We had more jump today,” Staal said. “Last game we 
looked a little sluggish. Today we got to the game we wanted 
to play. Everyone was moving their feet and making the right 
plays, the strong plays.” 

The Stars’ Jason Robertson, outstanding as a rookie this 
season, scored his 15th of the season in the second to make 
it a 3-1 game and give the Stars some life heading into the 
third. But McCormick and Niederreiter finished it off. 

“We were half a step behind physically and half a step 
behind emotionally, and when you do that against that team, 
they are going to make you look as bad as we did tonight,” 
Stars coach Rick Bowness said after the game. 

Teravainen was placed on Aho’s line with Svechnikov, was 
used on the Canes’ second power-play unit and had 16:32 of 
ice time. His return was needed and timely with recent 
injuries to forwards Jesper Fast, Jordan Martinook and Brock 
McGinn, and the Canes again played without defenseman 
Brady Skjei, who has a concussion. 

“He’s been through a long year,” Staal said. “It was awesome 
to see him out there and he’s only going to get better.” 

McCormick had not scored a goal in the NHL since 
November 2018 until Monday, when the forward banged in a 
shot against Dallas. Now, he has done it again against the 
Stars -- two games, two goals. 

McCormick, given a chance to play because of Canes 
injuries, scored off a pass from Morgan Geekie from behind 
the goal line at 5:18 of the third for a 4-1 lead. The Geekie-
to-McCormick play was similar to their hookup Monday as 
the Canes again picked up a score from their fourth line. 

(Earlier updates) 

Second period: Canes lead 3-1 

Jordan Staal has scored his second power-play goal of the 
game and Jason Robertson has scored for the Stars after 
the Canes had taken a 3-0 lead. 

Sebastian Aho and Andrei Svechnikov assisted on Staal’s 
goal at 1:13 of the period. Aho has a goal and two assists, 
and Svechnikov three assists in the game.  

The Canes began the second on the power play after a 
delay-of-game call against Dallas late in the first. Staal went 
to front of the net and banged in the loose puck at 1:13 of the 
period. 

Robertson scored his 15th of the season at 7:45 after a 
Canes turnover in the neutral zone.  

Canes defenseman Jake Bean was denied a goal with 1:17 
left in the period. Bean had an open look on the back side off 
a Morgan Geekie pass but goalie Anton Khudobin managed 
to get the shaft of his stick on the puck. 

First period: Staal, Aho score 

The Canes’ Jordan Staal scored on the first power play of 
the game and Sebastian Aho has followed with an even-
strength goal a minute later for a 2-0 lead after the first 
period. 

Staal scored his 15th of the season and his sixth power-play 
goal as Aho and Andrei Svechnikov had the assists at 7:08. 
Svechnikov got off a shot, the puck bouncing off Aho’s skate 
to Staal in front of the crease. 
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Aho’s goal at 8:09 was his 21st after the center came off the 
bench on a change, gathered in the long rebound of a Brett 
Pesce shot in the left circle and ripped the shot. Svechnikov 
earned his second assist of the game. 

Forward Teuvo Teravainen put in his first shift since March 4 
after missing the past 25 games recovering from concussion 

symptoms. Teravainen was on the ice for the Aho score, off 
a long rebound, and had six shifts and 5:39 TOI. 

The Canes outshot the Stars 15-9 in the period and had 13 
scoring chances to the Stars’ 7 (naturalstattrick.com).

 

 

Staal leads way in Hurricanes’ 5-1 win in Dallas 

The Carolina captain along with Sebastian Aho and Andrei 
Svechnikov all had three points 

By Cory Lavalette 

Sebastian Aho, Jordan Staal and Andrei Svechnikov all had 
three-point games, and Alex Nedeljkovic made 27 saves as 
the Hurricanes ended their six-game road trip with a 5-1 win 
Tuesday in Dallas. 

Staal scored twice, while Aho, Max McCormick and Nino 
Niederreiter all had one goal for Carolina. 

Three Thoughts 

1. The Hurricanes haven’t gotten much on the score sheet 
out of their top players of late. That wasn’t a problem 
Tuesday. Aho, Staal and Svechnikov were all on their game. 
Staal had two power play goals, while Aho (goal and two 
assists) and Svechnikov (three assists) factored in on 
Carolina’s first three tallies. 

“It’s really good to see other guys score goals,” said 
Svechnikov, who had his first career three-assist game. “So, 
I mean, it helps. I feel like our four lines, everybody can 
score. You can’t just beat one. … I think it’s good to have 
that, and we gotta move that to the next game.” 

2. The Hurricanes didn’t do much at the NHL trade deadline, 
trading Haydn Fleury for Jani Hakanpaa and a pick. But they 
got their biggest planned addition on Tuesday. 

Teuvo Teravainen played in his just his second game since 
Feb. 20 and first since he suited up for one game March 4. 
It’s been a long concussion recovery for Teravainen, one that 
Hurricanes Rod Brind’Amour — a noted NHL Ironman as a 
player — seemingly admitted earlier Tuesday took longer 
than it perhaps would have in his day. 

But none of that matters now. Teravainen, if he remains 
symptom-free, will have seven more games to round into 
form before the start of the postseason — plenty of time for a 
player who’s known for turning it on once it really counts. 

Aho said Teravainen looked fast and on his game from the 
first shift and will only get better going forward. 

“Obviously, that’s huge for us. … I thought for being out as 
long as he was, he was good,” Brind’Amour added. 

3. Carolina got multiple power plays goals, both by Staal, for 
the first time since April 6 when it converted 2 of 4 attempts. 
Since that effort, the league’s top-ranked unit had been in a 
bit of a funk, scoring just five times in 10 games and 
converting just 16.1% of its chances (5 for 31). 

On Tuesday, the Hurricanes were 2 of 3 and got back to the 
meat and potatoes of their attack, firing the puck at the net 
and hunting for rebounds. Both of Staal’s goals came from 
just outside the crease with the team’s first unit, and the 
second unit — with Teravainen back in the fold — should get 
a boost down the stretch. 

“Getting two goals and not letting any on the PK is going to 
give us a really good chance to win the hockey game,” Aho 
said. 

Number To Know 

3 — Points or more in each of Carolina’s last four two-game 
sets since they managed just one point in two games against 
the Red Wings on Dec. 10 and Dec. 12. The Hurricanes 
capped an eight-game homestand with a two-game sweep of 
the Predators, then they got three of a possible four points 
against Tampa Bay, Florida and Dallas to finish their six-
game road trip with nine of a possible 12 points. Carolina’s 
eight-game point streak matches the one it had Feb. 27 to 
March 14 when the Hurricanes went 8-0-0. 

They Said It 

“I know if he gets a little angry, he’s a real special player. He 
was tonight.” 

— Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour on captain Jordan 
Staal responding to Stars captain Jamie Benn’s four-point 
game Monday with a three-point game Tuesday. 

Plus 

Jordan Staal, Hurricanes center — Staal had his fourth 
multigoal game of the season and now has a career-best 
seven power play goals this year. 

Staal’s resurgence as a goal scorer — along with the 
Hurricanes’ success this season — has boosted his 
candidacy for the Frank J. Selke Trophy as the league’s best 
defensive forward, enough so that recently retired player and 
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infrequent poster Justin Williams took to Twitter during 
Tuesday’s game to stump for his former teammate. 

Staal shrugged that off by saying, “Willy’s biased,” but there’s 
certainly a strong case to be made. 

Staal received two second-place votes last season after not 
getting any the two previous years. He was a finalist in 2009-
10 as a 21-year-old with Pittsburgh but finished behind Pavel 
Datsyuk, who won the last of his three straight Selkes that 
year, and Ryan Kesler. 

Even at age 32 and with more than 1,000 games played, 
Staal continues to put up strong possession numbers despite 
taking the bulk of his zone starts in the defensive end — 
something none of the top Selke contenders like Patrice 
Bergeron, Aleksander Barkov or Mark Stone do — and he 
ranks 22nd in the league among forwards with 103:05 

minutes of shorthanded ice time on the league’s third-ranked 
penalty kill. 

Brind’Amour knows a thing or two about waiting for a Selke, 
finishing in the top 20 four times before winning in 
consecutive years in 2006 and 2007, and he’s obviously 
pulling for his captain. 

“(I’ve been) saying this for a long time,” Brind’Amour said. “I 
think you do have to have the numbers, and I get it. Clearly 
he does, and hopefully he’ll get his due.” 

Minus 

Martin Necas, Hurricanes forward — The one line that wasn’t 
going was Vincent Trocheck centering Necas and Cedric 
Paquette. Necas was limited to two shot attempts, and he 
and the second power play unit, limited to under a minute of 
action, were ineffective.

 
 

 

Teravainen Returns to Canes' Lineup in Dallas 

Forward has played in one of team's last 33 games 

By Michael Smith 

DALLAS - Teuvo Teravainen is back. 

Teravainen, who has played in just one of the Carolina 
Hurricanes' last 33 games, will make his return to the lineup 
on Tuesday in the second half of a back-to-back against the 
Dallas Stars. 

Teravainen will be reunited with linemates Sebastian Aho 
and Andrei Svechnikov, a dynamic offensive trio. 

Teravainen suffered a concussion on Feb. 19 against 
Chicago and missed the next seven games before returning 
to play 14 minutes against Detroit in early March. He 
experienced concussion-like symptoms following that game 
and has been sidelined ever since. 

The 26-year-old Finnish forward missed three games early in 
the season while on the COVID-19 protocol list. Teravainen 
has totaled nine points (2g, 7a) in 13 games this season and 
is two points shy of 300 in his NHL career.
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Recap: Canes Cap Road Trip With 5-1 Win in Dallas 

Staal, Aho and Svechnikov each record three points 

By Michael Smith 

DALLAS - Less than 24 hours after punching their return 
ticket to the Stanley Cup Playoffs, the Carolina Hurricanes 
capped a six-game road trip with a 5-1 win against the Dallas 
Stars. 

Jordan Staal (2g, 1a), Sebastian Aho (1g, 2a) and Andrei 
Svechnikov (3a) led the way offensively with three points 
apiece, while Alex Nedeljkovic made 27 saves on 28 shots, 
helping the Canes collect nine of a possible 12 points on the 
six-game swing. 

"We're trying to win every game," Staal said. "Whatever 
these games mean at the end of the year, it's going to be 
important. We want to show up, play our style and stay sharp 
… to keep it rolling into playoffs." 

Fist Bumps 

Jordan Staal  

Justin Williams has cast his vote: "J. Staal for Selke," he 
tweeted. 

Who says no? 

"Yeah, obviously. I've been saying it for a long time," head 
coach Rod Brind'Amour stumped. "You do have to have the 
numbers. I get it. Clearly he does. Hopefully he'll get his 
due." 

Staal has put together a compelling body of work in his 15th 
career NHL season, and his first-star performance tonight 
underscored the type of campaign he's having. The captain 
tallied twice on the power play and added an assist for his 
third three-point night of the season. 

On the Canes' first power play of the game, Andrei 
Svechnikov's shot deflected off Sebastian Aho's skate and 
right to Staal, who banged home his 15th goal of the season. 

The Canes began the second period with 94 seconds of 
power-play time on fresh ice, and Staal made it count. Aho's 
shot skied over the net and off the glass before careening 
back into the slot where Staal knocked the puck in for 
second of the night on the man advantage. 

In the third period, with the Canes comfortably ahead by 
three goals, Staal helped his team add insurance. From 
behind the net, he spun off Esa Lindell with ease before 
threading a pass to Nino Niederreiter for the tally. 

"He's very good every night," Aho said. "He scored a couple 
goals, but his effort level and commitment and the way he 
grinds out there, it's every night. He never changes." 

And what does Staal himself think of the Selke push? 

"Willy is biased," he shyly smiled. "I'm happy with where I'm 
at and where the team is at. It's been a fun season." 

Sebastian Aho 

Just 61 seconds after Staal got the Canes on the board first, 
Aho doubled his team's lead. 

As the bump-up shift following the power-play goal ended, 
the Canes rolled a line change and maintained puck 
possession in the offensive zone. Brett Pesce lined up a shot 
from the point, and Anton Khudobin kicked out a big rebound 
that Aho, fresh off the bench, skated right to and hammered 
in for his 21st goal of the season. 

Max McCormick  

After having not scored an NHL goal since Nov. 3, 2018, 
McCormick now has two in his last two games, both 
highlight-worthy. On Monday, he batted the puck out of 
midair and past Jake Oettinger. The next night, he cut to the 
net and received a gorgeous pass from Morgan Geekie 
before dangling around Khudobin for a slick backhander. 

"Our four lines, everyone can score. You can't just pick one," 
Svechnikov said. "It's good to have that." 

Turbo Boost 

It's been a challenging season for Teuvo Teravainen. He 
played just three games before being placed on the COVID-
19 protocol list. He returned to play nine more before 
suffering a concussion. He then played in just one of the 
Canes' next 33 games, as he wrestled with lingering 
concussion symptoms. 

"He's been through a long year," Staal said. "It's not fun. It's 
not a fun injury, and you just want to get back out there." 

Teravainen had been skating with the Canes on a regular 
basis, and after testing it out again on the ice on Tuesday 
morning, he gave the thumbs up. He was ready to get back 
into the lineup, and he was reunited with linemates Aho and 
Svechnikov. 

"He looked fast," Aho said. "I felt like he was right in the 
game from the first shift. He's only going to get better from 
here." 

"It was awesome to see him back out there," Staal said. 
"He's only going to get better, and he looked good already." 

Teravainen logged one shot attempt, one hit and two blocked 
shots in 16:32 of ice time. 

"All the guys were happy in the locker room to see him 
playing. I think he was really good today," Svechnikov said. 
"He was looking good, like always." 

Stats Pack 

2: Two power-play goals is a single-game career high for 
Staal. 

10: This marked the 10th game of the season in which the 
Canes have scored multiple power-play goals. 

49: With 49 points (21g, 28a) in 49 games, Aho has now 
equaled his point total from his 82-game rookie season (24g, 
25a). 

Quote of the Night 

"We got to the game we wanted to play. Everyone was 
buying in, moving their feet and making the right, strong 
plays. It turned into some good stuff." - Jordan Staal 
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Up Next 

It's time to head home, where the Canes will play five games 
in eight days against Detroit, Columbus and Chicago.

 

 

Stars fail to gain in Central playoff race with loss to Hurricanes 

Staal has two goals, assist; Nedeljkovic makes 27 saves for 
Carolina 

By Kurt Dusterberg 

The Dallas Stars failed to gain ground in the Discover 
Central Division playoff race in a 5-1 loss to the Carolina 
Hurricanes at American Airlines Center in Dallas on 
Tuesday. 

Jordan Staal, Sebastian Aho and Andrei Svechnikov each 
had three points for the Hurricanes (32-10-7), who are 5-0-3 
in the past eight games. Alex Nedeljkovic made 27 saves. 

"We got to the game we wanted to play, everyone was 
buying in," Staal said. "Everyone was moving their feet and 
making the right plays. Obviously, it turned into some good 
stuff." 

Dallas is in fifth in the eight-team Central, two points behind 
the fourth-place Nashville Predators for the final Stanley Cup 
Playoff berth from the division with two games in hand. 
Nashville lost to the Florida Panthers 7-4 on Tuesday. 

Carolina, Florida and the Tampa Bay Lightning have 
qualified for the playoffs. The Hurricanes are two points 
ahead of the Panthers and three ahead of the Lightning for 
first place. 

Jason Robertson scored, and Anton Khudobin made 25 
saves for the Stars (21-16-12), who had won six of seven. 

"They're big, they're fast, they forecheck and they come at 
you," Dallas coach Rick Bowness said. "It was more us, our 
inability to handle all of those issues. We were half a step 
behind physically and half a step behind emotionally. When 
you do that against that team, they're going to make you look 
as bad as we did tonight." 

Staal scored a power-play goal to give the Hurricanes a 1-0 
lead at 7:08 of the first period. Svechnikov's shot deflected 
off Aho's skate before Staal scored from the slot. 

"[Staal] just does what he does. He's just consistent every 
shift," Carolina coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "I can't say 
enough about him." 

Aho made it 2-0 at 8:09 when he one-timed a shot from the 
left face-off circle after Khudobin kicked out a long rebound 
from Brett Pesce's shot. 

Staal scored his second power-play goal on a rebound off 
the end glass to extend the lead to 3-0 at 1:13 of the second 
period. 

"I'm happy where I'm at and where this team is at," Staal 
said. "Contributing on both sides of the puck is what I've 
always wanted to do. This year, the puck has been going in, 
which is nice. I'm getting an opportunity on the power play. 
It's been a fun season." 

Robertson cut it to 3-1 at 7:45 when he followed his own 
rebound to score at the net. He extended his point streak to 
nine games (four goals, nine assists), a Dallas rookie record. 

"I just try to do my role here, so if I can produce offensively, 
[it's] great for the team," Robertson said. "But at the end of 
the day, if we don't win, I didn't achieve our goal." 

Morgan Geekie's pass from behind the net set up Max 
McCormick for a backhand at the top of the crease for a 4-1 
lead at 5:18 of the third period. Nino Niederreiter took a pass 
from Staal at the left hash marks and scored to make it 5-1 at 
12:14. 

Hurricanes forward Teuvo Teravainen returned to the lineup 
after missing 25 games recovering from a concussion. He 
had one hit and two blocked shots in 16:32. 

"Obviously, that's huge for us," Brind'Amour said. "For being 
out as long as he was, he was good." 

NOTES: Stars defenseman John Klingberg returned after 
missing two games with a lower-body injury. He was minus-2 
with two blocked shots in 21:25. … Khudobin allowed 16 
goals in four games against Carolina this season (0-3-1) . … 
Aho extended his point streak to five games (three goals, six 
assists). … It was Staal's fourth multigoal game of the 
season. … Svechnikov had three assists in a game for the 
first of his NHL career. … Nedeljkovic is 5-0-1 in his past six 
starts. … McCormick has scored in consecutive games for 
the first time in his NHL career. … Robertson has scored 40 
points (15 goals, 25 assists), one behind Minnesota Wild 
forward Kirill Kaprizov for the most by an NHL rookie this 
season. … Carolina won the season series 6-1-1. Dallas was 
2-4-2. … The Stars will play their final seven games on the 
road. They finished 13-7-8 at home.
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Staal gets 2 power-play goals, Carolina beats Dallas 5-1 

By Stephen Hawkins 

DALLAS (AP) — Carolina captain Jordan Staal was in the 
right spot twice to score power-play goals and the Central 
Division-leading Hurricanes beat the playoff-chasing Dallas 
Stars 5-1 on Tuesday night.  

Sebastian Aho had a goal and two assists for the Hurricanes 
while Andrei Svechnikov, who they got with the second 
overall pick in the 2018 NHL draft held in the same building, 
had a career-high three assists.  

Jason Robertson had his 15th goal for Dallas to extend his 
point streak to nine games, breaking a tie with Jamie 
Langenbrunner (1996-97) for the longest by a rookie in Stars 
history. It is also the longest by any NHL rookie this season.  

Defending Western Conference champion Dallas had earned 
points in its previous seven home games (6-0-1), but missed 
a chance to get even with Nashville for the fourth and final 
playoff spot in the Central Division. The Stars do have two 
games in hand against the Predators, who they play 
Saturday. 

Nashville lost 7-4 at home Tuesday night to second-place 
Florida, which remained two points behind Carolina in the 
standings. The Hurricanes have 71 points with seven games 
left.  

The Stars played their final home game, and their first of 
seven consecutive road games to end the regular season is 
Thursday night at Tampa Bay. Carolina plays its next five 
games at home, starting Thursday against Detroit.  

Carolina started the second period on a power play, which 
was winding down when Svechnikov made a pass to Aho, 
whose one-timer from about 50 feet ricocheted hard off the 
glass and over the net into the crease behind goalie Anton 
Khudobin. Stall swatted the puck in the net for a 3-0 lead. 

Carolina goalie Alex Nedeljkovic had 27 saves. Khudobin 
stopped 25 shots.  

Aho had an earlier power-play shot that bounced off 
Khudobin and right onto the stick of Staal in front for the first 
goal 7:08 into the game. Only 61 seconds later, Aho scored 
his team-best 21st goal this season.  

Staal had only two goals in his previous 10 games since a 
two-goal game April 6 versus Florida. He has 16 goals and 
37 points, including the primary assist on Nino Niederreiter’s 
18th goal in the third period. 

ICE CHIPS 

Max McCormick scored his second goal of the season for 
Carolina, after getting his first in an overtime loss against the 
Stars on Monday. ... Hurricanes wing Teuvo Teravainen 
played for the first time since March 4 after missing 25 
games because of a concussion. It was only his second 
game since Feb. 19. ... The announced crowd of 6,014 was 
a season high for the Stars. Capacity is still limited at 
American Airlines Center, but not as much as when the 
season started in January with a crowd of 4,214 — about 
22% of the building’s hockey capacity of 18,532.  

ROAD TRIP 

The Stars have three games remaining against the Lightning, 
the team that beat them in Game 6 of the Stanley Cup Final 
last September in the NHL bubble. There is also the game at 
Nashville, and a single game at Florida before finishing with 
two games in Chicago.  

LINESMAN DOWN 

There were only three on-ice officials for a short portion of 
the first period after linesman Jonny Murray got crushed and 
went down by the boards near the benches when caught in 
between Carolina defenseman Jake Gardiner and Stars 
forward Blake Comeau. Play resumed after Murray got up 
and left the ice for a few minutes before returning.
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NHL Power Rankings: 1-31 poll, plus the breakthrough player on every team 

By Emily Kaplan 

With the 2021 NHL season winding down, some playoff 
races have yet to be determined -- but each team's identity 
has been clarified. For this week's ESPN NHL Power 
Rankings, we identified the breakthrough player for all 31 
teams. 

How we rank: The ESPN hockey editorial staff submits 
selections ranking teams 1 to 31 -- taking into account game 
results, injuries and upcoming schedule -- and those results 
are tabulated in the list featured here. 

Note: Previous ranking for each team refers to our Week 14 
edition, published on April 21. Points percentages are 
through the games of April 27. 

1. Vegas Golden Knights 

Previous ranking: 1 
Points percentage: .745 
Next seven days: vs. COL (Apr. 28); @ ARI (Apr. 30, May 1); 
@ MIN (May 3) 

In his first season as an NHL regular, Zach Whitecloud has 
more than held his own on the Vegas blue line. Whitecloud, 
24, is one of the more underrated young defensemen in the 
league -- and also is one of the best "budget" players, 
earning $725,000 per season through 2021-22. 

2. Colorado Avalanche 

Previous ranking: 2 
Points percentage: .717 
Next seven days: @ VGS (Apr. 28); vs. SJ (Apr. 30, May 1); 
@ SJ (May 3) 

While Cale Makar gets most of the attention on Colorado's 
blue line, youngsters Sam Girard and Devon Toews have 
both quietly been fantastic. Just consider their expected 
goals for percentages at 5-on-5: Girard is at 60.95, Toews at 
63.04. Combined, the Avs have outscored opponents with 
these two on the ice 87-56 at 5-on-5. 

3. Carolina Hurricanes 

Previous ranking: 3 
Points percentage: .724 
Next seven days: vs. DET (Apr. 29); vs. CBJ (May 1); vs. 
CHI (May 3, 4) 

In his second season as a regular, Martin Necas has taken a 
big step forward for the Canes. The 22-year-old has a 
whopping plus-22 rating (highest on the team), and he has 
two overtime winners (also a team high) among his 37 points 
in 44 games. 

4. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Previous ranking: 4 
Points percentage: .694 
Next seven days: vs. DAL (Apr. 29); @ DET (May 1, 2) 

He's a late breakthrough candidate, but it's clear the 
Lightning feel good about 23-year-old rookie forward Alex 
Barre-Boulet. He's already getting looks on Tampa Bay's top 
line and top power-play unit. 

5. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Previous ranking: 5 
Points percentage: .677 
Next seven days: @ MTL (Apr. 28); vs. VAN (Apr. 29, May 
1); @ MTL (May 3) 

Alex Galchenyuk, the No. 3 overall pick of the 2012 draft, 
had fallen out of favor when he was traded to the Maple 
Leafs in February. It was his sixth team in three years. 
However, the 27-year-old found a useful role in Toronto and 
might have salvaged his NHL career because of it. 

6. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Previous ranking: 10 
Points percentage: .670 
Next seven days: @ WSH (Apr. 29, May 1); @ PHI (May 3, 
4) 

Cody Ceci was formerly the scapegoat defenseman of the 
Senators and Maple Leafs. He signed a one-year, $1.25 
million prove-it deal with Pittsburgh in the offseason, and he 
was made a healthy scratch just one game into his Penguins 
tenure. Now? Ceci is indispensable. 

7. Minnesota Wild 

Previous ranking: 9 
Points percentage: .691 
Next seven days: vs. STL (Apr. 28, 29, May 1); vs. VGS 
(May 3) 

Kirill Kaprizov isn't just the best breakthrough player on the 
Wild this season -- he might be the biggest breakthrough 
player in the entire league. While some cynics think he 
shouldn't be classified as a rookie because of nearly 300 
games of KHL experience, his impact in Minnesota is 
undeniable. 

8. Florida Panthers 

Previous ranking: 6 
Points percentage: .676 
Next seven days: @ CHI (Apr. 29, May 1); vs. DAL (May 3) 

One player who exceeded all expectations is former Tampa 
Bay depth forward Carter Verhaeghe. The 25-year-old is 
second on the team in goals and third in points -- thanks to 
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an increase of eight more minutes of average ice time per 
game compared to last season. 

9. Washington Capitals 

Previous ranking: 7 
Points percentage: .694 
Next seven days: vs. PIT (Apr. 29, May 1); @ NYR (May 3) 

When Henrik Lundqvist's heart condition prevented him from 
playing, goaltending was a question for the Caps. While 
Washington has viewed Ilya Samsonov as its goalie of the 
future, it was 25-year-old Vitek Vanecek who played more 
games and has a better save percentage. 

10. New York Islanders 

Previous ranking: 8 
Points percentage: .643 
Next seven days: @ NYR (Apr. 29); vs. NYR (May 1); @ 
BUF (May 3, 4) 

Besides Oliver Wahlstrom, 21-year-old Noah Dobson is the 
youngest player on the Islanders. He has been able to crack 
the regular lineup and increase his ice time by three minutes 
per game this season. That is huge, because it takes a lot for 
young players to earn coach Barry Trotz' trust. 

11. Boston Bruins 

Previous ranking: 11 
Points percentage: .646 
Next seven days: vs. BUF (Apr. 29, May 1); @ NJ (May 3, 4) 

Jeremy Swayman, a 22-year-old who played last season at 
the University of Maine, entered the season as the Bruins' 
fourth-string goalie. With a .946 save percentage and 1.46 
goals-against average through seven starts, he's a legit 
option to be Boston's top backup in the playoffs. 

12. Edmonton Oilers 

Previous ranking: 13 
Points percentage: .630 
Next seven days: @ WPG (Apr. 28); vs. CGY (Apr. 29, May 
1); @ VAN (May 3, 4) 

While Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl (rightfully) get 
most of the love, it has been a breakthrough season for 
defenseman Darnell Nurse.The 26-year-old could be in the 
Norris Trophy conversation, and he might even make Team 
Canada at the 2022 Olympics. 

13. Nashville Predators 

Previous ranking: 15 
Points percentage: .549 
Next seven days: vs. DAL (May 1); @ CBJ (May 3) 

Predators fans have been tantalized by Eeli Tolvanen's 
promise ever since he was drafted in the first round of the 
2017 draft. Tolvanen has finally showed up for Nashville, and 
he was often the Predators' best offensive player during their 
second-half resurgence. 

14. New York Rangers 

Previous ranking: 12 
Points percentage: .580 

Next seven days: vs. NYI (Apr. 29); @ NYI (May 1); vs. WSH 
(May 3) 

The Rangers are the first team in the league to have five 40-
point scorers. One of them is Pavel Buchnevich, who has 
been sensational offensively while also rounding out his 
game to be an effective 200-foot player as well. 

15. Dallas Stars 

Previous ranking: 17 
Points percentage: .551 
Next seven days: @ TB (Apr. 29); @ NSH (May 1); @ FLA 
(May 3) 

The only player who might be able to catch Kirill Kaprizov for 
the Calder Trophy is Jason Robertson, who is on an eight-
game point streak and has carried some of the offensive load 
for the injury-ravaged Stars. Since March 1, Robertson ranks 
among the top 15 in the NHL with 33 points. 

16. Winnipeg Jets 

Previous ranking: 14 
Points percentage: .594 
Next seven days: vs. EDM (Apr. 28); @ MTL (Apr. 30); @ 
OTT (May 3) 

Nikolaj Ehlers took his game to the next level this season. 
The 25-year-old averaged career highs in goals per game 
and assists per game and nearly hit a point-per-game pace 
for the first time in his NHL career. The Jets announced this 
week, unfortunately, that Ehlers will be sidelined until the 
playoffs. 

17. Montreal Canadiens 

Previous ranking: 16 
Points percentage: .543 
Next seven days: vs. TOR (Apr. 28); vs. WPG (Apr. 30); vs. 
OTT (May 1); vs. TOR (May 3) 

Tyler Toffoli lasted until the third day of free agency before 
he agreed to a contract with the Canadiens. He turned out to 
be one of the offseason's best signings. The 28-year-old 
leads the Habs in goals (by a decent margin) and points -- 
and he's inked through 2023-24. 

18. St. Louis Blues 

Previous ranking: 19 
Points percentage: .522 
Next seven days: @ MIN (Apr. 28, 29, May 1); vs. ANA (May 
3) 

Though he has cooled off after a hot start, it has been an 
important campaign for Justin Faulk on the Blues. He has 
looked much more comfortable and is as productive as St. 
Louis imagined when they traded for him on the eve of the 
2019-20 season. 

19. Arizona Coyotes 

Previous ranking: 18 
Points percentage: .480 
Next seven days: @ SJ (Apr. 28); vs. VGS (Apr. 30, May 1); 
vs. LA (May 3) 
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The 2021 season has been a showcase for Jakob Chychrun. 
Finally healthy after a series of tough-luck injuries, the 22-
year-old is shouldering No. 1 defenseman minutes while 
leading all blueliners in the league with 14 goals. 

20. Philadelphia Flyers 

Previous ranking: 20 
Points percentage: .520 
Next seven days: @ NJ (Apr. 29); vs. NJ (May 1); vs. PIT 
(May 3, 4) 

The Flyers have high hopes for Joel Farabee, whom the 
Flyers drafted No. 18 overall in 2018. He's proving to be a 
natural goal scorer, nearly doubling his career total in his 
second NHL season. Farabee's 15 goals rank him tied for 
second on the team, and his 31 points are fifth. 

21. Chicago Blackhawks 

Previous ranking: 21 
Points percentage: .500 
Next seven days: vs. FLA (Apr. 29, May 1); @ CAR (May 3, 
4) 

As recently as 2018, Brandon Hagel thought his NHL dream 
hit a dead end, and he was close to studying to become a 
teacher. But he got a new lease with the Blackhawks in 
2021, found a regular spot in Chicago's lineup and has 
scored two overtime winners. 

22. Vancouver Canucks 

Previous ranking: 22 
Points percentage: .488 
Next seven days: @ OTT (Apr. 28); @ TOR (Apr. 29, May 
1); vs. EDM (May 3, 4) 

We're now in the fourth consecutive season with a super-
impressive Canucks rookie. Following Brock Boeser, Elias 
Pettersson and Quinn Hughes, it's 20-year-old Nils 
Hoglander who has quickly become a fan favorite in 
Vancouver. 

23. Calgary Flames 

Previous ranking: 23 
Points percentage: .469 
Next seven days: @ EDM (Apr. 29, May 1) 

After 10 seasons with the Canucks, Chris Tanev signed with 
the Flames this offseason -- and has been a revelation for 
Calgary. At 5-on-5, Tanev has a 58.59 expected goals for 
percentage, which ranks second on the team. 

24. San Jose Sharks 

Previous ranking: 24 
Points percentage: .448 
Next seven days: vs. ARI (Apr. 28); @ COL (Apr. 30, May 1); 
vs. COL (May 3) 

In his second NHL season, Mario Ferraro has emerged as 
an important player on San Jose's blue line. The former 
UMass defenseman's ice time jumped nearly seven minutes 
this season, trailing only Brent Burns and Erik Karlsson 
among Sharks skaters. 

25. Los Angeles Kings 

Previous ranking: 25 
Points percentage: .457 
Next seven days: vs. ANA (Apr. 28); @ ANA (Apr. 30, May 
1); @ ARI (May 3) 

Kings fans are hoping 2020 No. 2 overall pick Quinton 
Byfield (recently recalled from the AHL) is the breakthrough 
player for next season. For 2021, it was a breakthrough for 
several young Kings players -- but perhaps nobody more 
than 26-year-old goaltender Cal Petersen. Petersen has 
started more games than Jonathan Quick -- and with a 
significantly better save percentage (.917 to .893). 

26. Detroit Red Wings 

Previous ranking: 26 
Points percentage: .422 
Next seven days: @ CAR (Apr. 29); vs. TB (May 1, 2) 

OK, so Jakub Vrana has only been around for a handful of 
games. But he's already among the top 10 on the team with 
five goals since coming over at the trade deadline, and he 
ranks second in game-winning goals. A late breakthrough, 
but a breakthrough nonetheless. 

27. Ottawa Senators 

Previous ranking: 28 
Points percentage: .408 
Next seven days: vs. VAN (Apr. 28); @ MTL (May 1); vs. 
WPG (May 3) 

For the Senators, the burgeoning top line of Drake 
Batherson, Josh Norris and Brady Tkachuk is having a 
breakthrough. When they're on the ice together, the trio has 
a 61.31 expected goals for percentage. 

28. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Previous ranking: 27 
Points percentage: .412 
Next seven days: @ CAR (May 1); vs. NSH (May 3) 

It wasn't a great season for most players on the Blue 
Jackets, but Jack Roslovic made the most of a midseason 
trade to his hometown team. The 24-year-old Roslovic hit a 
career-high 30 points in 42 games and ranks third on the 
team in scoring. 

29. Buffalo Sabres 

Previous ranking: 30 
Points percentage: .330 
Next seven days: @ BOS (Apr. 29, May 1); vs. NYI (May 3, 
4) 

Though the Sabres are starting to see what they have in 22-
year-old Ukko-Pekka Luukkonen, and have recently relied on 
longtime AHL veteran Dustin Tokarski, the season was really 
a breakout for goalie Linus Ullmark, proving the pending free 
agent should be kept around long term. 

30. Anaheim Ducks 

Previous ranking: 29 
Points percentage: .357 
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Next seven days: @ LA (Apr. 28); vs. LA (Apr. 30, May 1); @ 
STL (May 3) 

It has been a frustrating season for many players on the 
Ducks, but Max Comtois is starting to break through. The 
2017 second-round pick leads the team in goals and points. 
He should be a big part of Anaheim's forthcoming next wave. 

31. New Jersey Devils 

Previous ranking: 31 
Points percentage: .378 

Next seven days: vs. PHI (Apr. 29); @ PHI (May 1); vs. BOS 
(May 3, 4) 

After the trade deadline, general manager Tom Fitzgerald 
said he viewed the team's present and future core to be 
Mackenzie Blackwood, Nico Hischier, Jack Hughes and Ty 
Smith. Smith, 20, wasn't initially viewed in this group. But 
after a solid rookie season (with strong offensive numbers), 
he has earned it.

 

The Buzzer: Big wins help Lightning, Panthers clinch playoff spots 

By Sean Leahy  

THREE STARS 

1. Jonathan Huberdeau, Florida Panthers 

A high-scoring affair saw Huberdeau record five points — 
including three in the third period — during Florida’s 7-4 win 
over the Predators. Aleksander Barkov and Sam Bennett 
also had productive nights with the captain scoring twice and 
adding an assist, while the newcomer from Calgary chipped 
in a trio of helpers. The win also meant the Panthers are 
heading to the Stanley Cup Playoffs. 

2. Elvis Merzlikins, Columbus Blue Jackets / Thomas Greiss, 
Detroit Red Wings 

It was a goalie duel at Nationwide Arena as Merzlikins (41 
saves) and Greiss (33 saves) stood on their heads through 
three periods, overtime and the shootout. In the end, it was 
Patrik Laine and Oliver Bjorkstrand netting goals in the 
shootout to give Columbus a 1-0 win. 

3. Jordan Staal, Carolina Hurricanes 

The Canes captain led the way with two goals and an assist 
during a big 5-1 win over the Stars. Staal’s 16 goals and 36 
points are his highest since the 2017-18 NHL season. The 
two points puts Carolina in sole possession of first place in 
the Central Division with two games in-hand over the 
Panthers. 

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE NIGHT 

• Zdeno Chara came to the aid of a teammate and scrapped 
with Matt Martin, using his reach to his advantage: 

• Lovely move and sweet finish by David Krejci to open the 
scoring in Pittsburgh: 

• Streeeeeeeetch it out, Anton Khudobin: 

STATS OF THE NIGHT 

• Including last season’s Stanley Cup Qualifiers, the 
Panthers have made the playoffs in consecutive seasons for 
the second time in franchise history. 

• Joining the Cats in the postseason from the Central 
Division will be the Lightning, who have reached the playoffs 
for the fourth straight season. They’ll attempt to become the 
ninth NHL franchise to repeat as Stanley Cup champions 
and first since the 2016/2017 Penguins. 

SCORES 
Devils 6, Flyers 4 
Rangers 3, Sabres 1 
Bruins 3, Penguins 1 
Capitals 1, Islanders 0 
Blue Jackets 1, Red Wings 0 (SO) 
Panthers 7, Predators 4 
Lightning 7, Blackhawks 4 
Hurricanes 5, Stars 1 
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Recap: Staal shines in Canes’ drubbing of Stars 

The Carolina Hurricanes finished up a road trip with a 5-1 
win in Dallas Tuesday night, as Jordan Staal, Sebastian Aho 
and Andrei Svechnikov all put up three-point nights.  

By Alec_Sawyer 

Led by a two-goal night from captain Jordan Staal, the 
Carolina Hurricanes kept pace atop the Central Division 
Tuesday night with a 5-1 win on the road over the Dallas 
Stars.  

The Canes jumped ahead to a 3-0 lead early in the second 
period and they never let that slip away, as Staal’s two 
power-play tallies were joined early by a goal from Sebastian 
Aho, who had a three-point night. Staal and Andrei 
Svechnikov also had three-point games, with Staal adding an 
assist and Svechnikov assisting all three of the early goals.  

Max McCormick and Nino Niederreiter added insurance 
goals in the third period, with McCormick scoring his second 
in as many games after spending most of the season on the 
taxi squad. For Dallas, Jason Robertson had the lone goal in 
the second period.  

Alex Nedeljkovic was great once again between the pipes for 
Carolina, stopping 27 of 28 shots faced. Anton Khudobin 
took the loss in Dallas’ net, saving 24 shots. Special teams 
were also particularly strong for Carolina, as the Canes went 
2 for 3 on the power play and squashed out three Dallas 
penalty kills.  

While the Canes grabbed the win Tuesday they didn’t get 
any help in separating themselves from the other competitors 
in the Central Division, as both Florida and Tampa Bay 
picked up wins of their own Tuesday. With the three wins, 
Carolina maintained a two-point lead over Florida and three-
point lead over Tampa (with two games in hand on Florida). 

The Canes jumped on the Stars early, netting two goals 
within 1:01 just inside the midway point of the first period. 
The game opener came from Staal, his 15th of the season, 
on the power play following a high-sticking on John 
Klingberg. 

Svechnikov wristed a puck towards the net that deflected off 
Aho, falling perfectly to Staal positioned in the center. The 
captain didn’t let the chance slip away, as he ripped the 
rebound past Khudobin to make it 2-0.  

The lead doubled shortly after as Aho got a goal of his own, 
netting a really heavy rebound produced by Brett Pesce into 
the back of the net. It was a heads-up play from Aho, who 
came off the bench and immediately made an impact to 
skate unimpeded into the offensive zone to gather the 
rebound.  

The Hurricanes started the second period with 1:23 of power 
play time, and Staal picked up his second rebound goal on 
the man advantage of the game. Carolina came out in the 
second controlling the power play, and the time in the Dallas 
zone paid off.  

An Aho shot from the point missed high, but took a Carolina-
friendly bounce off the glass back into the danger zone near 
the crease. Staal, once again positioned right in the middle of 
the action, found the puck and put it in the net to put the 
Canes up 3-0.  

Dallas got on the scoresheet later in the second, as 
Robertson scored from a loose puck after an initial save by 
Nedeljkovic. Teuvo Teravainen, playing in his first game 
since March 4, lost the puck in the neutral zone, and the 
Canes defensemen couldn’t get the puck cleared, leading to 
the Robertson goal.  

The Stars controlled much of the remainder of the second 
period, tilting the ice a bit from the opening 25 minutes or so. 
The Canes did have a great look late in the period, though 
Khudobin used a great effort to keep it out of net.  

Carolina came out great in the third period and it paid off a 
little over five minutes in, as the Canes’ fourth line produced 
a goal to make it 4-1 after an all-around terrific night for the 
unit. Steven Lorentz fed Morgan Geekie behind the net, who 
made a great centering pass to McCormick. McCormick 
brought the puck to his backhand to score his second goal in 
as many nights.  

The Hurricanes made that three-goal lead a four-goal lead 
later on in the third, as Niederreiter scored his 18th of the 
season. Staal laced a centering pass across to Niederreiter, 
who slotted it home.  

With Tuesday’s win over the Stars, the Canes finished their 
eight-game regular season series with Dallas with an 
impressive 6-1-1 mark. Now Carolina will head back home 
for a five-game homestand, its final homestand of the 
season.
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They said it: Staal, Aho, Svechnikov, Brind’Amour on win in Dallas 

Sebastian Aho, Jordan Staal, Andrei Svechnikov and Rod 
Brind’Amour spoke to the media following a 5-1 win over the 
Dallas Stars Tuesday night.  

By Andrew Schnittker and Alec_Sawyer 

The Hurricanes celebrated the return of Teuvo Teravainen 
and the end of their six-game road trip in fine fashion 
Tuesday night, beating the Dallas Stars 5-1 thanks to three-
point nights from Jordan Staal, Sebastian Aho and Andrei 
Svechnikov.  

Staal, Aho, Svechnikov and Brind’Amour spoke to the media 
following the win, here’s a full breakdown of everything they 
had to say:  

Rod Brind’Amour 

On if Jordan Staal should be in the Selke conversation: 
There’s a captain obvious question. You set that one up. 
Yeah, obviously. I’ve been saying this for a long time. I think 
you do have to have the numbers, and I get it. Clearly he 
does. Hopefully he’ll get his due. 

On Teuvo Teravainen’s return: He’d been hinting at it. I 
talked to him yesterday and he kind of said ‘Well, let’s see 
how I do in the morning.’ He skated by himself, really, and 
then gave us the thumbs up. Obviously that’s huge for us. I 
thought he was good. Obviously he had the one little gaffe 
there that I’m sure he’d like to have back. But other than that, 
I thought as long as he was out, he was good.  

On Jordan Staal being motivated by Jamie Benn’s game last 
night: I didn’t see it that way. I know Jamie Benn had a good 
game, but it certainly wasn’t at the expense of Jordan. I think 
there were a lot of other reasons there. Jordo, he does what 
he does. He’s just consistent. Every shift, he’s there for us. I 
can’t say enough good things about him. If that’s how he felt, 
that’s great. I know if he gets a little angry, he’s a really 
special player. He was tonight.  

On the third and fourth lines: Especially tonight, [Morgan 
Geekie] made a couple nice plays. [Max McCormick] getting 
a couple goals here in two straight games. You get 
contributions there, that’s huge. Obviously last night, we 
needed those goals. Tonight, the game was a little different 
story, but it kind of put the game away. That’s a big goal. If 
we want to be successful, we need everyone to contribute.  

Jordan Staal 

On how good it was to have Teuvo Teravainen backL It was. 
He’s been through a long year. It’s one thing to have a 
concussion, I can’t imagine one during the pandemic. I’ve 
been through them. It’s not fun. It’s not a fun injury. You just 
want to get back out there. It was awesome seeing him out 
there. He’s only going to get better. And he looked good 
already tonight. It was good. All the boys were happy to see 
him out there.  

On the source of the energy early in the game: We had some 
more jump today. Obviously last game we looked a little 
sluggish, for whatever reason. Today was different than the 
other one. We got to the game that we wanted to play. 
Everybody was buying in. Everybody was moving the feet 

and making the right plays, the strong plays. It obviously 
turned into some good stuff in the first period.  

On if there has been discussion about winning the division 
and possibly the Presidents’ Trophy: We’re trying to win 
every game. When you take that down to just the day-to-day, 
that’s what you’ve got to focus on. [Brind’Amour] said before 
the game that it’s gonna be important. Whatever these 
games mean at the end of the year, it’s gonna be important. 
We want to show up and play our style and stay sharp and 
do the things that we do to keep rolling into the playoffs.  

On if clinching a playoff spot took some pressure off: I don’t 
know. I don’t think it really changed a ton. I think we just had 
some better jump and guys were sharper tonight than the 
previous night. And vice versa for their team. It was nice to 
see that ‘x’ beside our name in the standings, but I don’t 
think it changed a ton to the start of this game.  

On having a good game as a captain after Dallas’ captain 
had such a good game Monday: Yeah, Jamie Benn is a 
great player. He got the best of me yesterday. I didn’t go 
home, obviously, feeling that great. I was happy to have a 
better effort tonight. That’s what we’ve got to do, just come 
back with a better effort if you don’t feel good with a game. 
I’m happy with the way it went tonight. 

On Justin Williams tweeting out that Staal should win the 
Selke Trophy: [Williams] is biased. But obviously I’m happy 
with where I’m at and where this team is at. Contributing on 
both sides of the puck is what I’ve always wanted to do, and 
this year obviously the puck has been going in, which is nice. 
Getting on opportunity on the power play. It’s been a fun 
season. I’m just going to continue to finish off these eight 
games, and we’ll worry about that down the road.  

Sebastian Aho 

On how Teuvo Teravainen did in his first game back: Good. 
He looked fast. I felt that he was right in the game from the 
first shift. Obviously he’s only going to get better from here. I 
think he’s showing that I can trust him out there in any 
situation, which helps a lot.  

On the power play getting a couple goals and on the top 
units playing so well: It’s every night with the special teams, 
really. They are key in every game. Getting two goals and 
not letting any on the PK is going to give us a really good 
chance to win the hockey game. We try to gain some 
confidence from those goals. But then again, if we don’t 
score we want to learn and try new plays and just getting 
better all the time. It’s been a big role in the last two.  

On Jordan Staal’s game, him setting the tone and if he 
should win the Selke Trophy: I’ve been saying it every time 
that you guys ask me about it. He’s literally doing that every 
night. Yeah, he scored today a couple goals, but I think his 
effort level and commitment and the way he grinds out there, 
it’s every night. He never changes. It’s just effort. Obviously 
it’s very nice to see him score, but there’s a lot of things. 
He’s our captain. He’s a successful player and has spent a 
long time in this league.  

Andrei Svechnikov 
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On seeing goals go in for the guys at the top of the lineup: 
It’s really good to see that, when other guys score, it helps. I 
think with our four lines, everyone can score. You can’t just 
beat one. Everyone can score. It’s good to have that, and 
we’ve got to move that to the next game.  

On having Teuvo Teravainen back: It’s huge. All the guys are 
happy in the locker room to see him playing. I think he was 

really good today. Obviously it’s hard when you’re not 
playing for such a long time. It’s hard. But he was looking 
good. He’s going to be really good.  

On getting 9 of 12 points on this road trip through some 
injuries: We just battle for each other. It’s huge. Like I said, 
all four lines can score right now. That’s huge. We’ve just got 
to keep going, keep battling. Hopefully we stay healthy.

 

    

 

 
 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article250984254.html 
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Staal leads the way as Hurricanes finish road trip with 5-1 win over 
Dallas Stars 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER APRIL 27, 2021 08:08 PM,  

 

Win or lose Tuesday, the Carolina Hurricanes were going to have 
something to celebrate. 

But it’s always better to win and the Canes did that, topping the Dallas 
Stars 5-1. They also did it with Teuvo Teravainen back on the ice and in 
the lineup at American Airlines Center, making the win even better. 

Teravainen, sidelined for 25 games, played for the first time since March 
5. The versatile forward has dealt with COVID-19 issues and then 
concussion symptoms in a challenging, frustrating season but was back 
Tuesday. 

No one played any better than Canes captain Jordan Staal, who scored 
twice on the power play and set up Nino Niederreiter for a third-period 
score. With the big man in charge, the Canes (32-10-7) finished their 

season series 6-1-1 against the Stars and lead the Central Division -- 
and the NHL -- with 71 points. 

Sebastian Aho had a goal and two assists, Max McCormick scored for a 
second straight game and Andrei Svechnikov had a career-high three 
assists for Carolina, 16-7-3 on the road this season. 

“We’re trying to win every game.” Staal said after the game. “Whatever 
these games mean, at the end of the year it’s going to be important. We 
want to show up and play our style. and stay sharp and do the things we 
do and keep rolling to the playoffs.” 

Goalie Alex Nedeljkovic started his 20th game for the Canes and picked 
up his 13th win with 27 saves as Carolina picked up nine points on the 
six-game road trip that began against Tampa Bay. 

The Canes clinched a spot in the Stanley Cup playoffs on Monday 
despite a 4-3 overtime loss to the Stars (21-16-12), who are trying to 
wedge into the fourth playoff spot in the Central. After chasing the game 
on Monday, finally tying the score in the third before losing in OT, the 
Canes had a much better start Tuesday as Staal signaled his intent with 
an early hit on Stars captain Jamie Benn, the star of Monday’s game. 

Staal had a power-play goal in the first period for a 1-0 lead., banging in 
a loose puck, and Aho also scored off a rebound 61 seconds later to 
make it 2-0. Staal’s second-power play goal pushed the Canes in front 3-
0 early in the second. 
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“We had more jump today,” Staal said. “Last game we looked a little 
sluggish. Today we got to the game we wanted to play. Everyone was 
moving their feet and making the right plays, the strong plays.” 

The Stars’ Jason Robertson, outstanding as a rookie this season, scored 
his 15th of the season in the second to make it a 3-1 game and give the 
Stars some life heading into the third. But McCormick and Niederreiter 
finished it off. 

“We were half a step behind physically and half a step behind 
emotionally, and when you do that against that team, they are going to 
make you look as bad as we did tonight,” Stars coach Rick Bowness said 
after the game. 

Teravainen was placed on Aho’s line with Svechnikov, was used on the 
Canes’ second power-play unit and had 16:32 of ice time. His return was 
needed and timely with recent injuries to forwards Jesper Fast, Jordan 
Martinook and Brock McGinn, and the Canes again played without 
defenseman Brady Skjei, who has a concussion. 

“He’s been through a long year,” Staal said. “It was awesome to see him 
out there and he’s only going to get better.” 

McCormick had not scored a goal in the NHL since November 2018 until 
Monday, when the forward banged in a shot against Dallas. Now, he has 
done it again against the Stars -- two games, two goals. 

McCormick, given a chance to play because of Canes injuries, scored off 
a pass from Morgan Geekie from behind the goal line at 5:18 of the third 
for a 4-1 lead. The Geekie-to-McCormick play was similar to their hookup 
Monday as the Canes again picked up a score from their fourth line. 

(Earlier updates) 

SECOND PERIOD: CANES LEAD 3-1 

Jordan Staal has scored his second power-play goal of the game and 
Jason Robertson has scored for the Stars after the Canes had taken a 3-
0 lead. 

Sebastian Aho and Andrei Svechnikov assisted on Staal’s goal at 1:13 of 
the period. Aho has a goal and two assists, and Svechnikov three assists 
in the game. 

The Canes began the second on the power play after a delay-of-game 
call against Dallas late in the first. Staal went to front of the net and 
banged in the loose puck at 1:13 of the period. 

Robertson scored his 15th of the season at 7:45 after a Canes turnover 
in the neutral zone. 

Canes defenseman Jake Bean was denied a goal with 1:17 left in the 
period. Bean had an open look on the back side off a Morgan Geekie 
pass but goalie Anton Khudobin managed to get the shaft of his stick on 
the puck. 

FIRST PERIOD: STAAL, AHO SCORE 

The Canes’ Jordan Staal scored on the first power play of the game and 
Sebastian Aho has followed with an even-strength goal a minute later for 
a 2-0 lead after the first period. 

Staal scored his 15th of the season and his sixth power-play goal as Aho 
and Andrei Svechnikov had the assists at 7:08. Svechnikov got off a 
shot, the puck bouncing off Aho’s skate to Staal in front of the crease. 

Aho’s goal at 8:09 was his 21st after the center came off the bench on a 
change, gathered in the long rebound of a Brett Pesce shot in the left 
circle and ripped the shot. Svechnikov earned his second assist of the 
game. 

Forward Teuvo Teravainen put in his first shift since March 4 after 
missing the past 25 games recovering from concussion symptoms. 
Teravainen was on the ice for the Aho score, off a long rebound, and had 
six shifts and 5:39 TOI. 

The Canes outshot the Stars 15-9 in the period and had 13 scoring 
chances to the Stars’ 7 (naturalstattrick.com). 
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Hurricanes’ Slow and Steady Strategy Has Produced a Cup Contender 

 

by Brandon Stanley 

 

Young talent is the name of the game, folks. 

In today’s NHL, an emphasis is put on speed, skill, and youth. If you look 
around the league, almost all the top teams are led by young, cost-
controlled talent. The top six scorers on the league-leading Colorado 
Avalanche are at or under the age of 27. The defending champion 
Tampa Bay Lightning have just two regulars over the age of 30. And the 
rising Carolina Hurricanes have seen a serious youth movement in full 
effect over the last few years. 

The Hurricanes spent a decade in the doldrums of the NHL. Actually, it 
was more like hockey purgatory; rarely were they truly terrible – which 
was not really ideal, because it kept them drafting in the 5-12 range 
basically every year – but never good enough to make the playoffs or, 
especially, contend for a Stanley Cup. That’s troublesome when the best 
bet to build a contender begins with drafting and developing, ideally 
getting stars at the top of those drafts. Unfortunately, the Canes were just 
kind of stuck. 

Finally, a general manager came along that worked them out of this 
frustrating loop, and a few short years later (well, don’t say that to Canes 
fans, but in retrospect, it kind of is) the Hurricanes have one of the most 
enviable groups of young, controlled talent along with a stacked prospect 
pipeline working its way up through the ranks (from “2021 NHL Team 
Prospect Rankings, The Athletic, February 9, 2021). You may think I’m 
talking about Don Waddell, and that would be a fair assumption. 
However, I am actually taking it back to his predecessor, Ron Francis. 

The former Hurricane captain and NHL legend played a significant, 
imperative role in building who the Hurricanes are today, and often does 
not get his due. Saying Francis was perfect as GM is far from accurate – 
you could even argue his stint wasn’t particularly good. But, he did lay a 
foundation for the current regime to cash in on. 

Ron Francis 

So, what steps, exactly, did the Hurricanes take to get here? It’s a 
fascinating discussion because Waddell and Francis have had extremely 
dissimilar plans as general managers, but if you combine them it makes 
for quite possibly the ideal formula for building a sustainable contender in 
the modern NHL. 

So let’s take it back about a decade, and break down how the Carolina 
Hurricanes put together a competitive roster, going from being a 
perennial afterthought to on the short list of Stanley Cup favorites. 

The Pre-Francis Section 

This part will be pretty short and sweet, as only a few players on the 
current Hurricanes roster were acquired before Francis took over as 
general manager. However, Francis was serving as Director of Hockey 
Ops under then-general manager Jim Rutherford from 2011-2014, so he 
does deserve some level of credit for bringing these players in. 

On the eve of the 2012 NHL Entry Draft, the Hurricanes sat with the 
eighth pick. They would never make that selection, instead using it to 
acquire Jordan Staal from the Pittsburgh Penguins. He would later sign a 
10-year extension at $6M AAV, keeping him in Raleigh until at least ’22-
’23. 
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Little needs to be said about the impact of this deal; the recent 1,000-
game plateau-crosser has had an impressive career as an elite two-way 
center. His offensive renaissance in 2021 is just an added bonus for a 
player who’s contributions go well beyond the box score, and he’s proven 
to be a phenomenal captain and leader for the current young squad. 

Jordan Staal Carolina Hurricanes 

Beyond Staal, the Hurricanes also hit two absolute home runs in the 
middle rounds of the draft. Jaccob Slavin has developed into one of the 
best defensive defensemen in the NHL, and selecting him in the 4th 
round (120th overall) in 2012 has to be one of the bigger “oopsies” from 
teams around the league in retrospect. Oh, just a little nugget to throw in 
here, defensemen selected in the top-10 of that draft included Griffin 
Reinhart, Ryan Murray, Hampus Lindholm, Derrick Pouliot (to Pittsburgh, 
with the pick received in the Staal deal), and Slater Koekkoek. Yikes. 

Last, but not least, another pillar of the Hurricanes blue line came off the 
board the very next year, once again in mega-steal fashion; Brett Pesce, 
and elite defender in his own right, was nabbed in the third round, 66th 
overall, in 2013. 

The Hurricanes struggled mightily in the draft for over a decade, but, right 
at the end of the Rutherford era, a couple pretty nice welcome gifts were 
left on the doorstep. 

The Francis Years (2014-2018): The Slow Play 

The inability to find a [starting] goalie and his consistent “we like our 
group” slogan (when the group clearly wasn’t good enough) doomed him. 
Aho was a great find and the Teravainen trade was a steal. But a lot of 
his trades that seemed good at the time, and his assembly of promising 
prospects, turned out mediocre in hindsight. We saw the vision, but never 
really saw the results. 

Alex Ohari, The Hockey Writers, Tracking the Storm Podcast 

These years were stressful for Hurricanes fans anxious for a return to 
relevancy. They suffered through coaches like Kirk Muller and Bill Peters; 
the latter hire is one of the bigger stains on Francis’ tenure. The 
Hurricanes also watched promising young players like Elias Lindholm, 
Noah Hanifin, and Jeff Skinner get rushed to the NHL too early (or just 
fizzle out after a great, Calder-winning start in the latter’s case) and fail to 
live up to expectations. 

Francis’ mantra was patience and development, rarely making big trades 
or free agent signings and instead trying to home-grow a contender. It 
never truly culminated in success in the standings, but his footprint 
remains all over the current Hurricanes roster. 

Elias Lindholm Hurricanes 

One trade that truly sticks out as a resounding success and possibly the 
most shrewd move of Francis’ tenure was the Teuvo Teravainen deal. 

After a run as one of the most dominant teams in the league, culminating 
in three Stanley Cups in a six-year span, Chicago General Manager Stan 
Bowman had to add a sweetener to get his team a little cap relief in order 
to keep their core intact. Francis swooped in, taking veteran Bryan 
Bickell’s contract off Chicago’s books, and adding a promising young 
forward in Teravainen to the mix in the process. 

Teravainen has since developed into a top line, nearly-point-per-game 
player who displays fantastic chemistry with fellow Finn Sebastian Aho. 
In addition to being a stellar playmaker, he is also one of the most 
underrated defensive wingers in the league. 

As for the draft; we’ve talked about steals already, which should be 
unsurprising because the Hurricanes roster has quite a few players who 
outperformed their draft slots. Possibly the single-greatest impact the 
Francis era has on the 2021 Hurricanes is the biggest of these steals – 
aforementioned top line center, Aho, taken in the second round 
(somehow) of the 2016 draft. Robert Kron, now with Seattle but formerly 
the Hurricanes head European scout, did a phenomenal job of identifying 

talent that maybe wasn’t as highly regarded by the industry, and Aho is 
the poster boy for this. 

Sadly, Francis’ drafts still left a lot to be desired. He selected a lot of 
European and college players, again showing his inclination to take 
things slowly and safely. Even Lindholm was kind of seen as a “safe pick” 
at fifth overall, although in hindsight it was far from a bad selection. 

Other Francis draft additions include goaltender Alex Nedeljkovic (2nd 
round, 2014) and forward Steven Lorentz (7th round, 2015). “Ned” finally 
broke through into the NHL this season and the Calder Trophy candidate 
has been spectacular, cementing his place as a likely key piece of the 
Hurricanes future in net. Lorentz was a second-year draft eligible forward 
who has surpassed expectations and turned into a solid part of the 
Hurricanes bottom six this season, and looks like a legitimate NHL 
player. Not bad for a guy who was passed over nearly 400 times in the 
draft. 

Francis’ first-round picks left a lot to be desired, though. He did well in 
adding Martin Necas, who is developing into a star this season. 
Otherwise, names include Julien Gauthier and Noah Hanifin failed to live 
up to their immeasurable raw tools in Carolina, Jake Bean, who is still an 
unknown and has had a roller coaster of a first year in the NHL (largely 
down of late, and most recently getting scratched for journeyman Joakim 
Ryan), and Haydn Fleury, who was never able to carve out a role on the 
deep Canes blue line, though he has looked good early on for his new 
team in Anaheim. 

Martin Necas Carolina Hurricanes 

Francis was notorious for standing pat, and the only needle-moving free 
agent signing he made was adding Justin Williams. But, he did a good 
job of keeping talent in-house, locking Pesce and Slavin up long-term, 
and on team-friendly deals to boot. The Hurricanes have been known for 
having one of the deepest blue lines in the league for a years now, and 
these two have been at the forefront, so keeping them in tow was a must. 
On the other end of the spectrum, he also gave Victor Rask a six-year, 
$24M extension, which predictably went sour quickly. 

The Scott Darling trade also sticks out like a sore thumb. Cam Ward was 
far from an elite goaltender, and for years the Hurricanes looked for an 
upgrade. They bet on a small sample size from a backup goalie playing 
behind a championship Chicago team, going back to the Stan Bowman 
well to add Darling. They then signed him to a four-year deal, but Darling 
struggled mightily as a Hurricane and the search for a capable starting 
goaltender continued. 

So, in summation, a lot of misses, but a few hits. The patience and 
passiveness didn’t really pan out like Francis had envisioned, but had he 
not provided a solid foundation, the Hurricanes wouldn’t look as they do 
today. 

The Dundon/Waddell Era (2018-Present): Pushing in Some Chips, and a 
Few Strokes of Luck 

Waddell and his staff were able to create a Stanley Cup contender by 
building on Ron Francis’ successes and cutting ties with his failures. 
Francis helped build the team and acquired or drafted key players, but 
it’s Waddell that has turned a former laughingstock of the NHL into one of 
the league’s best teams. His ability to cut ties with “dead weight” and use 
them as assets to acquire players such as Vincent Trocheck has 
cemented him as one of the league’s best GMs. 

Matthew Somma, Calm Before the Storm/Tracking the Storm Podcast 

The summer of 2018 has the potential to be looked back on as the 
turning point in franchise history, especially if the current trajectory 
continues and the Hurricanes remain contenders (and, hopefully, win a 
few Cups in the process) the next half-decade or so. It started with two 
things; a billionaire from Texas deciding to buy a struggling NHL team 
and a nice bounce of a ping-pong ball. 

Tom Dundon 
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Tom Dundon purchased a majority share of the franchise from longtime 
owner Peter Karmanos Jr., a move that opened the purse strings for new 
General Manager Don Waddell – Francis was demoted, then fired almost 
immediately (from “Hurricanes terminate Ron Francis’ contract”, The 
News and Observer”, April 30, 2018) – and allowed the Hurricanes finally 
get a bit over the salary cap. 

We can’t have this conversation and not mention the Waddell/Dundon 
regime’s first move, which was hiring a new head coach. They landed on 
franchise legend Rod Brind’Amour. His subsequent 84-54-12 record in 
the two following years, two consecutive playoff appearances (and 
headed for a third), and Eastern Conference Finals appearance tells you 
all you need to know about how well that move paid off. 

The new regime displayed a much more wheel-and-deal style than 
Francis. They came in and immediately starting working to improve the 
roster, signing goalie Petr Mrazek, trading for glue/culture guys Jordan 
Martinook and Calvin de Haan, and cutting ties with longtime, 
underperfoming players like Cam Ward, Joakim Nordstrom, and Derek 
Ryan. 

Like Francis with the two young defensemen, Dundon, Waddell, and 
Brind’Amour were given a hell of a welcome gift – the Hurricanes were 
the biggest winners in the 2018 NHL Draft lottery, moving up from #11 all 
the way to second overall. In a draft with a clear-cut top two, and their 
biggest need at forward, the new front office couldn’t have asked for a 
better fit. Thus, Andrei Svechnikov became a Carolina Hurricane. 

They were far from done at the 2018 draft, though, making one of the 
biggest splashes that had the draft floor buzzing in Dallas. Elias Lindholm 
and Noah Hanifin, previous regime staples that the new front office didn’t 
see as fits, were shipped to Calgary to bring in star defenseman Dougie 
Hamilton and rugged winger Micheal Ferland. 

Still wheeling and dealing to build the team in their image, the Hurricanes 
then swapped Victor Rask for Nino Niederreiter in a heck of a one-for-
one trade. Rask, as previously mentioned, failed to live up to 
expectations of his hefty contract, and Waddell was able to move a piece 
that wasn’t working for a forward who has become a valuable piece of 
their top-six since.That’s phenomenal business, to say the least (also, 
bless your heart, Paul Fenton). 

Immediately ending their decade-long absence from ther postseason, the 
Hurricanes came just a few games away from a Stanley Cup Final in 
Dundon, Brind’Amour, and Waddell’s first year at the helm. Waddell was 
a finalist for Executive of the Year. 

Unsatisfied with their taste of success, the team added to their deep blue 
line once again with veteran free agent signing Jake Gardiner in the 
summer of 2019, and made another massive splash at the 2020 trade 
deadline. The Hurricanes, struggling with injuries on their blue line at the 
time, went out and got Brady Skjei and Sami Vatanen for a first-round 
pick and Janne Kuokkanen, respectively. Skjei had been fantastic until 
his recent concussion, eating tough minutes and killing penalties at a 
high level, while the Vatanen deal was a bit of a miss as he never really 
got healthy and contributed. Meanwhile, Kuokkanen has turned into a 
nice young player for New Jersey. 

Vincent Trocheck Carolina Hurricanes 

Waddell wasn’t done yet, though. As things began to look like they were 
quieting down on trade deadline day for the Hurricanes, seemingly out of 
nowhere Waddell struck with arguably his biggest move yet – adding star 
forward Vincent Trocheck from the Florida Panthers. Trocheck had fallen 
out of favor in the sunshine state, with this deal representing a fantastic 
identification of a buy-low target that has turned into one of the best 
players on the team. He is scoring at over a point-per-game pace in 
2021, and has fit the system with his forechecking, two-way play, and 
elite hockey sense. 

They got a player of this caliber for Erik Haula, who didn’t fit well, Eetu 
Luostarinen, a nice, young, bottom-six player, and two players that will 
likely never be NHL regulars in Chase Priskie and Lucas Wallmark. They 

did not part with one top prospect or draft pick; that’s absolute sorcery to 
bring in that level of player. And now, with Aho, Trocheck, and Staal 
down the middle, the Hurricanes have an enviable collection of center 
depth – one of the biggest strengths on the team. 

The hits under Waddell far out-weigh the misses. They have also been 
phenomenal at the draft, routinely swinging on high-ceiling players that, 
theoretically, the industry may see as “lower floor”, riskier options than 
the college-bound and European players Francis seemed to favor. 
Players like Noel Gunler, Tuukka Tieksola, Alexander Pashin, and Zion 
Nybeck are not the types Francis likely would have targeted, as super-
talented players that fell in the draft over concerns like size, motor, or 
defensive inefficiencies. These are players that if they hit, though, are 
probably top-half of the roster players. With the draft being such a 
crapshoot anyway, this seems like the ideal way NHL scouting 
departments should be drafting to begin with, but it’s hard to say that 
definitively before we see how these classes shake out over the next few 
years. The Hurricanes have the potential to hit quite a few home runs 
with these selections, though. 

So now, you have one of the best teams in the NHL, brought together 
over a couple short years (this time, Canes fans will likely agree with this 
moniker – time flies when your team is good, or whatever the saying is), 
looking like they’ll be going nowhere soon. They’re on the short list of 
Stanley Cup contenders, and in the mix for the President’s Trophy. They 
recently showed they can not only battle with, but take the fight to the 
defending champs. 

Waddell has proven to be one of the best managers in the sport, which is 
just another reason not to count out this franchise staying relevant long-
term. 

So, Combined, you get… 

In summary, the Hurricanes essentially used two different strategies to 
build one fantastic group. 

Francis valued draft picks, was patient, and helped build depth in the 
prospect pool to keep a steady flow of talent coming. This is easier said 
than done – projecting and drafting 17 and 18-year-olds is difficult, and 
frequently teams with lots of early draft picks fail build a contender. Hell, 
look at the Edmonton Oilers. They would be a dynasty by now if it was as 
simple as selecting a bunch of talent early and letting the group grow 
together. Francis’ strategy of patience and building through the draft was 
the right choice at the time, though, and in the end it did work out for the 
franchise, thanks to Waddell’s brilliance in turning the foundation into a 
heck of a complete structure. Both general managers deserve their 
credit. 

Rebuilding is especially tough when you’re a cap-strapped team like the 
Hurricanes were for so many years. At the end of the day, we don’t know 
that Francis wouldn’t have preferred being more aggressive and built a 
more competitive team, because he was hamstrung by a budget that 
rarely rose above the cap floor under Peter Karmanos Jr. 

So in many ways, Dundon can almost be seen as the savior of this 
franchise. The owner displayed a master class in what a new ownership 
group should do; coming in very hands-on, opening up new possibilities, 
putting the right people in place to build the team in his vision, then 
getting out of the way. I mean really, remember when he took over and 
so many old-guard, hockey men were all up in arms about his style? 
Well, when’s the last we heard of them (or Dundon, for that matter)? He 
said he would fix things, then back off; he’s done just that. He deserves a 
lot of credit too. 

It was a slow, steady process, and the results weren’t always tangible. 
But, the business and roster management side of this organization has 
been fantastic the last few years, and the reward is starting to sprout in 
the form of an extremely good, young, fun team. 

The Carolina Hurricanes: former laughingstock of the NHL. 

Nobody’s laughing anymore. 
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Hurricanes clinch a playoff berth: What got them here and what 
questions must be answered the rest of the way? 

 

By Sara Civian Apr 27, 2021  

 

If you told me at the beginning of the season that the Hurricanes were 
going to make the playoffs, of course I would’ve believed you. I would’ve 
been slightly more confused upon glancing at the scoresheet to see Jani 
Hakanpaa and Max McCormick solidifying this berth. 

But, in a way, Hakanpaa’s goal with 4 minutes, 14 seconds left in the 
third period that forced overtime against Dallas and gave the Hurricanes 
the one point needed to become the first team in the Central Division to 
clinch a playoff spot, was perfect. And I don’t know where McCormick 
has been hiding his moves, but I’m sure Canes fans weren’t mad about 
his RBI. 

The roster is depleted, the game wasn’t coming easy for the usual 
suspects and you already know the dreaded 11-7 scheme was 11-7ing 
all over the place. The Canes weren’t getting any help from the Panthers, 
who would’ve clinched the playoff berth for Carolina had they beaten 
Nashville on Monday. 

Something tells me this group of Hurricanes would rather earn it 
themselves. 

“They’re never satisfied and they never give up,” coach Rod Brind’Amour 
said after the 4-3 overtime loss to the Stars. “I feel like we’re on a mission 
here. The guys were all upset for losing the game, which they should be. 
We’ve got bigger and better stuff that we’re trying to accomplish. I’m just 
really proud of this group, all the way around.” 

It’s a weird mixed bag when the playoff clincher is also a loss, but in 2021 
we’re enjoying things. The years of rainy tailgates where the Canes 
would lose the one gimme game that would’ve sent them to the playoffs 
gave way to Carolina actually winning that game, and now that’s giving 
way to not even having to play that game. 

“What do we have, eight games left and we’re in the playoffs?” a fired-up 
Brind’Amour said. “Let’s go. Enough of the negative stuff. This group has 
worked their ass off all year. I know we lost the game in overtime, we lost 
the talent show part. You don’t want to lose that, but we dug in and got 
us a point, got us in. We’re not done. We’ve got eight games left, we’re 
going to try to win all of them. It’s a good accomplishment for this group.” 

Brind’Amour has been harping on the importance of relevancy for this 
franchise since the day he took over as coach in 2018. He was captain of 
Carolina’s Stanley Cup champion in 2006, after all, and he’s still here in 
Raleighwood. Under his leadership, with the nicest 69th point in franchise 
history, the Hurricanes have qualified for the playoffs for the third 
consecutive year. They’ve only done that once before, from 1986 to 1992 
when the franchise was in Hartford, Conn. 

But these are the Carolina Hurricanes, not the Hartford Whalers, and it’s 
time to take some pride in that. 

“We’ve had some good years, but then it’s been kind of one and done,” 
Brind’Amour said. “We don’t want to be that. I think it’s important to be 
consistent and be relevant year in and year out. That’s what we’re trying 
to be, and I think we’re getting there, clearly. That says a lot about the 
organization and the players that we have. We’ve got a great group of 
people, that we’re not satisfied. That’s great, we’re getting better, but 
we’ve got one goal in mind. We’re all on that same page.” 

This particular group of Canes knows how to get punched in the face and 
keep going, this group is good at offense because it thrives on defense, 
and this group is relevant where it counts. 

“We rarely get a game where (the other team) doesn’t play well,” 
Brind’Amour said a few days ago, when asked if the Canes get enough 
respect. “Teams are ready to play against us. Almost all of the time, we 
get their best game. They know they have to play their best to beat us.” 

This team is all Rod Brind’Amour. 

Five reasons the Hurricanes are in this position 

1. More experience for the youth movement 

Many — if not most — aspects of playing hockey amidst a global 
pandemic are terrible. But I figure since it’s happening, we might as well 
make the most of it, and that takes the form of learning. 

A rapid-fire list of what this season has taught us about the Canes’ core 
of young stars: 

Sebastian Aho (46 points in 48 games) is as competitive as he is 
consistent. 

Dougie Hamilton (please don’t say 27 — my age — is old) can pass, too. 

I’m not saying Martin Necas is ever going to be Pavel Datsyuk, but I am 
saying when I see this kid get just enough space, anything is possible. 
And it kind of reminds me of my favorite forward of all time. 

Andrei Svechnikov’s penalty struggles have shown us more about his 
teammates and coaches than they have about Svech himself. We 
already know he’s a hard worker, but seeing his teammates rally around 
him and his coach defend him shows a lot of character. 

Alex Nedeljkovic deserves to be considered a part of the Hurricanes’ 
youth movement core, or whatever we’re calling it. 

2. Depth 

I repeat, Hakanpaa and McCormick scored two of the Hurricanes’ three 
goals in the playoff-clincher, and the chart of the game highlights another 
full-team effort for the Canes: 

The Canes have seven players — Aho, Vincent Trocheck, Hamilton, 
Necas, Jordan Staal, Svechnikov and Nino Niederreiter — with at least 
30 points through 48 games. According to NaturalStatTrick (before 
Monday’s game), the Hurricanes are No. 3 in the league with a 53.55 
Corsi For percentage at even strength — that takes a full-team effort. 

Brind’Amour’s willingness to switch up the lines so often game-by-game 
and, of course, his in-game adjustments highlight the team’s depth. You 
know players such as Niederreiter, Brock McGinn, Jesper Fast and 
Warren Foegele can play virtually anywhere in the lineup and hold their 
own if need be. 

Obviously, comparing third lines by points alone isn’t painting a full 
picture of gameplay — and the Hurricanes rely on their defense for 
offense, too — but it gives us some context re: depth scoring. Before 
Monday, one of the Hurricanes’ common third-line combinations — 
Jordan Martinook, Staal and Foegele — had a collective 27 goals and 63 
points on the season. 

The Lightning’s counterpart — Barclay Goodrow, Yanni Gourde and 
Blake Coleman — had 32 goals and 71 points. 

Meanwhile, a potential Stars third line that has played at least 43 games 
each — Radek Faksa, Andrew Cogliano and Blake Comeau — has a 
collective 38 points. 

A Predators third line featuring Erik Haula, Rocco Grimaldi and Viktor 
Arvidsson is sitting at 55 points. 

Again, imperfect comparison, and you immediately think of all the players 
the Stars have lost to injury this season. But this is still how it shakes out. 
The Canes have received scoring from everywhere this season. 
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3. The rise of Nedeljkovic and goaltending in general 

Imagine if Petr Mrazek went down with that thumb injury back in January 
and Alex Nedeljkovic had been claimed off waivers? 

Oh yeah, remember that time Nedeljkovic cleared waivers? 

Now he’s 12-4-3 with a .930 save percentage and 1.98 GAA. 

Brind’Amour giving him three straight starts recently — and not rushing 
Mrazek back from a minor lower-body injury — raised some eyebrows in 
a good way. 

4. Brind’Amour and his staff 

Brind’Amour and the Hurricanes coaching staff are a huge reason the 
depth players chip in offensively in the first place. He’s created an 
atmosphere in Carolina where everyone is encouraged to jump the rush 
as long as everyone stays hustling on the forecheck. You’ve got your skill 
players logging monster minutes on the penalty kill, you’ve got Morgan 
Geekie and Brett Pesce making an impact on the power play. 

Brind’Amour’s flexibility and sense for changing things on the fly and the 
respect he has for the rest of his coaching staff has paid off. 

There just isn’t a centimeter of this franchise he hasn’t left a positive 
mark on, and I don’t know what more I can say about it. 

If you’re not going to put him in the Hall of Fame, you could at least hand 
him the Jack Adams Trophy. 

5. Respect for Staal 

Staal’s teammates will vehemently contest any notion that their captain 
has changed, despite his best offensive season in years. Just listen to 
them talk about Staal and the respect is evident. 

But folks like us aren’t in that locker room or practicing next to Staal 
every day. Maybe this tear on the scoresheet has revealed or reminded 
us of some of his positive traits that are harder for us on the outside to 
tangibly see. He’s never been the most vocal person, and that hasn’t 
mattered to the people who know him and rely on his leadership every 
day. It’s just an adjustment from heart-on-his-sleeve former captain 
Justin Williams — especially to the outside world. This season, though, 
Staal has been able to convey how much he means to this team without 
saying a word. 

EXHIBIT A: STAAL v. GOURDE 2021 

Now that we’ve gone from clapping for the Canes when they make the 
playoffs to expecting more, let’s take a look at what it might take to turn 
this playoff berth into a — dare I say it — Stanley Cup? 

Five questions the Hurricanes still need to answer 

1. Which injured players will return, and what will that look like? 

The Hurricanes are currently without six players: Teuvo Teravainen, 
McGinn, Fast, Martinook, Brady Skjei and, technically, Mrazek. This 
looks worse than it is because the Canes are in a position where they 
can give banged-up players a rest before the postseason begins. 

Mrazek will be ready to go, Teravainen has been practicing to get up to 
game speed and Martinook is day-to-day. Fast has missed two games 
with a lower-body injury but was a game-time decision Monday and 
participated in the pregame skate. Skjei is in concussion protocol and 
McGinn didn’t make the most recent road trip but is improving, 
Brind’Amour said. 

All that said, it looks like Teravainen will be ready for the playoffs. We all 
know he has the power to make a huge impact on both sides of the ice, 
and his return will create another good problem for the Hurricanes. 
Brind’Amour has a tough job ahead in managing Teravainen’s minutes. 
You want to give him enough to do to get him engaged and back in the 
swing of things so he can get back to being a difference-maker as soon 
as possible, but you have to be careful not to overdo it at the expense of 
the team. 

You also wonder where he’ll slot in — I doubt Brind’Amour will 
immediately throw him into the first-line fire, but re-establishing that 
Teravainen-Aho chemistry should be a priority. You might see them 
easing into that on special teams first, depending on what the healthy 
roster looks like upon Teravainen’s return. 

2. Will Svechnikov turn on the jets? 

By his standards, Svechnikov has had some ups and downs this season. 
He’s still got 13 goals and 33 points in 48 games, but you can tell he’s 
sort of lashing out in response to — how do I put this? — unbalanced 
officiating. 

The Canes are letting him feel his feelings, it seems. 

Folks, welcome to the downside of rooting for a good NHL team with a 
special player people across the league are starting to notice. At the 
beginning of the season, I asked Brind’Amour if Svechnikov was getting 
the Sidney Crosby treatment, and he said, “You’re gonna get me in 
trouble.” 

The faith has never waivered with Svechnikov, and I think the team is 
handling the situation well. Just look around the league and see how 
many coaches are mishandling many young stars. 

3. The goaltending situation 

Will there be a clear No. 1 goalie who gives the Hurricanes the best 
chance to win each game, or does a more even rotation of two or three 
goalies give them the best chance to win? If a No. 1 goalie does emerge, 
will the Hurricanes actually take the risk and run with it? 

4. Who is the best potential opponent, and how do they stack up? 

The beauty of being colleagues with Joe Smith is I can just direct you 
toward this. 

5. How do you approach the rest of the regular season? 

You have to just stay healthy, right? Brind’Amour said postgame that the 
Canes are going to try to win the remaining regular-season games, and 
of course they are. But we might see an interesting integration of some of 
the aforementioned banged-up and day-to-day players into the lineup 
because of the lack of practices. 

Teravainen isn’t necessarily being held out of the lineup due to injury, but 
the team is just barely practicing. Qualifying for the playoffs early gives 
the Canes somewhat of an added benefit where they have less to lose 
and can insert players into games just to get reps in. 

But … 

You’ll also notice how much fighting is going on and how desperate some 
teams are to make it into the playoffs. 

It’ll be so interesting to see the strategy going forward. 

I asked Pesce on Monday morning if he was doing anything differently 
during these past few regular-season games, or if Bill Burniston and/or 
Doug Bennett had recommended anything else. 

“Nah, just kind of sleep as much as you can,” he said. “I started napping 
a little more on game days just to get some more rest but other than that, 
nothing crazy.” 
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Detroit Red Wings drop Joe Veleno's debut, 1-0 (SO), to Columbus in 
goalie duel 

 

Helene St. James 
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The Detroit Red Wings embarked on their second-to-last week with a 
new look in the lineup. 

The highlight of their Tuesday outing against the Columbus Blue Jackets 
at Nationwide Arena was Joe Veleno making his debut. He created a 
stellar scoring chance in the third period, but the Wings ended up losing 
1-0 in a shootout to the only team trailing them in the Central Division 

Veleno debuts 

It was a big deal that Joe Veleno was in the lineup. It was the first game 
for the 2018 first-round pick, who former GM Ken Holland selected at 
30th overall with a pick earned from trading Tomas Tatar to the Vegas 
Golden Knights. Veleno, 21, arrived in Detroit on  April 11 and spent a 
week in quarantine. The Wings loaned him to Malmo in the Swedish 
Hockey League in October. Veleno recorded 20 points in 46 games, and 
garnered experience playing both wing and center. He started Tuesday 
at center between veterans Richard Panik and Sam Gagner. 

Wings challenge 

Blue Jackets forward Oliver Bjorkstrand put the puck behind Thomas 
Greiss less than two minutes into the game, but the Wings successfully 
challenged an offsides, as Eric Robinson preceded the puck into Detroit’s 
zone. That was a significant break for the Wings, returning the score to 0-
0. 

Greiss makes good 

Greiss made 16 saves through two periods, then added 17 in the final 
period and overtime. It was another good outing for Greiss, who 
delivered 43 saves Thursday against Dallas. Greiss struggled through 
February and March, but his solid play in April builds confidence for the 
organization as GM Steve Yzerman makes plans for the off-season. 
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Detroit Red Wings prospect Joe Veleno: Moritz Seider 'looked really 
good' overseas 

 

HELENE ST. JAMES   

 

There’s potential for excitement as the Detroit Red Wings wrap up the 
season. 

There are six games remaining on the schedule, starting Tuesday at the 
Columbus Blue Jackets. While he has yet to be cleared, the hope is Joe 
Veleno, a first-round pick from 2018, will make his NHL debut before the 
Wings run out of games May 8. Veleno, 21, arrived stateside April 11 
after spending the season in Sweden, and had to quarantine for a week 
because of the COVID-19 pandemic, but has yet to be cleared to play. 

“I’ve kind of found my feet a little bit and have been working out really 
hard,” Veleno said Monday. "I feel pretty good and am starting to get my 
conditioning back." 

THE GM: 19 thoughts on Steve Yzerman's first two years running Red 
Wings 

The Wings loaned Veleno to Malmo in the Swedish Hockey League last 
fall, when it became apparent COVID-19 would delay the start of 
professional hockey in North America. Veleno was one of multiple Wings 
prospects in the SHL, where he played against 2019 first-round pick 
Moritz Seider, who was loaned to Rögle. Seider had 28 points after 41 
games. While Veleno’s team had a quick end to the season, Seider’s 
team is within a victory of the championship round. 

Veleno’s Redhawks played Seider’s BK multiple times. 

“He looked really good,” Veleno said. “He didn’t look out of place at all. 
They have a chance to win it all. He has been outstanding in every 
aspect of the game, especially physically, hitting guys all over the ice. It’s 
good for him, it's part of his game, and he’s also able to produce offense. 
He’s really taken a lot of steps forward.” 

So has Veleno. He has added muscle to his 6-foot-1 frame, and added 
dimensions to the offensive skills he displayed in juniors, when he 
recorded 104 points in 59 games with Drummondville in 2018-19. Veleno 
played both center and wing in Sweden, and while the Wings plan to 
have him play at that spot long-term for the rebuild, being able to play 
two positions will ease his adaptation to the NHL. 

“I started off at center and a bit more than half the year, I was put on the 
wing,” Veleno said. “It would change with guys in and out of the lineup – 
some games I would played center, some wing. It was kind of good to 
learn to play wing. I played wing when I was younger, my first year in the 
Quebec Major Junior hockey league. I think it’s good to know to know 
how to play both.” 

Veleno spent his first year of pro hockey, 2019-20, with the Grand Rapids 
Griffins. The Wings have emphasized defensive development for him to 
be successful at the NHL level. 

“I personally think that was the biggest thing,” Veleno said. “It’s 
something I needed to improve a lot in my game. To be a 200-foot 
centerman in the NHL, you need to be relied upon defensively as well as 
being able to produce offensively. I think I built a lot of good things in my 
game defensively, and I can’t wait to go on the ice and show it.” 
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Detroit Red Wings lose to Columbus Blue Jackets, 1-0 (SO): Game 
thread recap 

 

Marlowe Alter 

 

Detroit Red Wings (17-25-8) vs. Columbus Blue Jackets (15-25-10) 

When: 7 p.m. Tuesday. 

Where: Nationwide Arena in Columbus, Ohio. 

TV: Bally Sports Detroit Plus. 

Radio: WWJ-AM 950 (Red Wings radio affiliates). 

How to bet: Place legal, online bets at BetMGM Sportsbook. 

Game notes: The Blue Jackets and Red Wings are currently slotted six 
and seven, respectively, in the NHL draft lottery standings. Columbus 
has lost nine in a row. Detroit leads the season series, 3-2. The two 
teams will meet twice in Columbus on May 7-8 to close the season. 
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Valeno makes debut, but Red Wings offense listless in 1-0 shootout loss 

 

TED KULFAN   | The Detroit News 
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When you have two teams struggling to score — along with two red-hot 
goaltenders — you have a game like Tuesday's Red Wings' battle in 
Columbus. 

Finally, Columbus was able to break through in the shootout, as the Blue 
Jackets earned a 1-0 victory after winning the shootout 2-0. 

Patrik Laine and Oliver Bjorkstrand scored for the Jackets in the 
shootout. 

The goalies stood out in this game. Thomas Greiss had 33 saves and the 
Blue Jackets' Elvis Merzlikins had 41 stops, in a rather "loose" defensive 
game. 

"It wasn't a 0-0 game from the chances," coach Jeff Blashill said. 
"Certainly both teams had a number of chances. It was a little too loose 
for my liking, and probably for Torts' (Columbus coach John Tortorella) 
liking. Both goalies made big saves, had to make big saves for sure, and 
they were excellent." 

The Wings fell to 2-9 in the shootout/overtime this season. 

"Our record overtime and shootout has not been good this  year, and 
that's disappointing," Blashill said. "You can certainly have a number of 
points on the board if that record was better and that exacerbates it.  

We're offering a great deal on all-access subscriptions. Check it out here. 

"But we can't change what has happened. We have to move on and 
move forward." 

Both teams have struggled to score all season (Columbus 29th in goals 
per game, the Wings 30th), but Tuesday both goalies made it just more 
frustrating. 

Greiss made numerous big saves, including turning aside Columbus' 
Cam Atkinson on a shorthanded breakaway. 

One of Merzlikins' best stops was blanking Jakub Vrana on a breakaway 
early in the second period — and again in overtime — and three times 
frustrating Vladislav Namestnikov in close. 

Greiss continued a recent hot stretch, not having lost in regulation in 
seven games (4-0-3). 

"In the middle of season he was called on to play so much, he got worn 
out a little bit," Blashill said. "He's done a real good job. Both guys 
(Greiss, Jonathan Bernier) are in a good spot with where their games are 
at, and it gives you tons of confidence you're going to get good 
goaltending." 

Columbus (16-25-10) won for the third time in the last 19 outings (3-13-3) 
and ended a nine-game winless streak. The Wings (17-25-9) still own a 
one point lead over Columbus in the battle for the Central Division 
basement. 

One newsworthy item from the Wings' perspective Tuesday was the NHL 
debut of forward Joe Veleno. 

The 2018 first-round pick was brought up from the taxi squad earlier in 
the day, after being medically cleared for a concussion suffered last 
month while playing for Malmo in the Swedish Hockey League. 

Veleno played 15 minutes with two shots and two blocks with one hit, 
while playing his natural position of center (Veleno played wing often in 
Sweden). 

"He looked like a guy who has played two years pro and was ready for 
the opportunity to skate in the NHL," Blashill said. "We played him no 
matter who he was up against. If we think he's ready to have a chance to 
play in the NHL, we wanted to see what he's got and he did a pretty good 
job. 

"He's shown he' got a 200-foot game and that earns you ice time." 

Veleno had 11 goals and nine assists in Sweden this season, but most 
importantly, progressed in the Wings' eyes as a dependable two-way 
center who can be counted on also defensively. 

Veleno had a good defensive game, and that was an area he 
concentrated on in his debut. 

"I wanted to be good in all areas of the ice, and good defensively," 
Veleno said "As a center, it's pretty important in the NHL. I wanted to 
show that aspect.  

"The puck didn't go our way for a lot of guys. We could have had a 
couple (of goals) but it's hockey and we have to regroup and focus on the 
next one." 

Playing tight defense was important in the SHL, what with the big ice 
surface and waves of skilled, hard-working players. Veleno made gradual 
strides in Grand Rapids last season, but needed more seasoning this 
winter, with without an AHL season. 

So the Wings loaned Veleno to Malmo, and Veleno was able to move 
forward with his defensive improvement. 

“It’s something I found I needed to improve a lot," Veleno said. "To be a 
200-foot centerman in the NHL, you need to be relied upon defensively 
and be able to produce offensively." 

The only disappointment for Veleno on Tuesday was the inability of his 
parents to attend his first game. Border restrictions prevented his 
parents, in Quebec, to travel to Columbus. 

"They were able to watch from home, a lot of friends and family were 
watching," Veleno said. "It's too bad they couldn't be here but at least 
they got to see me play on TV. That's the only way they can watch me at 
this point." 

Still, the entire evening was a genuine thrill that Veleno soon won't forget. 

"Knowing you're playing on the same stage as those guys (Columbus' 
Seth Jones, Patrik Laine) they're super stars in the league and for me to 
be out there on the ice with them, it's pretty special and kind of shocking 
to me," Veleno said. "But I tell myself I'm here now and this is what it's 
going to be like if I want to play in the NHL. You're going to have to go up 
against the best and hopefully it'll be me one day someone else is saying 
that (about). 

"It was special to kind of step on the ice and go for a skate in warm up 
and kind of fell the butterflies a little bit, and nerves, but they were 
exciting nerves. It was a great feeling to go out on the ice for an NHL 
game." 
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Jeff Blashill pleased with Wings' push to 'get better' through turbulent 
season 

 

TED KULFAN  | The Detroit News 

 

Detroit — Players and coaches agree this has been an NHL season 
unlike any other. 

Big and small changes while playing through a pandemic have made for 
a different season. When you lose more than win, it makes an already 
challenging campaign more taxing. 

And the standings tell the story for the Red Wings. They are 17-25-8 
entering Tuesday's game against Columbus, a team trailing the Wings by 
two points in the Central Division standings. 
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If you’ve watched this Red Wings team on television on a nightly basis or 
covered them, you can’t deny facts. They've gotten better, individually 
and collectively, despite the noise around them. 

Coach Jeff Blashill called it out the other day, noting what has stood out 
in this irregular season. 

“I would say both on and off the ice, our push to keep getting better on a 
daily basis,” Blashill said. 

On many levels, this Wings season has been so much more watchable 
than last season — a low bar to jump over — and maybe the last several 
seasons. 

For Blashill, who doesn’t have a contract for next season, the way this 
roster has continued to forge ahead could be a check in the “why to bring 
him back” column. 

This season would have been an easy one for this team to mentally get 
away from, especially after a disastrous first month (2-6-2) and an eight-
game winless streak from Jan. 22 to Feb. 5. 

In a 56-game shortened season, that start pretty much finished the 
Wings’ season. Five key regulars in the lineup contracted COVID-19 a 
week into the season and gut-punched it. 

We're offering a great deal on all-access subscriptions. Check it out here. 

But the Wings have continued to play hard and be competitive, and have 
proven to be a thorn for the top half of the division (eight wins against 
powerhouses Carolina, Tampa and Florida). 

Especially after some stink-bomb losses, the Wings have come back 
strong the next game. 

“Certainly we’d like our record to be better than it is,” Blashill said. “In 
critical moments, we’ve stubbed our toes a lot, no doubt about that. But 
our guys came back the next night and came back ready to get after it 
and they’ve done that consistently. 

“That’s been to me the biggest (trademark) of this team, on a night-to-
night basis. They’ve pushed to get better.” 

There have been no days off for the Wings — or anyone in the NHL. 

Even on days when the Wings have no scheduled practice, all have been 
required to come to Little Caesars Arena to get tested for the 
coronavirus. So, to a certain extent, there have been no complete days 
off away from hockey since practice began on Jan. 1. 

“Through different moments of adversity, continuing to come the next day 
and push to get better,” Blashill said of what he was pleased about. “We 
have a whole bunch of guys that care a bunch, that are great character 
people. They want to push to get better individually and want to get better 
as a group.” 

Young players have continued to be blended into the roster this season 
and have taken bigger roles and solidified spots. 

When forward Jakub Vrana was acquired in a trade earlier this month 
from Washington for Anthony Mantha, Vrana immediately sensed an 
attitude that was admirable and exciting for the future. 

“We’re trying to build something here,” Vrana said. “There are some 
young guys coming into the league and they are getting to know the 
league and they’re learning here. We are trying to get better and work on 
things. I can say everyone has a work ethic here. 

“We’re trying to do the best we can every game and make it count.” 

Blashill feels the Wings need to improve offensively. 

The Wings rank 30th (of 31 teams) with 2.28 goals per game, 29th with 
114 goals and 30th on the power play (11%). 

A better offensive attack would help the Wings grow in a variety of ways, 
specifically taking some pressure off the impressive goaltending tandem 
of Jonathan Bernier and Thomas Greiss. 

“Ultimately we need to increase scoring and we talked about it after 
Vrana’s four-goal game (last week) that scoring alleviates the pressure to 
make zero mistakes,” Blashill said. “If you don’t score at all, you can’t 
make mistakes. 

“But when you score, you almost forget about some of those mistakes a 
little bit. It’s like good goaltending. When you get great goaltending, you 
forget about some mistakes. 

“We have to find ways to score more. We’ve taken steps defensively, but 
certainly there are more steps to take.” 
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How to follow the Lions, Tigers, Red Wings and Pistons on Thursday on 
TV 

 

The Detroit News 

 

The Detroit professional sports scene has often been difficult to watch of 
late. 

Performance on the field aside, you can't follow the drama that is the 
Lions, Tigers, Red Wings and Pistons without up-to-date TV listings. 

With all four teams in action on Thursday, here's how and where you can 
follow the next chapters in their history: 
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Red Wings-Blue Jackets matchups have draft lottery implications 

 

By Ansar Khan  

 

The Detroit Red Wings and Columbus Blue Jackets will be seeing a lot of 
each other over the final two weeks of the season in their competition to 
avoid the Central Division cellar. 

Three of the Red Wings’ remaining six games are at Columbus, including 
tonight’s contest at Nationwide Arena (7 p.m., Bally Sports Detroit Plus). 

The Red Wings (17-25-8) are two points ahead of the Blue Jackets (15-
25-10). Detroit, with 42 points, eclipsed last season’s point total in 22 
fewer games. The club needs one more victory to pass its 2019-20 wins 
total (17). 

The Red Wings were officially eliminated from the playoffs on Monday 
when Nashville defeated Florida. 

Columbus has lost nine in a row (0-7-2) and 16 of its past 18 (2-14-2). 

Detroit’s remaining games will significantly impact its draft lottery odds. 

The Red Wings currently rank 25th overall in points percentage (.420). If 
that is where they finish, they will have a 6.5 percent chance of winning 
the draft lottery for the No. 1 pick and a 13.3 percent chance of finishing 
in the top two, according to Tankathon.com. 
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A change in this year’s format will result in only two draws instead of 
three, so only two teams can move up. The expansion Seattle Kraken 
are assured of the No 3 overall pick. 

The Red Wings, realistically can drop no more than two spots in the 
overall standings, which would give them an 8.5 percent chance at the 
top selection and a 17.2 percent chance of moving into the top two. 

But the Red Wings also could move up several spots, lowering their odds 
of winning the lottery or winding up with a top-two pick. 

Joe Veleno, the 30th overall pick in 2018, might make his NHL debut 
tonight, if cleared this afternoon from concussion protocol. Veleno 
practiced Monday, centering a line with Sam Gagner and Richard Panik. 
If Veleno doesn’t play tonight, his first game might be on Thursday in 
Carolina. 
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Red Wings eager to see Joe Veleno before season winds down 

 

By Ansar Khan 

 

DETROIT – The Detroit Red Wings are eager to see how Joe Veleno 
looks as an NHL center before the season winds down. 

Veleno, after taking part in several optional practices and gameday 
skates, experienced his first full practice with the Red Wings on Monday. 

He was not immediately cleared to play from concussion protocol but 
could receive clearance later in the day or in the morning, in time for a 
potential NHL debut Tuesday in Columbus (7 p.m., Bally Sports Detroit 
Plus). If not Tuesday, then soon. 

The Red Wings have six games remaining and Veleno, the 30th overall 
pick in 2018, figures to play extensively. 

“The advantage of playing Joe right now is to find out how ready he is to 
be a center in the National Hockey League, and if he’s not ready to be a 
center in the National Hockey League then he would probably need to 
spend more time in the American League to become that center,” coach 
Jeff Blashill said. 

Veleno, 21, skated on a line with Sam Gagner and Richard Panik. He 
returned a few weeks ago from Sweden, where he was on loan to Malmo 
in the top men’s league. He had 11 goals and nine assists in 46 games, 
moving back and forth from center to wing. 

This followed an extended offseason of training. 

“I needed to put on some weight, get a lot stronger, which I did,” Veleno 
said. “I never had a summer like that. I got to work-out a lot. I always had 
short summers cut off because of tournaments or international play. In a 
way I took a step forward in my development.” 

Blashill said Veleno (6-1, 194) has changed his body for the good, after 
making his pro debut in 2019-20 with the Grand Rapids Griffins (11 
goals, 12 assists in 54 games). 

“He looks thicker. From what I understand he’s gotten quicker because of 
it,” Blashill said. “He’s definitely a bigger man than he was a year ago. 
Our coaches have told me he’s skating well and shooting well.” 

The Red Wings obtained Veleno with one of the three draft picks they 
received from Vegas in the 2018 Tomas Tatar trade. They hope Veleno 
eventually develops into a second-line center. His experience in Sweden 
helped. 

“The hockey is really good, it’s competitive, a hard-working league,” 
Veleno said. “Something I take from it is how good everyone is 
defensively and focused on playing a 200-foot game. 

“It’s something I found I needed to improve a lot. To be a 200-foot 
centerman in the NHL you need to be relied upon defensively and be 
able to produce offensively. I can’t wait to go on the ice and show it.” 

Accountability is the best way to earn trust and minutes, especially for 
those unproven in the NHL. 

“When we put you out there, we can trust that you’re going to be 
accountable at both ends of the rink, that you’re not going to give away 
easy chances,” Blashill said. “It’s really hard for any player to out-chance 
tons of mistakes. 

“Ultimately, Joe would like to be a big piece of this organization; we’d like 
Joe to be a big piece of us becoming a great team, a winning team. 
Steve (general manager Yzerman) understands these players have to 
learn to be all-around players if they want to be part of this solution 
moving forward. You can’t win championships without 200-foot players.” 

Veleno is not stressing about his much-anticipated NHL debut, whenever 
that may be. 

“Work hard, have some fun, not be too stressed out on the ice, and I 
think everything will fall into place,” Veleno said. 

His parents can’t attend due to travel restrictions between the 
U.S./Canada border. 

“For sure it’s disappointing,” Veleno said. “They’ve sacrificed a lot to see 
me get here. They’d be really happy and proud of me being at the arena.” 

Hronek update: Defenseman Filip Hronek didn’t practice Monday, one of 
several players dealing with relatively minor injuries, but Blashill 
anticipates he will be ready Tuesday. 

“But you just never know until you get to tomorrow,” Blashill said. 

Hronek and Marc Staal are the only Red Wings who have played all 50 
games. 

Robby Fabbri skated in a blue non-contact jersey and did not take part in 
many drills, so he is expected to miss his 12th consecutive game due to 
an upper-body injury. Blashill said he is day-to-day. 
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Red Wings’ Jonathan Bernier: Tough game to lose 

 

By Ansar Khan 

 

DETROIT – Jonathan Bernier stopped the first 43 shots fired at him on 
Saturday and a career-high 50 through regulation. 

Then, wouldn’t you know it, Jamie Benn scored on the first shot of 
overtime to lift the Dallas Stars past the Detroit Red Wings 2-1 at Little 
Caesars Arena. 

Such is the nature of three-on-three OT, when turnovers more often than 
not lead to odd-man rushes, resulting in quality scoring chances. 

Still, the Red Wings had no business being in overtime after Dallas tilted 
the rink during the first two periods and held a 51-17 edge in shots after 
60 minutes. 

Bernier stole a point for his team. 
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“That’s my job, to stop pucks, and it’s tough to come out and have a 
performance like this and not win,” Bernier said. 

Filip Hronek gave away the puck to Benn in the neutral zone. Benn 
carried into the Detroit end on a two-on-one and whipped a shot past 
Bernier at the 32-second mark. 

“Benn made a nice play,” Bernier said. “He looked pass the whole way. I 
think (Hronek) was sliding down, so he took that away, and (Benn) was 
still trying to find a passing lane but at the last second, he shot it. He 
made a nice shot. I felt like it hit my blocker, so I wasn’t sure it went in.” 

Red Wings coach Jeff Blashill said: “You get into overtime and it’s always 
bitter when you lose, especially when you give up a chance like that. We 
got to execute better than that in that situation.” 

It gave the Stars (20-15-12) a much-needed extra point as they closed to 
within two points of Nashville, with two games in hand, for the final 
playoff spot in the Central Division. 

The Red Wings (17-25-8) were hoping to play spoilers again, after 
defeating the Stars 7-3 on Thursday. They gained three out of a possible 
four points despite being outshout a combined 98-40 in the two games. 

Dennis Cholowski scored for Detroit at 16:17 of the first period, whipping 
a wrist shot off the rush past Anton Khudobin. 

“I thought the first period was fine; the second period they were in our 
end the whole period,” Blashill said. “We couldn’t get the puck out of our 
end, couldn’t get the puck in their end in the neutral zone, so we just kept 
defending over and over again. I didn’t think we gave up a whole bunch 
of elite chances like the other night in Dallas (Tuesday), but you can’t get 
leaned on that long. We just got leaned on and leaned on.” 

They leaned on Bernier to bail them out time and again. 

“He swallowed up a lot of pucks, stood his ground against a lot of traffic,” 
Blashill said. “Obviously, he saved all the ones he was supposed to save. 
I thought he was excellent.” 

It was the first 50-save performance for a Red Wings goalie since Jimmy 
Howard on Jan. 7, 2010 at Los Angeles. Bernier became the seventh 
Detroit goalie to record 50 or more saves in a game, joining Howard, 
Roger Crozier, Jim Rutherford, Glenn Hall, Roy Edwards and Terry 
Sawchuk. 

“I know I’m on my game when I’m at the top of the crease and I see 
pucks from the point,” Bernier said. “They have some really good D to get 
the puck through. They were shooting from everywhere tonight.” 
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Red Wings draft board 1.0: Breaking down Detroit’s best fits in the top 10 

 

By Max Bultman Apr 27, 2021 

 

Has anybody checked out the NHL standings lately? 

Red Wings fans could be forgiven for avoiding them, as a rule, 
considering what the past few years have brought. And they’re still not 
pretty right now, either. But with just six games remaining in the 2021 
season, the Red Wings aren’t actually at the bottom. They sit sixth from 
last (by points percentage), and Los Angeles and San Jose have been 
tumbling right above them. 

For draft lottery purposes, that could make things interesting, especially 
with Seattle entering the league (and the lottery) this year. As of today, 
the Red Wings would be most likely to pick seventh in the first round, 
followed by eighth, second, first and ninth. If Detroit’s spot in the 

standings holds, those would be the only five spots the Red Wings could 
land in the lottery. 

That’s a bit different from last year when Detroit was guaranteed to pick 
in the top four. And as the end of the season nears, it means a deeper 
pre-lottery draft board is necessary. 

So, what follows is The Athletic’s first attempt at a 2021 Red Wings draft 
ranking, factoring in both the quality of prospects and Detroit’s specific 
organizational needs. This list will surely change in the coming weeks 
and months as new information emerges, starting with the World U18 
Championships this week. 

But with just six games left for the Red Wings, here’s how the top of the 
board is shaping up. Corey Pronman and Scott Wheeler have more 
technical breakdowns on each player in their most recent draft rankings. 

1. Owen Power, LHD, Michigan (NCAA) 

Power is the complete package as a big, mobile defenseman who can 
play all situations. At 6-foot-5, he can skate well, shoot and make plays at 
the offensive blue line, which helped him produce 16 points in 26 games 
as a college freshman. That per-game rate isn’t far off what Zach 
Werenski did as a draft-eligible freshman at Michigan. Detroit would need 
to win the lottery to even have a prayer at him, but adding this kind of 
potential big-minute, top-pair defenseman would be hard to pass up if 
they do. Imagine a future Detroit blue line that includes Power and Moritz 
Seider each anchoring one of the top two pairs. 

“He’s like a sponge,” Michigan coach Mel Pearson said. “He’s a fast 
learner. You don’t have to tell him twice. So he was really good in that 
way. Because every time you take another step up, another level up, it’s 
a better game. You’re playing against usually faster and stronger guys, 
and definitely more skilled players, and it’s going to be the same thing 
when he makes that next jump. But he’s a fast learner and wants to 
learn.” 

2. Matthew Beniers, C, Michigan (NCAA) 

Beniers embodies so much of what the Red Wings want to be. His motor 
never stops, and he makes his impact felt all over the ice, playing a key 
role for a top NCAA team as a draft-eligible freshman. He scored a point 
per game for the Wolverines, which ranked third on the team, and tied for 
the team lead in goals with 10 in 24 games. Those are competitive totals 
and are especially impressive, considering the completeness of his 
game. The question with his projection might be exactly how much he will 
produce at the NHL level. But he has what Pearson calls a “heavy” shot, 
has been a point-per-game player in both the USHL and NCAA, and the 
fact he’s a true centerman puts him over the top. For the Red Wings, who 
have picked just one center in the top 10 (Michael Rasmussen) since 
they began drafting in that range in 2017, the chance to add a pivot of 
Beniers’ caliber and completeness would be tempting if they’re in position 
to take him. 

“(He) plays 200 feet, I think that’s been well documented, but right from 
day one … it’s in his DNA,” Pearson said. “You didn’t have to get after 
him about it, you didn’t have to tell him to do it, that’s just how he’s wired 
and built. He takes that responsibility very serious. That’s part of his 
game, he understands that, he takes pride in that. And for a young guy 
playing center, it was pretty impressive. He was smart enough, strong 
enough, quick enough, all those things, to be able to handle the 
defensive responsibilities as a center at our game.” 

3. Dylan Guenther, RW, Edmonton (WHL) 

Guenther dominated his short WHL season, with 12 goals and 24 points 
in 12 games. And though that sample is just a fraction of a normal major 
junior season, The Athletic’s Corey Pronman recently wrote that 
Guenther “has the best chance of anyone in this draft to become an NHL 
star.” That kind of upside would be hard to pass up even at the very top. 
He is regarded as a good shooter with high-level sense who can 
maneuver through traffic and gain entries. And at 6-1, he brings that skill 
set with NHL size. For now, he slots in third due in part to the positional 
value of high-end centers and defensemen. But for a team like the Red 
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Wings, who need talent everywhere they can find it, there’s also a strong 
case for Guenther to be higher. Especially if he follows up his WHL 
performance with a similarly dominant World U18 tournament. 

“He’s an elite player,” Edmonton coach Brad Lauer said. “At our level, 
he’s got elite intelligence, he thinks the game very well. He does a lot of 
things very well, he does them at a high skill level.” 

4. Luke Hughes, LHD, U.S. NTDP (USHL) 

Hughes’ skating immediately stands out, which shouldn’t be a surprise to 
anyone who sees his last name. At 6-2, he’s the biggest of his brothers 
(Jack and Quinn were also recent top-10 picks), and though he’s not 
considered to be as dynamic as they are, he still has the offensive 
instincts to complement his skating. Before getting injured, he wasn’t far 
off point-per-game production at the NTDP as one of the youngest 
players in this draft. The skating is what could make a team fall in love, 
though, and he offers real upside, in part, because of the physical 
advantages he has compared with Quinn. 

“He’s got a lot of really good tools about him,” Pearson said. “And he’s 
such a competitive kid. That’s what I really like. They’re all competitors — 
Jack, Quinn, and Luke is the same way. He’s got both his mom and his 
dad’s DNA and they were competitors and you can see it in Luke, too. 
Not satisfied with just being good. He’s one of those guys who wants to 
be great.” 

5. Brandt Clarke, RHD, HC Nove Zamky (Slovakia) / Barrie (OHL) 

Clarke’s calling card is his hockey sense, and for a Red Wings franchise 
that lacks a top-end offensive defenseman, he’d be a natural fit. Against 
men in Slovakia this season, Clarke scored 15 points in 26 games. The 
question is his skating, but a team that picks him will be betting his vision 
and creativity outweigh that question, and Pronman wrote that Clarke 
“can beat opponents with his skill consistently.” For a team in need of a 
power-play QB, and defensemen who can score at even strength, that’s 
alluring. Those in Barrie see him as an eventual all-situations 
defenseman in the NHL, too, so as long as Detroit doesn’t get hung up 
on the skating. Clarke would make for a compelling pick with upside. 

“He thinks the game different than almost any other defenseman we’ve 
seen,” Barrie assistant general manager Rob Stewart said. “I think that’s 
what makes him special is his creativity, and just the way that he 
approaches the game with a little bit of a nontraditional mindset in the 
sense of being a defenseman.” 

6. Kent Johnson, LW Michigan (NCAA) 

The story with Johnson is headlined by his skill and smarts. He slightly 
outscored Beniers, and his puck skills can make for highlight-reel plays. 
He also improved over the course of the season and could be in line to 
really pop in 2021-22 as a sophomore. Based on his upside, he’ll be a 
tempting option early in the draft because of his offensive tools. He 
played on the wing as a freshman, but he has the ability to be an 
offensive difference-maker regardless of where he lines up. Pearson also 
feels Johnson’s defensive game is better than he gets credit for. 

“He was, if not our most improved, one of two that really took his game to 
the next level,” Pearson said. “I think he learned, physically, what he 
could do and maybe not being able to beat guys one-on-one as often as 
he had playing out in the BC junior leagues, so learning to give the puck 
up and then get to areas and get it back, so he really improved his give-
and-go game. … He’s so smart, and he seems to know where to go on 
the ice to get himself open.” 

7. William Eklund, LW, Djurgårdens (SHL) 

With 23 points in 40 games, Eklund actually slightly outscored 2020 top-
10 picks Lucas Raymond and Alexander Holtz this season in the SHL, 
playing 15 minutes per night as an 18-year-old. Despite being 5-10, he’s 
regarded as being strong on the puck with good skating, skill, sense and 
compete. That checks a lot of boxes, and the production at such a young 
age backs that up. Though he’s been a wing at the senior level, he also 

played center growing up, so if a drafting team believes in him down the 
middle that only increases his value. 

“He doesn’t throw away the puck, he’s playing responsible with the puck, 
and that allows him to not take too many risks in his game,” Djurgårdens 
general manager Joakim Eriksson said. “He’s not getting into too many 
trouble situations where he needs to make difficult decisions. Because 
he’s skating good, because he’s strong on the puck, he’s mostly, on the 
big ice, able to kind of create opportunities for him and for his 
teammates.” 

8. Simon Edvinsson, LHD, Frölunda (SHL) 

At 6-5 with good mobility, Edvinsson is regarded as a two-way 
defenseman who is calm with the puck. He was tied for second on Bob 
McKenzie’s midseason scout-driven draft ranking, an indication he may 
well go sooner than this on draft day. That makes sense, as big, rangy 
two-way defensemen tend to be in high demand. Edvinsson didn’t 
produce a ton against men this season, so he could be a player for whom 
the World U18 tournament is particularly important. That he plays for 
Frölunda is also worth a mention, as the Red Wings have picked four 
Frölunda players in the past two drafts, but Edvinsson is here regardless 
of his club affiliation. 

“He’s very calm, he never gets stressed, he doesn’t throw away the 
puck,” Frölunda general manager Fredrik Sjoström said. “He can hold on 
to it, but then, what I like about it, he doesn’t overdo it. He doesn’t try to 
force things, he doesn’t try to create too much. I think he can make a 
hard play look easy and then give the puck to the forwards. So I like that 
about his game, but then I like his defensive side. … He can (make) the 
stop in the D-zone against pretty physical players.” 

9. Chaz Lucius, C, U.S. NTDP (USHL) 

Lucius played just 13 games for the NTDP this season, but he made the 
most of them, scoring 13 goals to go with five assists. As with Guenther, 
it’s a small sample, but it’s appealing goal scoring from a 6-foot, right-
shot center. Pronman wrote that Lucius “is high end at creating around 
the net and slot, and gets a ton of chances in that region because of his 
skill, compete and frame,” and that “he can dangle players easily to 
create chances, but also sets up plays very well.” The drawback 
Pronman noted was a lack of explosiveness in Lucius’ skating, which is 
relevant especially at center. But if Detroit thinks he can stick down the 
middle, the scoring potential Lucius brings could make him enticing. 

10. Jesper Wallstedt, G, Lulea (SHL) 

This would be the riskiest option, and arguably too risky for a team that 
needs as much talent as the Red Wings. Wallstedt played virtually the 
whole season in the SHL, where he turned in a .908 save percentage in 
22 games. For his age, that stands out: Only two U19 netminders have 
ever turned in a better save percentage in the SHL, according to Elite 
Prospects. On the flip side, Wallstedt waned a bit as the season went on, 
and if the Red Wings are going to seriously consider taking a goalie in 
the first round, let alone the top 10, any doubts should be magnified. 
Steve Yzerman drafted the best goalie in the NHL, Andrei Vasilevskiy, in 
the first round when he was in Tampa, so he clearly isn’t afraid to take 
one early. But the likelihood of getting that type of outcome twice is not 
high for a risky position group. 

Drafting Wallstedt should only be a consideration if the Red Wings feel 
he can consistently be one of the top 10 to 15 goalies in the NHL, which 
is admittedly a high bar. That’s for a reason: The Red Wings have seen 
in recent years that good goaltending can be found in free agency. That’s 
how Detroit got Jonathan Bernier, who is fresh off a 50-save performance 
Saturday. And though the Red Wings do not have a young netminder of 
the future, the opportunity cost of spending a top-10 pick on a position 
that can often be filled for nothing but money on the free-agent market is 
simply too high unless the Red Wings are convinced Wallstedt has both 
franchise goalie potential and a reasonably high probability of reaching it. 
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Chicago Blackhawks’ playoff chances dwindle to 1% after a 7-4 loss to 
the Tampa Bay Lightning, while Adam Boqvist suffers a season-ending 
broken wrist 

 

By PHIL THOMPSON 

 

The goals came in bunches in the first two periods, but little of what 
transpired Tuesday night was beneficial to the Chicago Blackhawks, who 
lost 7-4 to the Tampa Bay Lightning in the season series finale. 

What had been a long shot of making the playoffs going into the game 
was reduced to a whisker. With the loss, the Hawks’ chances dropped to 
1% according to playoffstatus.com. 

Just as they did against the Nashville Predators this season, the Hawks 
went 1-7 against the Lightning, with the lone win coming in a shootout. 

That wasn’t the end of the bad news. 

Hawks defenseman Adam Boqvist got hit by Erik Černák about five 
minutes into the second period and skated off holding his right wrist. He 
didn’t return. 

“I don’t know what the timeline is, but he’s got a broken wrist,” coach 
Jeremy Colliton said. “Certainly, he’s not coming back for this year.” 

Goaltender Kevin Lankinen was pulled for just the second time this 
season after giving up three first-period goals. He saved 8 of 11 shots. 

Malcolm Subban took over to open the second period and gave up three 
more. 

The Hawks came up empty on their first six power plays, extending their 
scoreless streak to 11 power plays over three games. 

But with 6:09 left, Dominik Kubalík ended the drought with a slap shot, 
assisted by Patrick Kane and Alex DeBrincat. 

The Hawks’ troubles started from the outset. The Lightning put them in a 
two-goal hole 4 minutes, 15 seconds into the game. 

Černák turned Riley Stillman’s blind, behind-the-back, backhand pass to 
Kubalík into a breakaway goal 28 seconds in. Yanni Gourde added a 
redirect goal off Mikhail Sergachev’s pass. 

Brandon Hagel answered for the Hawks with 8 minutes left in the first, 
banking in a goal off Blake Coleman’s stick and Barclay Goodrow’s 
skate. 

Three minutes later, Alex Barré-Boulet scooped in a rebound after a 
scrum in the crease for a 3-1 Lightning lead. 

Wyatt Kalynuk capped the first-period scoring with his fourth goal in 14 
games and third straight game with a point. He took a wrister from 35 
feet that Lightning goalie Andrei Vasilevskiy fumbled into the net. 

After Lankinen was pulled, it didn’t go any better for Subban. 

Brayden Point swept in a wraparound goal, then Coleman made easy 
work of a feed from Tyler Johnson from below the goal line after 
Goodrow banked it off the back wall. 

During a Lightning power play four minutes later after an instigator 
penalty against Connor Murphy, Alex Killorn redirected Sergachev’s blast 
to make it 6-2 about 6½ minutes into the second. 

It broke the Hawks’ streak of 17 straight penalty kills. 

With 32 seconds left before the second intermission, Duncan Keith 
scored his fourth goal of the season with a snipe from the point to make it 
6-3. 

After Kubalík’s goal in the third, Killorn padded the score with his second 
goal of the night with 51 seconds left. 

Subban finished with 15 saves, and Vasilevskiy had 36. 
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Andrew Shaw carried on the gritty legacy of John ‘Mad Dog’ Madden and 
helped the Chicago Blackhawks win 2 Stanley Cups. Who will be their 
‘Mutt’ of the future? 

 

By PHIL THOMPSON 

 

Joel Quenneville pondered the nickname long associated with Chicago 
Blackhawks forward Andrew Shaw and couldn’t pinpoint the origin. 

“ Mutt? He’s probably been called every name in the book,” the Florida 
Panthers coach and former Hawks coach said. “So I don’t know if there’s 
anything in particular that stands out with the ‘Mutt’ (nickname). I know 
he likes animals, but you could call him a ‘rat.’ 

“Everybody has their descriptions of players that play like him, but 
certainly there’s an appreciation no matter what he’s called.” 

Mutt or rat, Shaw was the gritty forward whose roles included being a 
nuisance in front of the net and helping establish a culture of toughness 
and accountability in the locker room. 

Those traits might not always show up on stat sheets, but they manifest 
in the form of Stanley Cups — two, in 2013 and 2015, in Shaw’s case. 

Shaw wasn’t the first to help instill that ethic in Chicago and won’t be the 
last. 

Before the Hawks won their first of their three championships under 
Quenneville in 2010, then-general manager Dale Tallon signed a gritty, 
defensive-minded, dirty-work center who had won two Cups with the New 
Jersey Devils: John “Mad Dog” Madden. 

The 5-foot-11, 190-pound Madden was even similar in size to the 5-11, 
182-pound Shaw, his fellow Ontario native. 

When Madden signed with the Hawks in the summer of 2009, he said he 
saw similar traits in them as he saw in the Devils. 

“With the addition of (Marian) Hossa and the experience last year, it’s a 
group with a lot of skill and talent and hungry kids who want the Cup,” 
Madden said at the time, according to Tribune archives. “They have all 
the elements of making a run at it for this year and years to come. I had 
no problem giving up security for a chance to win.” 

The veteran’s words turned out prophetic. 

The Blackhawks' John Madden raises the Stanley Cup after Game 6 at 
the Wachovia Center in Philadelphia on June 9, 2010. 

“Right from day one, I don’t know if accepted is the right word because 
he stepped into the locker room and guys flocked to him right away,” 
Patrick Sharp said shortly before the Hawks clinched the 2010 Cup 
against the Philadelphia Flyers. “He has been through the battle a few 
times. He’s not the type of leader who stands up and barks in the room a 
whole lot. When he does say something, he definitely has our attention.” 

You have to mention Dave Bolland, too, in the tradition of the hockey rat. 
Bolland and Hossa carried the mantle into future championships. 
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Hossa was a multiple Selke Trophy finalist like Madden as one of the 
league’s best defensive forwards and went on to win two more titles with 
the Hawks alongside Shaw. 

“When I was young, I had a guy like Marian Hossa to look up to,” said 
Shaw, who on Monday announced plans to retire because of multiple 
concussions. 

Shaw didn’t step down because he didn’t want to see the current rebuild 
through or didn’t see a role for himself. Doctors advised against him 
risking more concussions. 

“My wife, she used to love when I’d fight, she just enjoyed it,” Shaw said. 
“Now later in my career, it would always scare her. That’s a sign to move 
on as well.” 

But Shaw knows what a “Mutt” like himself, and the ones before him, can 
mean to a franchise, the subtle ways that type of player can keep the 
continuity of competitiveness intact. 

“I would love to see the mold I am continue in hockey for generations,” 
Shaw said. “You do see a little of yourself in players. … You look at a guy 
like Brandon Hagel who can skate, get on forechecks and play physical. 
That’ll help in his career. He’s a lot more skilled than me and faster than I 
was. So I’d like to see him push himself to be more consistent. 

“Joel Quenneville always told me: ‘The most important thing you can find 
in a player is consistency. Because then you know what you’re going to 
get from them game in and game out.’ I’d like to see young players figure 
out that part of their game earlier in their career to give them a longer 
career. You see a little of me in Hages for sure.” 

Hagel said that coming into the NHL, he heard that comparison a lot. He 
said Shaw “was talking to me constantly” about consistency. 

“Maybe now I have him beat on the speed, but other than that, that’s 
something he’d definitely bring up to me and talk to me about,” Hagel 
said. “It helps me, it puts my head in the right space and I know what I 
need to do day in and day out. 

“Especially hearing it from a guy that had 10 years under his belt and two 
Stanley Cups, pretty crazy.” 

Brett Connolly, acquired from the Panthers at the trade deadline, said 
having guys in the locker room like Shaw and himself can have a lasting 
impact. Connolly won a Stanley Cup with the Washington Capitals in 
2018. 

“Well, first, there’s a respect level with those guys that have done it,” 
Connolly said, “especially Shawzy, a guy that put his body on the line for 
the team, was a team-first guy, and then Kaner (Patrick Kane), Duncs 
(Duncan Keith), (Jonathan) Toews and all the guys who were here 
winning. When they come in the room, there’s a respect level toward 
them from everybody, especially guys who haven’t won before.” 

Like the younger Kane and Toews once did with players such as Madden 
and Hossa, today’s young core naturally follows the lead of Cup winners. 

“For me, I obviously didn’t win here, but I’ve been around a little bit and 
I’m there to help in any way I can and I’ll continue to do that as long as I 
can,” Connolly said. “You definitely need guys that have been around, 
and when you have guys who have won, it makes it better for everyone 
else.” 
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Retiring Blackhawk Andrew Shaw lists Lakeview home for $1.7M 

 

By BOB GOLDSBOROUGH CHICAGO TRIBUNE |APR 27, 2021 AT 
3:23 PM 

 

Longtime Chicago Blackhawks forward Andrew Shaw, who retired from 
hockey April 26 upon the recommendation of team doctors after he 
suffered multiple concussions in his career, and his wife, Chaunette, 
have listed their six-bedroom, 3,274-square-foot house in the North Side 
Lakeview neighborhood for close to $1.7 million. 

The Ontario-born Shaw, 29, skated for the Blackhawks from 2011 until 
2015 and again from 2019 until retiring. He helped the team to its Stanley 
Cup championships in 2013 and 2015. 

Retiring Blackhawk Andrew Shaw and his wife have listed their Lakeview 
home for $1.7 million. 

In Lakeview, Shaw and his wife paid $1.6 million in September 2019 for 
the house. Built in 2016 by Sulo Development, the two-story house has 
four full bathrooms and two half-bathrooms. 

The house had a $29,527 property tax bill for the 2019 tax year. 

Andrew Shaw used all of his smallish frame to make a huge impact on 
the Chicago Blackhawks — until concussions forced him to retire at 29: 
‘I’m in a good place’ » 

The Shaws have the house for sale through a pocket listing, which 
means that information about it is only available in the real estate multiple 
listing service’s private listing network. The house currently is under 
contract, which means that a deal has been struck with a buyer, but that 
deal has not yet closed. 

Listing agent Kevin Hinton declined to comment on the listing, while 
Shaw did not respond to a text message seeking comment. 
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Blackhawks’ playoff hopes extinguished with loss to Lightning 

The Hawks entered Tuesday with 0.8% playoff odds, per MoneyPuck. 
After a 7-4 loss to the Lightning, their odds will take a microscope to 
read. 

 

By Ben Pope Apr 27, 2021, 9:41pm CDT 

 

The Blackhawks’ last playoff hopes, existing only in implausible 
scenarios entering the day, died quietly Tuesday. 

A 7-4 loss to the Lightning, tying a neat bow on another eight-game 
season series in which the Hawks won just once — the other coming 
against the Predators — snuffed out the last flame. 

The Hawks also lost defenseman Adam Boqvist for the rest of the 
season with a broken right wrist. 

Coach Jeremy Colliton had subtly admitted earlier in the day that he 
knew the playoffs had become unrealistic. But he nonetheless hoped his 
team could stay alive a bit longer to test its many young players in 
pressure situations. 

“The longer we can stay in the race, the better for everyone,” he said. 
“We want to get a win tonight to extend it just a little more, understanding 
the situation we’re in.” 

Colliton didn’t get his wish. The Hawks are still mathematically alive, but 
no sane human can look at either the standings — where the Hawks still 
trail the Predators and Stars by big margins — or the Hawks’ 9-15-0 
record since March 6 and see any possible route. 

The Hawks began the day with a 0.8% playoff chance, per MoneyPuck. 
After the loss, it might take a microscope to read their odds. 
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The Hawks made the game semi-interesting late when they cut a 6-2 
deficit temporarily to 6-4, but their defensive lapses through the first two 
periods proved too much to overcome. 

“[If] we’re going to be competitive at the end here, we’re going to need to 
be better,” Colliton said. “We weren’t ready to compete hard enough 
away from the puck to give ourselves a chance to win. That’s really it.” 

Much of the night was spent down to four defensemen after Boqvist was 
injured by an Erik Cernak hit and Connor Murphy earned 17 penalty 
minutes for fighting Cernak, who’d waited impatiently for the duel since 
tempers flared between the teams in early March. 

Goalie Kevin Lankinen was pulled for the second time in four games after 
allowing three goals on 11 first-period shots. Ridden harder than the Red 
Line over the season’s second half, Lankinen has finally faltered lately, 
posting an .866 save percentage in his last nine appearances. 

On the forward end, Mike Hardman was credited with seven hits in his 
NHL debut, and Dylan Strome reentered the lineup after two eye-opening 
games as a healthy scratch, but it didn’t particularly matter. 

“We need to continue to build a mentality that we can win with going 
forward,” Colliton said. “We’re going to play these games, and someone’s 
going to win them, and someone’s going to lose them. And then after, 
we’re going to have to live with our performance. And your name’s on it.” 

The Hawks still have questions to answer in their now-meaningless 
seven remaining games. But the most significant question — Can they 
make the playoffs? — was answered Tuesday. 
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TNT will broadcast three Stanley Cup Finals under new deal with NHL 

There is the possibility that live regular-season games could be streamed 
only on streaming service HBO Max, but that isn’t likely until the 2022-23 
season at the earliest. TNT and HBO Max are both owned by 
WarnerMedia. 

 

By Joe Reedy | Associated Press Updated Apr 27, 2021, 5:01pm CDT 

 

The NHL and Turner Sports reached a seven-year broadcasting 
agreement. 

The NHL and Turner Sports on Tuesday formally announced a seven-
year agreement that begins next season and will put three Stanley Cup 
Finals on the TNT cable network. 

The world’s top hockey league is eager to replicate the success found on 
Turner by the NBA. 

“From our standpoint, we looked at the strength of the Turner Sports 
portfolio, which is outstanding,” NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman said. 
“They put a fun and innovative factor into all of what they do, and we’re 
excited to have that same treatment for our sports, and for our fans.” 

Turner and corporate owner WarnerMedia surprised many with the 
acquisition. Longtime NHL partner NBC and Fox were seen as the 
favorites to get the second package after the league reached an 
agreement with ESPN last month. 

NBC’s run of covering the league since 2005 ends after after this 
season’s playoffs. It is in the final season of a 10-year contract. 

WarnerMedia News & Sports Chairman Jeff Zucker said Turner’s style 
and approach to covering the NBA and baseball will translate well to 
hockey. Whether it has the same vibe as its NBA coverage, which 

includes the successful “Inside the NBA” studio show, remains to be 
seen. 

“Obviously I think that there’s a style to Turner Sports, but you can’t just 
copy ‘Inside the NBA’ on Thursday nights,” he said. “We’re going to bring 
that same approach to the NHL but also one that I think is innovative, fun 
and dynamic.” 

Zucker said there haven’t been any decisions about studio talent or 
announcers. Charles Barkley is a big hockey fan, so it wouldn’t be a 
surprise if he made an occasional appearance. 

The deal includes up to 72 regular-season games per season, half of the 
first- and second-round playoff games on TNT and TBS as well as a 
conference final series. One of the regular-season games will be the NHL 
Winter Classic, which is played on New Year’s Day. 

There are also live streaming and digital rights across WarnerMedia 
properties, including HBO Max and Bleacher Report. Zucker said there is 
the possibility that live games could be streamed only on HBO Max, but 
that isn’t likely until the 2022-23 season at the earliest. 

Zucker also said it remains to be determined what days regular-season 
games will appear on TNT. The network has NBA games on Tuesday 
and Thursday as well as a successful wrestling show on Wednesday. 
The NHL has used Wednesday to air showcase games in the United 
States and Canada. 

When the Stanley Cup Finals are shown on TNT in 2023, it will mark the 
first time since 1994 the NHL championship round will be only on cable. 
Bettman noted that TNT is available in 90 million homes and that content 
of major properties is not just confined to broadcast networks. 

The agreement with Turner will give the NHL two network partners in the 
United States for the first time since 1998-99. 

The NHL received $350 million in broadcast revenue from NBC ($250 
million) and Disney Streaming Services ($100 million for digital rights) 
this season. The upcoming deals will average $635 million a year ($410 
million from Disney and $225 million from Turner). 

The league reached an agreement with Walt Disney Corp. last month 
that includes four Stanley Cup Finals, 25 regular-season games on 
ESPN and ABC, the NHL All-Star game and comprehensive streaming 
rights. That includes 75 regular-season games that will stream 
exclusively on both ESPN+ and Hulu. 

It marks the first time since Turner broadcast Atlanta Flames games in 
the late 1970’s that the cable giant will air hockey. It also gives Turner its 
second championship property (it alternates the men’s Final Four with 
CBS.) 

Turner now has the rights to three of the four major North American 
sports with NBA games on TNT and baseball on TBS. 

Even though NBC is losing the NHL after the playoffs, the network said in 
a statement that it would take the same approach as prior seasons, 
which includes every playoff game being aired. 

“Despite a lot of speculation to the contrary we remain friends, and we 
look forward to the future, each of us understanding why we made the 
decisions that we both made to reach this point.” Bettman said. 

Bettman also said moving away from NBC — which holds U.S. broadcast 
rights for the Olympics — will not play a role in deciding whether to allow 
players to participate in the 2022 Beijing Games. The NHL did not allow 
its players to participate three years ago in South Korea, ending a run of 
five consecutive Winter Olympics with NHL players. 
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Brandon Hagel, Jeremy Colliton will help carry on Andrew Shaw’s 
legacies with Blackhawks 

Hagel’s hardworking, gritty playing style will fill a Shaw-like role on the 
Hawks moving forward. Colliton’s similar concussion history to Shaw will 
continue building a culture of brain-injury conscientiousness among the 
Hawks. 

 

By Ben Pope Apr 27, 2021, 3:23pm CDT 

 

Andrew Shaw carved out a successful career not with overwhelming 
natural talent but with a tenacious work ethic, a hunger to do the little 
things well and the flexibility to fit anywhere in the Blackhawks’ lineup. 

Shaw’s Hawks tenure is no more — the 29-year-old forward officially 
retired Monday. But looking at the Hawks’ roster, it’s easy to pick out the 
player bringing many of the same elements: Brandon Hagel. 

“You see a little of me in [Hagel], for sure,” Shaw said Monday. “[He] can 
skate, get on forechecks and play physical. That’ll help in his career.” 

“Coming up into the ranks, [Shaw] was the comparable I got from a lot of 
people and teams,” Hagel added. “I definitely do see myself in him, 
playing a little bit the same way. [It’s] nice to hear those things, especially 
from him.” 

Both were underdogs even to make it to the NHL. 

Shaw wasn’t drafted until the fifth round in his third year of eligibility, and 
even then, expectations were low. The Hawks didn’t realize what they 
had until he arrived at summer development camp and began “playing 
like it was the Stanley Cup Final,” as general manager Stan Bowman 
recalled Monday. 

Hagel was a sixth-round pick — and the team that picked him, the 
Sabres, never actually offered him a contract. Upon Hagel’s arrival in the 
NHL this season, it was Shaw who integrated him into the Hawks and 
took him under his wing. 

“When you come into a new group, it’s tough sometimes,” Hagel said. 
“You’re with some famous people, and you’re a little bit nervous. But he 
was the first to welcome me here. It just made it so much easier on me.” 

Hagel, who scored in the Hawks’ loss Tuesday to the Lightning, benefits 
from more inherent hockey skill than Shaw ever did. His skating speed, 
perhaps the biggest factor in his immediate success this season, in 
particular blows Shaw out of the water. 

Shaw knows it, too. 

“He’s a lot more skilled than me and faster than I was,” he said. 

But Shaw also knows how well he mastered the difficult act of bringing 
top-level performances to every NHL game and wants to see Hagel 
“push himself to be more consistent.” Hagel hears that constructive 
criticism. 

“Consistency is the biggest thing, especially playing in this league,” Hagel 
said. “That’s something he’d definitely bring up to me and talk to me 
about. It helps me. It puts my head in the right space, and I know what I 
need to do, day in and day out.” 

With only 45 career games and zero playoff appearances, Hagel has a 
long way to go to match Shaw’s impressive career accomplishments. But 
he seems on track to fill the same versatile role with the Hawks. 

Shaw not only leaves a legacy of gritty hockey but also a legacy of 
concussion awareness. 

Scientists have learned an immense amount about the damaging effects 
of brain injuries just over the course of Shaw’s 10-year career. For him to 
play even this long — considering he suffered too many concussions to 
count — might’ve been risky, but to retire now also helps set a 

heartening new precedent for hockey players prioritizing long-term 
health. 

And that’s something Hawks coach Jeremy Colliton, who ended his own 
playing career at 28 because of concussions, vividly understands. 

“You want to be healthy for a long time,” Colliton said. “You want to be 
able to have a high quality of life after you’re done. [We had] those 
conversations [about] what I went through to come to my decision that . . . 
I couldn’t do it anymore. But it’s his decision. He had to do what’s right for 
him.” 

“I talked to Jeremy a few times,” Shaw added. “He made sure I’m feeling 
better, that this is the decision I want. And if I ever needed to talk to him, 
he’s there for me. . . . Just knowing [the Hawks] care and love me is all I 
need really.” 

Former Hawks forward Daniel Carcillo, long one of the biggest critics of 
the NHL’s handling of brain injuries, tweeted Monday that he found it 
“encouraging to see the [Hawks’] medical staff step up and be an 
advocate” for Shaw. 

That’s indicative of the new era of concussion safety that all sports, 
particularly hockey, have entered. Shaw’s decision further cements it. 

And he can count on Colliton to continue building a culture of mental-
health consciousness in the Hawks’ organization. 
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Blackhawks' playoff hopes all but zapped after 7-4 loss to Lightning 

                                                                                                                                                                                                   

John Dietz 

 

There's almost nothing worse in the professional sports world than when 
your team falls out of the playoff race. 

Jeremy Colliton knows this all too well, which was why he was hoping the 
Blackhawks could stay in the hunt just a little longer with a win over 
Tampa Bay at the United Center on Tuesday. 

"The longer we can stay in the race, the better for everyone," he said. 
"It's a lot easier to prepare for these types of games -- especially with no 
fans -- if the games mean something in the standings." 

Unfortunately for the Hawks, the playoff dream all but died as the 
Lightning exploded for 6 goals in the first 34 minutes and went on to 
claim a 7-4 victory. The Hawks (22-22-5) are 7 points behind Nashville 
and 5 behind the Stars with five of their final seven games coming 
against Florida (32-14-5) and Carolina (32-10-7). 

"If we're gonna be competitive and we're gonna win hockey games at the 
end here we're gonna need to be better," said Colliton whose team went 
1-6-1 against Tampa Bay this season. "We had some bad things happen 
to us, some adversity, which certainly is part of it. But I'd like us to 
respond better." 

Tampa Bay (33-14-2) is one of the best teams in the league and figures 
to have a decent chance to repeat as Stanley Cup champs. 

They're deep and talented. They hit you hard. They chase down loose 
pucks like mad. And they never, ever back down. 

For a team like the Hawks that means there is zero margin for error, 
something they know but don't always put into practice. The perfect 
example came in the opening minute when Riley Stillman carelessly 
turned the puck over in the offensive zone, leading to Erik Cernak's 
breakaway goal at 0:28. 
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The Lightning ended up taking a 3-1 lead after 15 minutes, burying 3 of 
their first 7 shots and ending Lankinen's night after one period. Lankinen 
has allowed 22 goals in his last six starts, managing just an .856 save 
percentage and 4.39 goals-against average. 

"They've got depth everywhere and it's hard," Colliton said. "But we've 
shown that we can play with them when we're dialed in and we're 
committed totally to doing the right things with and without the puck. 

"That's the standard and if you don't reach that standard, then you get 
put in a tough spot and the pucks go in." 

The Hawks did fight back from a 6-2 deficit, getting goals from Duncan 
Keith and Dominik Kubalik. The Lightning put it away, however, on an 
empty netter from Alex Killorn. 

There was a lot of physical play in this one, with Kubalik taking an elbow 
from Luke Schenn midway through the first period. Kubalik went 
sprawling to the ice and retreated to the locker room. He was able to 
return. 

Just 2½ minutes later, Nikita Zadorov dropped the gloves with Schenn. 
Midway through the second period Connor Murphy then fought Erik 
Cernak after Cernak hit Mike Hardman next to the Hawks' bench. 

The toughest blow for the Hawks came when Adam Boqvist broke his 
wrist after being hit by Cernak in the second period. Boqvist is done for 
the season. 

Which is exactly what we can say about the Hawks. Not that Colliton is 
thinking that way, of course. 

"You're not out of it until they put the letter beside your name," he said. 
"The other part is we need to continue to build a mentality that we can 
win with going forward. Those habits and details and work ethic, they 
protect you and allow you to have success. 

"We're going to play these games ... and then after we're going to have to 
live with our performance. Your name's on the sheet and you stand for 
it." 
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Why Robin Lehner is frustrated with the NHL's virus restrictions 

Vegas Golden Knights goaltender Robin Lehner wondered aloud last 
week when the NHL will ease virus protocols. 

 

Barry Rozner 

 

Robin Lehner is frustrated. 

And one certainty we learned last season when Lehner played for the 
Blackhawks is he will tell you what he's thinking. When distraught, he's 
not going to hold back. 

Not shocking, therefore, that he let loose a few days ago, hammering the 
NHL for what he perceived as a moving of the goal posts. 

Lehner was under the impression that some of the pandemic restrictions 
in place for NHL players would have been eased by now, and that's not 
happening. 

"They told me yesterday they're surveying all the teams to see who has 
taken the vaccine, and they're not going to change the rules for players 
until all players have the vaccine, so it's not a competitive edge," Lehner 
said during his Zoom availability. "That made me go crazy, to be honest. 
People are struggling with this stuff a lot in society, and we are humans 
(like) everyone else." 

Lehner went public two years ago, detailing his struggles with bipolar 
disorder, ADHD, post-traumatic stress and addiction. Isolation has been 
hard on everyone, but especially those battling mental illness. 

"We had a meeting when the season started," Lehner said. "They pretty 
much told us you can't go outside of your house, can't go to the grocery 
store, can't do nothing on the road. 

"You can take a meal (from) the meal room, but go sit in your room. Don't 
be with your teammates. Don't do this, don't do that. No one thinks about 
the mental impact. 

"There are people struggling. This is a society problem. When 
government, corporations, NHL, are making decisions in terms of these 
irrelevant things like 'competitive edge' over the human being, it's not OK, 
man. 

"We are vaccinated and we are still trapped in a prison." 

Before you make the obligatory leap and label the man, Lehner took a 
knee during the national anthem last summer to protest racism and 
injustice. So much for the political argument. 

Truth is, Lehner is hardly alone in feeling like the rules are constantly 
under revision, and it's not a case of him mistrusting the science. 

More along the lines of constantly changing information, which is 
understandable given the changing circumstances, but Lehner would 
handle it better if given all the information, not just what officials decide is 
worth revealing at a given moment. 

Now, if you say that out loud, you get shouted down for wanting to harm 
others or not believing the science, and of course this is exactly what 
happened to Lehner, courtesy of the Twitter omniscient. 

"At some point, we've got to start looking at the mental health of people 
around us, not just the NHL, but everyone in society, and see how we 
can start getting back to normalcy," Lehner said. "The problem is going to 
be huge. 

"And now that we've taken the vaccine to have the excuse of saying, 
'Nah, we're not changing because of competitive advantage,' it's 
outrageous." 

Lehner said he was told the NHL would ease protocols once vaccinations 
reached a large percentage of the league. 

"That was a lie," Lehner said. "A blatant lie." 

The NHL's Bill Daly responded by telling ESPN that no promises were 
made to the players. 

"It's been a matter that's been discussed between us and the NHLPA," 
Daly said, "but no decision to modify has ever been made nor 
communicated to anyone." 

A few hours after his media availability, Lehner took to Twitter. He didn't 
back off, but he did clarify. 

"I'm frustrated like a lot of people in the world right now, (but) everything 
didn't come out of today's (news conference) in the right way," he 
tweeted. "Main point is that we need to start (making) mental health 
important. 

"To put competitive edge before well-being of people's lives is wrong. 
People are struggling with many different things mentally and we need to 
consider that. Then being lied to makes it worse. 

"I love hockey and the league has done a lot of good things. This (news 
conference) missed the mark. My bad to say it's like prison and I 
apologize, but ... we will see exactly how this affects everything with time. 
I don't mean to offend anyone. 

"I hope we can all work together to help people that suffer." 
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Lehner should have the freedom to vent, though doing so is dangerous to 
your social media health. And, no, that doesn't make him anti-science or 
a bad citizen. 

He's not against vaccinations. He just wants to know when he can start 
moving forward within the NHL confines. 

Lehner obviously has some wariness of those who have the power to 
decide whether Lehner can see his family, leave his home or eat dinner 
with teammates in a hotel. 

Once considered a civic duty, it's not crazy to question authority. Some 
would say it's crazy not to. 
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Hawks' playoff hopes all but over after loss to Tampa 

 

BY CHARLIE ROUMELIOTIS 

 

The Blackhawks have stayed consistent all season long by taking things 
one game at a time, no matter where they've been in the standings. That 
approach hasn't changed. 

But after picking up only two out of a six possible points in their three-
game series against the Nashville Predators, you could sense the 
demoralization from a group that's watching their playoff chances slip 
away quickly. And it showed on Tuesday. 

With the Tampa Bay Lightning in town, the Blackhawks looked like a 
team that knew their shot at a postseason berth was out of reach. They 
didn't play with the kind of desperation required at this stage of the 
season, especially coming off a three-day break, and weren't mentally 
sharp in a 7-4 loss to the defending Stanley Cup champions. 

"I think everyone in the dressing room knew what we needed to do," 
Brandon Hagel said. "We needed to win. Came out tonight and I didn’t 
think we were 100 percent for the full 60 minutes. At times we were good, 
at times we weren’t and they made us pay." 

Head coach Jeremy Colliton concurred. 

"[If] we’re going to be competitive and win hockey games at the end here, 
we’re going to need to be better," Colliton said. "We had some bad things 
happen to us, some adversity, which certainly is part of it. But I’d like us 
to respond better, just being willing to compete defensively. But we 
weren’t ready to compete hard enough away from the puck to give 
ourselves a chance to win. That’s really it." 

Three teams in the Central Division clinched playoff berths on Tuesday: 
Carolina, Florida and Tampa Bay. The seedings are up for grabs, and so 
is the No. 4 spot. 

The good news is, Dallas and Nashville both lost in regulation on 
Tuesday. The bad news? The Blackhawks have slipped too far out of the 
picture where scoreboard watching doesn't matter if they don't take care 
of their own business. 

Despite all that, the Blackhawks' mindset isn't changing until the math 
says they're done. 

"I don’t think our focus changes," said Wyatt Kalynuk, who scored his 
fourth goal of the season. "We still come in, take every game by game, 
shift by shift. We haven’t looked too far ahead all year, we’re not going to 
start thinking about that stuff now." 

Even though their playoff hopes are all but over at this point, the 
Blackhawks aren't just going to mail it in for the final seven games of the 

season. Colliton believes there are still some lessons that can be learned 
as they come down the home stretch. 

"First of all, you’re not out of it until they put the letter beside your name," 
Colliton said. "And the other part is, we need to continue to build a 
mentality that we can win with going forward. Those habits and details 
and work ethic, they protect you, they allow you to have success on the 
ice. 

"We’re going to play these games, and someone’s going to win them, 
and someone’s going to lose them. And then after, we’re going to have to 
live with our performance. And your name’s on it. Your name’s on the 
sheet and you stand for it. 

"Ultimately, to me, when you come in after you did everything you can to 
win a hockey game, you did the right things away from the puck, and you 
did everything you could to win 50-50s and play for the team, then you’re 
proud of it. That’s what needs to happen, for me. I just think that’s so 
important that as we prepare for these games, that’s ultimately how we 
should measure ourselves: Did we give ourselves a chance by how we 
played?" 
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10 observations: Blackhawks routed by Lightning 

 

BY CHARLIE ROUMELIOTIS 

 

The Blackhawks fell to the Tampa Bay Lightning 7-4 on Tuesday at the 
United Center. 

Here are 10 observations from the loss: 

1. Where to begin? This game was chippy. It was physical. It was a roller 
coaster. And it went off the rails at times. In the end, the Lightning were 
much sharper and capitalized on their chances against the Blackhawks, 
who looked out of sync. 

2. For the second straight start, Kevin Lankinen was pulled from the 
game after he gave up three goals on 11 shots in the first period. 
Malcolm Subban entered at the start of the second period and four goals 
on 19 shots, although the fourth goal came on an empty net. 

3. The Blackhawks had three power plays in the first period. They 
generated nine shot attempts, six shots on goal, three scoring chances 
and one high-danger chance in those six minutes, according to Natural 
Stat Trick, but couldn't cash in on any of those opportunities. The 
Blackhawks finished the game 1-for-7 on the power play, with their only 
conversion coming in the third period on a 5-on-3 opportunity. 

4. Dominik Kubalik left the game for a brief moment in the first period 
after Luke Schenn laid a big hit on the Blackhawks forward and was 
penalized for interference. It was a scary-looking play. Which leads us to 
our next bullet point... 

Things are escalating at the UC... pic.twitter.com/E0FqeaaUmg— 
Blackhawks Talk (@NBCSBlackhawks) April 28, 2021 

5. Nikita Zadorov had a busy first period protecting his teammates. He 
stood up for Patrick Kane by delivering a hit on Patrick Maroon, who 
nearly knocked Kane into the Lightning bench seconds prior, and then 
defended Kubalik by dropping the gloves with Schenn as soon as he was 
done serving his interference penalty. 

Don't mess with our Kaner   pic.twitter.com/MN1QLfmCly— 
Blackhawks Talk (@NBCSBlackhawks) April 28, 2021 
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Nikita Zadorov drops the gloves with Luke Schenn, who was penalized 
for laying a big hit on Dominik Kubalik minutes prior. #Blackhawks 
pic.twitter.com/9LE6X2AvaI— Charlie Roumeliotis (@CRoumeliotis) April 
28, 2021 

6. The Schenn-Zadorov fight wasn't the only one that occurred in this 
game. Connor Murphy and Erik Cernak had some unfinished business to 
settle from the March 7 game when Murphy was ejected for an illegal 
check to the head on Cernak, and Murphy found an opportunity to 
answer the bell in the second period. However, he was slapped with a 
two-minute instigator penalty and 10-minute misconduct and the 
Lightning scored on their power-play opportunity. 

Connor Murphy and Erik Cernak settling some unfinished business. 
#Blackhawks pic.twitter.com/0ytvNKZ7EO— Charlie Roumeliotis 
(@CRoumeliotis) April 28, 2021 

7. Adam Boqvist left in the second period holding his right wrist after 
taking a hit from Cernak and did not return. Between that injury and 
Murphy's 17 minutes of penalty time, the Blackhawks were forced to play 
with only four defensemen for a large portion of the game. 

Not good: Adam Boqvist goes straight to the locker room holding his right 
wrist/forearm. #Blackhawks pic.twitter.com/d2XMEPzev8— Charlie 
Roumeliotis (@CRoumeliotis) April 28, 2021 

8. Wyatt Kalynuk cut the Blackhawks' deficit to 3-2 in the first period 
when he scored his fourth goal of the season, which ranked No. 1 among 
team defensemen until Duncan Keith pulled into a tie again with his 
second-period goal. This is only Kalynuk's 14th game. He extended his 
point streak to three games and upped his point total to seven on the 
season. He's been great. 

9. Mike Hardman, who signed an entry-level contract on March 30 as an 
undrafted free agent, became the eighth Blackhawk to make his NHL 
debut this season. He played left wing on the fourth line with Brett 
Connolly and David Kampf and made his presence felt. He had a game-
high seven hits, drew a penalty and logged 10:17 of ice time.  

10. Andrei Vasilevskiy improved to 11-0-0 in the regular season against 
the Blackhawks. The only other two teams he hasn't lost to in his NHL 
career: Detroit (12-0-0) and Anaheim (4-0-0). 
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After being iced out by the Panthers, Vinnie Hinostroza makes the most 
of his second chance with the Blackhawks 

 

By Mark Lazerus Apr 27, 2021  

 

Vinnie Hinostroza had no role. He had no direction, no communication. 

And he was starting to wonder if he had no future, either. 

“You’re like, ‘Have I played my last game in the NHL? Is this going to be 
my last year? What’s going to happen?’” Hinostroza said. 

The previous incarnation of Hinostroza, the young single guy who took 
every demotion like it was the end of the world, and who could barely 
hide his fury when he wasn’t getting the chances he felt he deserved, 
might have sulked. Might have harrumphed his way through every 
Florida Panthers taxi squad practice. Might have played himself right out 
of the league, fulfilling his own dire prophecy. 

But Hinostroza’s not a kid anymore. He has a kid, 3-month-old “little 
Vinnie.” He’s 27 now. He’s been around the league. He’s had good 
seasons and bad seasons. And most crucially, his fiancee, Samantha, 

was there to keep him grounded and positive through the most difficult 
stretch of his career. 

“She kept telling me I’ll be playing eventually, and to just keep working 
hard and stay positive and that my time will come,” Hinostroza said. 
“Sometimes when you tell someone what’s on your mind and they tell 
you you’re crazy, it’s nice to hear that from other people. It keeps you 
level-headed. There’s two ways of looking at it. You can feel bad for 
yourself, and then you go to the rink and you don’t get better and just 
pout. We’ve seen guys do that. Or you can go to the rink, work hard, be a 
happy guy at the rink and not pout. Usually, those are the guys that are 
able to turn it around and make something positive out of a negative 
situation.” 

That’s exactly what Hinostroza has done, reviving his flagging career with 
his hometown Blackhawks, the team he grew up rooting for, the team 
that drafted him in the sixth round in 2012, the team that brought him into 
the NHL. In nine games since being reacquired, Hinostroza has two 
goals and six assists. He’s created at least two more goals by forcing 
turnovers that ended up in the net. He’s forechecking with abandon, 
flying around the ice and giving the Blackhawks a desperately needed 
injection of speed and energy. He’s worked his way up to a spot on 
Patrick Kane’s line, handing out nicknames, bucking up the guys on the 
taxi squad and quickly becoming a favorite of his new teammates. 

And he’s making quite a case to stick around for the long term, no matter 
how many young forwards are in the system and on their way. 

“You watch how he plays, how hard he competes — that earns a lot of 
respect with the guys in the room when you play that hard and are willing 
to do the dirty work,” Blackhawks coach Jeremy Colliton said. “He’s 
pretty popular inside the walls of the dressing room.” 

Now, there are those who scoff or roll their eyes when they hear about 
Colliton’s ability — and just as important, his willingness — to 
communicate with his players. Hinostroza is not one of them. Not after 
his second stint under Joel Quenneville. 

See, Hinostroza had a few suitors in the offseason but signed a one-year 
prove-it deal with the Florida Panthers because he was sold on a good 
opportunity to play a major role on an up-and-coming team. The 
familiarity with Quenneville, under whom Hinostroza broke into the 
league, was an added bonus. He had been working out with Prodigy 
Hockey’s Brian Keane all summer in Chicago to prepare for what he 
hoped would be a big season. 

Then on the first day of training camp, he wasn’t even on a line. As the 
days bled into weeks and months, his frustration mounted because he 
was all but iced out by the coaching staff. 

“I don’t really know what went wrong,” Hinostroza said. “They didn’t really 
talk to me too much. I tried to go to talk to them a few times and ask what 
I needed to do, and they never really gave me too much of an answer. I 
practiced with the team probably under 10 times, just skating with the taxi 
squad and working out. I wanted to be playing, but all I could do was go 
to those practices every day and be the best I can, just so I could be 
ready when I get get a chance.” 

The chance never really came. Hinostroza got in just nine games, never 
playing more than 12 minutes and failing to register a point. By the time 
the trade deadline approached, he had played just three games in about 
six weeks. 

That’s when Panthers general manager Bill Zito did him a solid — 
sending the Bartlett, Ill., native back home to Chicago in exchange for 
ECHL player Brad Morrison. It was essentially a freebie for the 
Blackhawks, a no-risk flyer on a likable and one-time productive winger. 
But for Hinostroza, it was an absolute lifeline. 

Hinostroza hopped in a car on a Sunday with his two dogs and drove 19 
hours straight to Chicago. His dad and Samantha’s mom flew to Florida 
to pack up all their clothes and baby paraphernalia — fortunately, the 
home they rented in Florida was furnished — and flew in on Tuesday, 
little Vinnie sleeping the entire flight (how’s that for a good omen?). 
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Chicago has remained home, even during Hinostroza’s two years with 
the Arizona Coyotes, so they quickly settled into their offseason rental in 
Elmhurst, Ill. 

As smooth as everything went off the ice, it was even smoother on the 
ice. Hinostroza picked up an assist in each of his first two games and 
quickly played himself into a top-six role under Colliton, who had coached 
him in Rockford during his first stint with the Blackhawks. 

“Since Day 1 here, I’ve felt at home in this locker room,” he said. “The 
first time around here, I was a younger guy and kind of quiet in the locker 
room. This time, it’s just a better fit. I have a good relationship with 
Jeremy — he tells me exactly what he wants from me. I’m playing really 
good hockey right now, and I think that’s because I’m in a place where 
I’m comfortable, happy and just having fun.” 

His energetic style of play has been infectious, too. It’s a small sample 
size, obviously, but the Blackhawks are out-attempting, out-chancing and 
outscoring opponents when Hinostroza is on the ice. He’s the only 
forward on the team who can say that. 

“He’s been great,” Kane said. “He’s dynamic. He seems to make 
whoever is playing with him better.” 

Hinostroza’s even taken on what he called a “secondary leadership role,” 
behind the likes of Kane, Duncan Keith, Connor Murphy and Alex 
DeBrincat. In his short time in the NHL, Hinostroza has experienced quite 
a bit — the highs and the lows — and has been sharing his own story 
and his own battles with frustration and inconsistency with the guys 
currently languishing on the taxi squad, wondering when their chance will 
come. 

The question now is where does Hinostroza fit in the big picture? Is this 
just a one-month stint to bump up his value on the free-agent market this 
summer? Or has he forced his way into Stan Bowman’s long-term plans? 
The Blackhawks already have 10 forwards under contract for next 
season, and will surely re-sign restricted free agents Brandon Hagel, 
Pius Suter and David Kampf. Then there’s recently acquired Adam 
Gaudette, who’s yet to establish himself but has plenty of upside. First-
round pick Lukas Reichel could be on the way next season, as could 
Henrik Borgström and KHL star Max Shalunov. 

Hinostroza knows the roster math. But he’s also learned the hard way 
that greener pastures can be little more than a mirage. He knows 
Chicago and he loves Chicago. He knows the Blackhawks and he loves 
the Blackhawks. The house he and Samantha are building in Chicago 
should be ready by July or August, and he’d love to make it his only 
home, not just his offseason home. So if Bowman has the will and a way 
to keep him in the fold, Hinostroza’s going to jump at it. 

“I love being here, I think it’s a great fit,” he said. “Things didn’t go as 
planned, but we couldn’t be happier how it ended up, being back here 
and making a difference for the team I grew up playing for, and wearing 
the jersey I fell in love with as a kid. It’s amazing for my family, too — 
they can come and see the baby whenever they want. Life is good right 
now.” 
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The Athletic / NHL awards WATCH: Kirill Kaprizov leads the Calder 
Trophy race, but does Jason Robertson have a case? 

 

By Dom Luszczyszyn  

Apr 27, 2021  

 

Throughout the season, I’ll be breaking down the numbers behind the 
race for each major player award: the Hart, the Norris, the Calder, the 

Selke, the Vezina, the Art Ross and the Rocket Richard. Numbers of 
course aren’t everything, but they add much needed context to the 
awards race and can help shine a light on players deserving of more 
recognition while adding caveats to other players that may have some 
warts. This post will present the top 10 for each category based on a set 
criteria of guidelines. 

It’s been a month since our last awards watch, a look around the 
league’s trophy races from an analytical perspective. Like last time, the 
front-runners remain the same, but the races behind them remain 
intriguing. The top of the race has been relatively boring (save for the 
Norris Trophy due to a difference in opinions) throughout the year, but 
there are still some interesting storylines for players vying for 
nominations. 

There isn’t much time left in the season and things can still change over 
the next few weeks. I plan on doing one more update just before the end 
of the season, but based on my interpretation of their numbers to date, 
here is how the awards race currently shakes up. 

Data as of April 25 

Hart Trophy 

Given to the player judged to be the most valuable to his team.  

Criteria: Skaters ranked by Game Score Value Added and goaltenders 
ranked by a blend of goals saved above expected and above average, 
translated to wins, courtesy of Evolving Hockey. 

Another month has gone by and it’s still Connor McDavid at the top. No 
surprises. He’s on pace to clear 95 points in a shortened season while 
being actually strong defensively. His underlying numbers remain 
exceptional and his team is a mortal lock for the playoffs. This should be 
close to unanimous. 

With that being said, the gap between McDavid and the field has shrunk 
over the last month. He’s of course still racking up points. But, for the first 
time this season, his line has been getting outplayed at five-on-five. He’s 
been out-chanced and out-scored, coinciding with some time spent with 
Leon Draisaitl (who has dropped out of the top 10). The duo had a 40 
percent expected goals rate over the last month and while they’ve had 
earlier success this season in spot duty, they just don’t seem to mesh as 
regular linemates. Both are too used to playing center. The experiment 
does seem to be over now as Draisaitl is back to centering his own line, 
and it’s unlikely McDavid gives up the lead he’s built with only 10 games 
left. 

Second and third place on the ballot should be a no-brainer, it just comes 
down to order. Both Auston Matthews and Nathan MacKinnon have been 
exceptional over the last month to surge towards creating the top three 
that almost everyone expected before the season started. Both players 
are close in points, but Matthews has the edge in goals. At five-on-five, 
both players have been comically dominant with expected goals rates 
above 60 percent and though MacKinnon is higher there, it’s mostly 
because he’s on a far superior team. Relative to teammates, the two are 
nearly identical. Picking between the two will come down to personal 
preference or whoever has the stronger finish. 

After those two, there’s goaltender Andrei Vasilevskiy staking his claim, 
Adam Fox making a name for defensemen and the two running mates for 
Matthews and MacKinnon: Mitch Marner and Mikko Rantanen. It’s 
unlikely either gets much love given the superstar centers they play with, 
but both have been impressive in their own right. 

Selke Trophy front-runner Aleksander Barkov is having a strong enough 
offensive season that he’s also a Hart Trophy dark horse. The Panthers 
fell apart a bit without him, and his impact is immediately felt whenever 
he’s on the ice. His two-way dominance this season has been so large 
that his overall value is right there at the top of the league. After the top 
three obvious choices, he has a legitimate case.  

Brad Marchand, Sidney Crosby and Mark Stone are also up there in 
terms of value and might receive some love at the bottom of some 
ballots. But for now, it should be a clear as day top one and top three. 

Norris Trophy 

Given to the defenseman who demonstrates throughout the season the 
greatest all-round ability in the position. 
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Criteria: Defensemen that play top-pairing minutes with above average 
usage ranked by Game Score Value Added. 

The most interesting thing about the list above is which player is not on it 
— the one many deem to be the front-runner. 

*mentally prepares self for impending backlash* 

I think Victor Hedman has played himself off the Norris ballot over the 
last month. There are simply far too many strong choices this season to 
give someone a reputation vote based on point totals and a strong start. 

It was a similar argument with John Carlson last season and it might be 
put into hyperdrive this season with Hedman — the defender many 
regard as the best in the world — being the current subject of ire. 

Shayna Goldman wrote an incredible piece on what it currently takes to 
win the Norris and what it should take. At the end of the day, everyone is 
going to use some numbers and metrics to justify their choices, it’s a 
matter of using the best ones. For a defenseman, points shouldn’t be the 
deciding factor — the Norris isn’t the defensive Art Ross. Currently, that’s 
Hedman’s best and only argument for inclusion and he doesn’t even lead 
the field anymore after Adam Fox picked up three helpers on Sunday. 

I hinted at Hedman’s recent struggles in the latest edition of 16 Stats, but 
the basic gist is that over the last month he’s been outscored badly and 
has been Tampa Bay’s least effective play-driver from the back end. He 
has a 44 percent expected goals rate since the last awards watch, a 
mark only stronger than newcomer David Savard and Cal Foote. It’s 
enough to put Hedman’s full season expected goals percentage at just 
51 percent, ahead of only Jan Rutta and Foote. In goals percentage, he’s 
now at 49 percent, ahead of only Luke Schenn. That’s full season — and 
remember, Hedman does not play shutdown minutes either. 

I think Victor Hedman is better than he’s shown and it’s very likely he’s 
playing injured. Hedman himself has acknowledged it according to our 
beat writer Joe Smith. He knows he needs to better. Unless he really 
turns it around over the final stretch we too can do better with our Norris 
vote. By GSVA, Hedman has been worth 1.24 wins this season which is 
far enough down from the rest of the top 10 to make it difficult to include 
him at this present time. 

As for those who are worthy, it does feel like Fox should be running away 
with this. He now leads all defenders in points thanks to an insane 41 
assists, but it’s his five-on-five play that makes him the most worthy. 
Despite facing some of the toughest competition in the league, Fox leads 
an otherwise unremarkable Rangers team with a 57 percent expected 
goals rate and 62 percent actual goals rate. Relative to teammates, he’s 
adding around half-a-goal per 60 in both categories, something no other 
defenseman can say. It’s difficult to win a Norris trophy in the first year 
you enter the running as defenders usually have to wait their turn. Fox 
really shouldn’t. If he keeps this pace up, him losing due to a lack of 
reputation would be a travesty. He’s doing it all this year at both ends of 
the ice. 

After Fox, it seems as if Dougie Hamilton has emerged as the next best 
contender after an exceptional month that saw his play help lead 
Carolina to solid ground atop the division. Hamilton was just off the list 
last time around but has rocketed up thanks to a 64 percent expected 
goal rate, a plus-7 at five-on-five and 12 points in 14 games. Hamilton is 
now fifth in points and 10th in expected goals percentage. 

The only other defenseman who is top 10 in both is Cale Makar, who 
slides further down the list by virtue of having missed 12 games this 
season. On a per game basis, his value is right there with Fox’s and if 
there’s an Avalanche defender that’s worthy of a nomination it’s him. It’s 
possible Devon Toews and Samuel Girard eat into some of Makar’s 
ballots as all three have a case, but if it has to be anyone from Colorado 
it should be the most dominant one. That’s Makar. 

Ryan Pulock and Adam Pelech deserve some love for their shutdown 
ability, as does Charlie McAvoy. None of the three pile up points on the 
power play, but they drive play in a big way at five-on-five and are 
massive parts of their teams’ success. All three have been regulars in the 
top 10 this season, but there are two newcomers making recent noise: 
Shea Theodore and MacKenzie Weegar. 

Theodore doesn’t play tough minutes, but he still delivers big value and 
has been a very important part of Vegas’s offense this season. Based on 

this model, no defenseman has a higher offensive rating this year and 
much of that has come over his play of late where he’s been playing at a 
point-per-game pace while putting up stupid on-ice numbers offensively. 
With Theodore on the ice over the last month, Vegas has generated 4.2 
expected goals per 60 and 4.6 actual goals. The former is tops in the 
league. Weegar might be a bit of a surprise, but he’s stepped up big time 
in the wake of Aaron Ekblad’s absence. He takes on the toughest 
assignments — now with Gustav Forsling — is scoring at a 51 point pace 
(with 10 in his last 13 games), and has been elite at five-on-five. His 
expected goals rate for the season is at 57 percent and he’s at 60 
percent over the last month. He might be the league’s most underrated 
defender. 

Selke Trophy 

Given to the forward who best excels in the defensive aspects of the 
game. 

Criteria: Forwards who play over 16.5 minutes per game, receive 30 
percent of their team’s shorthanded minutes and faces top forward 
competition, ranked by their ability to suppress expected and actual 
goals. 

I’ve relaxed some of the criteria ever so slightly, mainly ice-time and 
that’s allowed two new forwards to emerge into the mix: Phillip Danault 
and Calle Jarnkrok. Both players were just shy of the 17-minute cutoff, 
but have had strong defensive seasons worthy of recognition. Danault in 
particular has long been a Selke shortlist candidate and this year his 
defensive game has been just as strong as usual — perhaps even 
stronger. Of qualified forwards Danault has the largest expected and 
actual goals against impact and plays the most shorthanded minutes. 
He’s trusted in defensive circumstances and delivers. 

Barkov is still very much the front-runner though. His defensive impact 
may not be as illustrious as Danault’s as measured here, but he has a 
much larger burden as Florida’s heavy-minutes forward, one tasked to 
play a full 200-foot game. It’s unlikely Danault could do the same 
defensive damage playing 21 minutes per night as Barkov does. For the 
season Barkov remains one of the best forwards by expected goals 
percentage at 64 percent, trailing only linemate Carter Verhaeghe and 
two players on the Avalanche. While his play-driving is largely buoyed by 
his offensive ability, his defensive ability is still elite as he’s kept opposing 
teams to 1.89 expected goals against per 60 this season. He’s the 
definition of a two-way horse but should win the Selke regardless of 
whether one prefers to acknowledge two-way ability or strictly defense. 

After Barkov and Danault there are a few ways to go. There are the two 
players with a strong reputation putting up superb defensive seasons in 
Patrice Bergeron and Stone. There’s the ever-trendy Joel Eriksson-Ek, 
who has remained a strong defensive player even as Minnesota’s 
underlying numbers have spiraled over the last month. Or there’s a 
couple of Leafs in Zach Hyman and Mitch Marner who are putting up 
excellent defensive numbers while being key cogs on the penalty kill. 

Early on there was some hype around Auston Matthews for the Selke 
and it’s difficult not to notice that his two linemates both make the cut. 
He’s always been disqualified due to his lack of shorthanded presence — 
but it’s worth noting that his defensive value now grades out higher than 
Hyman’s at 9.0. It brings up a very important debate about whether 
penalty-killing should or shouldn’t be a prerequisite for the Selke Trophy. 
Penalty killing usage shows defensive trust, but some coaches may also 
view it as a waste of a star player’s time. Why bother getting Sidney 
Crosby to kill penalties — it’s not like he can’t do it? 

It’s a tough one and the restriction leaves some interesting names out of 
the equation who maybe deserve some recognition for their two-way 
play, more than even Matthews. 

The top player of those 10, Joe Pavelski, actually plays 17 percent of 
Dallas’ shorthanded minutes so if there’s a happy medium between the 
two schools of thought, he’s it. Given how well ahead his defensive rating 
is over the “qualified” field (and 30 percent is a super arbitrary number to 
begin with), it’s very arguable he deserves a spot on the ballot — a lack 
of shorthanded time be damned. Including superstars like MacKinnon, 
Crosby or Matthews wouldn’t be totally wrong either. 

Calder Trophy 
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Given to the player selected as the most proficient in his first year of 
competition in the NHL. 

Criteria: Rookie skaters ranked by Game Score Value Added and rookie 
goaltenders are ranked by a blend of goals saved above expected and 
above average, translated to wins, courtesy of Evolving Hockey. 

All season it’s been #KaprizovSZN as the electric Russian has been a 
human highlight reel, propelling the Wild to the playoffs in his first 
season. He may not be the best play-driver, but his vision and talent can 
create goals at an elite level. He’s on a 38-goal full-season pace and is 
just as crafty a playmaker, with his puck-carrying ability leading to a 
strong penalty differential. He plays extremely tough minutes too. 

Any time there’s been any question regarding who the league’s best 
rookie, there was Kirill Kaprizov the very next night taking things 
personally. Last week there was some buzz around Jason Robertson 
usurping Kaprizov. He responded shortly after with a big night, including 
this highlight reel gem. 

To his credit, Robertson does have a very good case that’s only become 
stronger over the last month. His point pace is a shade higher than 
Kaprizov’s and his five-on-five play is stronger as well. If not for the five-
game gap the two would be neck-and-neck right now and there’s plenty 
of room for the race to stay interesting down the stretch. Michael Russo 
and Saad Yousuf had a nice breakdown of the battle here. 

For Robertson, my biggest concern is usage. His minutes aren’t nearly 
as difficult as Kaprizov’s, plus he gets to play with Roope Hintz who is 
having a magnificent season. Kaprizov doesn’t have the same amount of 
help and that makes what he’s doing a bit more impressive.  

After those two, it’s the two sterling rookie goalies that have been the 
most impressive by the numbers. Despite only playing 19 games, Alex 
Nedeljkovic is currently sixth in goals saved above expected among all 
goaltenders and leads all qualified goalies with a .930 save percentage. 
After a shaky start to his career, he looks like the real deal. There’s some 
debate over his low games played, but value is value and he’s delivered 
when called upon. Igor Shesterkin has a larger body of work and ranks 
11th in goals saved above expected thanks to a strong .920 save 
percentage.  

Those four are pretty far ahead of the pack, but there’s plenty of debate 
open for the fifth spot. Nico Sturm has the strongest five-on-five numbers. 
Josh Norris has a strong combination of production and play-driving. Nils 
Hoglander has been a revelation in a top-six role. Eeli Tolvanen has 
missed some time but is scoring at a 52-point pace. 

Vezina Trophy 

Given to the goalkeeper adjudged to be the best at this position. 

Criteria: Goaltenders that have played half of their team’s games or more 
ranked by a blend of goals saved above expected and above average, 
translated to wins, courtesy of Evolving Hockey. 

It’s still Andrei Vasilevskiy’s trophy to lose, but the gap between him and 
the top three has shrunk considerably over the last month. Vasilevskiy 
still had a .924 save percentage over the last month and a strong goals 
saved above expected, but according to Evolving Hockey’s expected 
goals model played below expectations. That explains the slight month-
to-month drop in value, but he still remains the top goalie by both goals 
saved above expected and average for the season. With Tampa Bay 
looking rough of late, the Lightning will need Vasilevskiy to finish strong. 

Marc-Andre Fleury has been neck-and-neck with Vasilevskiy all season 
and on a per-game basis has arguably been strong. His save percentage 
above expected is better and he’s only marginally behind in total value. 
He played well over the last month, but Robin Lehner finding his game 
again (and outplaying Fleury over the last month) means Fleury’s start 
volume has diminished. Splitting starts will make it more difficult for him 
to catch Vasilevskiy, barring a collapse. 

For most of the season the Vezina Trophy was a two-horse race, but last 
year’s winner, Connor Hellebuyck, has entered the chat after a very 
strong month. He only has a .916 save percentage since the last awards 
watch and a .917 save percentage on the season, but Winnipeg’s leaky 
defense puts some points in his favor. Hellebuyck has saved 5.5 goals 
above expected over the last month, the second-most in the league. 

That’s the result of an ugly .898 expected save percentage. He’s keeping 
the Jets in games. 

It’s unlikely any other goalie will break up that top three unless they get 
really hot. Juuse Saros has potential and has been red hot since 
returning from injury, but he has a long way to go. 

McDavid, as has been the case all season, is projected to win this by a 
sizeable margin. The gap is so large that if he missed the rest of the 
season, only his teammate Leon Draisaitl would be likely to catch his 
current 77-point total. McDavid is currently projected to finish the season 
at 94 points, a remarkable full season pace of 140 points. A 100-point 
season is probably out of the question, but 95 is within reach. 

Like McDavid with the Art Ross race, Matthews basically has the Rocket 
all but locked up. His current 34 goals is more than any other player is 
projected to earn and he is within sniffing distance of a 40-goal 
projection. 
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Sportsnet.ca / 31 Thoughts: What the Turner Sports TV deal means for 
the NHL 

 

Elliotte Friedman@FriedgeHNIC 

April 27, 2021, 4:40 PM 

 

Commissioner Gary Bettman and WarnerMedia News & Sports 
Chairman Jeff Zucker confirmed the details on Tuesday — hockey’s 
American rightsholders for the next seven seasons are ESPN (four 
Stanley Cups) and Turner (three). We’d known about the Worldwide 
Leader for six weeks, but rumours were the NHL/Turner got hot and 
heavy as late as last week. 

“The NHL was something we’ve been interested in,” Zucker said. “We 
certainly made that clear over the last year or so…. In the last few weeks, 
it raised to a new level.” 

The yearly rights fee comes in at around $650 million (USD), and 
governors I connected with Monday indicated satisfaction with that 
number. Bettman targeted this range (maybe a little more) pre-pandemic, 
and there was legit concern about what would happen if he fell short. 

It intensified when Amazon, CBS, ESPN/ABC, FOX, and NBC committed 
to $110 billion (billion!) for NFL rights over the next 11 years, a 156 per 
cent increase over the previous package. That’s what happens when you 
have the top five shows on American TV in 2020 and seven of the top 10. 
There was legit worry the mammoth deal ate up too much available cash. 

He was under enormous pressure. 

Even after ESPN came in around $420 million per season, it was hard to 
handicap what would happen next. Previous rightsholder NBC was 
nowhere close to what Bettman wanted, and it’s believed he met face-to-
face with Comcast’s top executives to try and sort it out. The New York 
Post’s Andrew Marchand reported NBC’s final offer was $100 million per 
season, half of what it paid during its previous deal. 

I’ve seen that dynamic before. When CBC was negotiating to keep the 
rights prior to 2014–15, we were told we’d have to pay more for a lesser 
package than we already had. Ultimately, the massive Rogers bid 
changed everything, but CBC wasn’t crazy about the idea. 

NBC, seeing it was going from 100 per cent of the Stanley Cups to 42.9, 
made an offer reflective of that. That wasn’t going to work for the NHL. 
There were rumours ESPN would take the entire package. As teammate 
Chris Johnston reported last weekend, Fox became a contender until 
Turner charged into the lead. 
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Zucker announced in February he will be leaving the company at the end 
of 2021, two years after he added Turner Sports’ responsibilities to his 
CNN duties. 

“News and sports are very much the same in the sense that they’re both 
about human beings and drama and stories,” he said at the time. “That’s 
why I’ve always tried to bring the same approach to both. It’s about telling 
a great story.” 

He re-iterated that Tuesday. 

“I think that there’s a style to Turner Sports, an approach, and we want to 
bring that same approach to the NHL.” 

I’ve lived both sides of this story: The euphoria of winning the bidding 
war, knowing a fresh, exciting property is coming to your network, and 
the crushing disappointment of losing something that is “yours,” 
something you’ve poured your heart into — and the uncertainty it 
creates. 

If I could say anything to NBC’s great people both in front of and behind 
the camera, it’s that the right people are always watching. Our 
recollections are less dependable as we get older, but some experiences 
are burned forever in your mind like the stupid eagle you had tattooed 
onto your back at age 22. 

I remember the day CBC lost the rights, listening to the company 
conference call from the hospital, where our family was going through a 
rough time. It absolutely sucked. Other than that, I have almost no 
memories of that season. I was in a fog and didn’t snap out of it for 
months, until Mike Babcock — then in Detroit — asked how I was 
handling the transition, and, hearing the answer, said I had to snap out of 
it, “Because your family is depending on you.” 

When I was hired by Sportsnet, they told me I had a really strong year 
after we knew we lost the rights. Honestly, I don’t remember, but I’ve 
used that as something that could help others. Even if your brain is 
mush, you’ve still got to grind. 

The right people are always watching, and if you shine in challenging 
times — they’re going to notice. 

Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey 
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what 
they think about it. 

1. On Tuesday’s media availability about the new deal, Bettman was 
asked about the World Cup of Hockey. He answered that there’s no 
commitment — yet — to another one, so any such conversations would 
be premature. 

2. The IIHF will get going this week on finding a new home for the 
Women’s World Hockey Championship, cancelled last week by Nova 
Scotia at the absolute last second. It probably takes a couple weeks to 
figure out where to go and when to hold it. The desire is to keep it in 
Canada, but that’s not a certainty. Edmonton — which held one of last 
year’s playoff bubbles, this year’s World Juniors and is working on 
hosting a CHL draft-eligible prospects event — may rescue this one, too. 

3. I’d also heard June 3 and June 10, but it sounds like the draft lottery 
will be on June 2. 

4. GMs seen so far at the Under-18s: Doug Armstrong (St. Louis), Jim 
Benning (Vancouver), Ron Francis (Seattle) and Steve Yzerman 
(Detroit). 

5. During Monday’s Board of Governors’ meeting, Bettman made it very 
clear there would be serious consequences for post-season COVID 
outbreaks resulting from not following protocols. A couple of governors 
were left with the impression that if a team could not finish a series, it 
might have to forfeit. 

6. There’s a ton of respect for Robin Lehner and what he’s gone through. 
In the aftermath of his comments regarding promises made about 
relaxing protocols after vaccination, no one really wanted to push back 
against him or paint him in any kind of negative light. There’s a real 
understanding he’s coming from the proper place when it comes to 
mental health. Someone put him on the wrong path, however, because 
all the research I’ve done indicates there’s no way the NHL would have 
made any promise to relax protocols. 

What happened with Vancouver spooked the league. During last week’s 
GM meetings, teams were told things were going to stay this way until at 
least the end of the regular season. That doesn’t mean Lehner lacks 
support. Other players and teams have asked about a loosening for 
some time now once vaccination rates get high enough. And I do think 
the league and NHLPA are in the process of determining how many have 
gotten their shots. 

This year’s been a real grind. One player texted, half-jokingly, “You have 
no idea how sick of each other we are.” I can see the possibility of “slight” 
relaxation during the playoffs, since that time of year is taken very 
seriously, but Bettman made it very clear Monday he won’t risk Stanley 
Cup competition. 

7. Is New Jersey working towards an extension with Tom Fitzgerald as 
general manager? Sounds like it. He has term on his contract, but only 
this season as GM. The last couple of weeks were very hard — 
especially that late collapse Sunday against Philadelphia — but, 
generally, the team is moving in the right direction. Just imagine if they 
get the No. 1 pick for the third time in five years. 

8. For awhile now, teams have indicated they’d like to reign in 
coaching/front-office salaries, and we’re going to get an indication of how 
serious that really is over the next little while. Carolina’s Tom Dundon is 
one owner who’s mentioned it, and the Hurricanes are working on an 
extension with Rod Brind’Amour — who sets the tone for a really good 
team. 

A month ago, I’d heard it was a foregone conclusion, but was then 
warned it was a tougher grind than anyone hoped or wanted. I don’t 
believe Brind’Amour wants to go anywhere else, and I have always 
believed this gets done, but it’s been a challenge. 

9. I’d expect Vancouver to get serious with Travis Green in the near 
future, as well. It’s believed there’s a gap, but I’m not sure there’s been 
much in the way of intense negotiations for some time, if there’ve been 
any at all. By the way, the Canucks haven’t practised since the day 
before their return game vs. Toronto. They’re much more worried about 
recovery than fine-tuning. 

10. Huge Monday night for the Canadiens, who beat Calgary and saw 
Vancouver lose in Ottawa. With Alexander Romanov sent to the taxi 
squad so Cole Caufield and Jake Evans could play in emergency 
situations, Montreal still has one post-trade-deadline recall. Caufield and 
Evans must leave the active roster once either Paul Byron or Jonathan 
Drouin are healthy. To bring back Caufield, Evans or Romanov onto the 
roster during the regular season means Montreal must burn its final call-
up (while staying under the cap). And the only Canadiens who can go to 
the taxi squad are Byron and Romanov, because they were there on 
deadline day. 

11. Text from one exec after Nick Foligno’s first two games in Toronto: 
“Have you noticed anything unusual he does?” I hadn’t. He pointed out 
Foligno switches hands on the penalty kill to maximize reach in passing 
lanes. That’s a good one. Then the exec wrote, “Good to see you are 
paying attention to the games you work.” 

12. Don’t think the Maple Leafs minded being called “dirty.” Probably 
preferred it to “soft.” 

13. Rough, rough week for the Jets, who lost Nikolaj Ehlers and Adam 
Lowry, along with two games to Toronto and one to Edmonton. The 
Oilers have really tortured Winnipeg this season. Connor McDavid has 
seven goals and 19 points in their eight meetings, never fewer than two 
points in any of those games — which is incredible. Leon Draisaitl has six 
goals and 11 points (slacker). 

No issue with Connor Hellebuyck upset at being pulled or Mark Scheifele 
similarly annoyed at a benching — they should be mad. All of this means 
it is panic time around the team. I don’t know that I’d go that far because 
the Jets are playoff-bound. It’s one of those times you can worry more 
about process than results. They have to re-set, focus more on 
themselves and how they’re playing, rather than the outcomes. 

14. Winnipeg is noticeably different without those two players. Ehlers, in 
particular, was on my long list of Hart candidates. Don’t think he was 
going to be on my final ballot, but I really liked his game. 
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15. McDavid’s 1.76 points per game is tied for 30th in NHL history. It’s 
the highest since Mario Lemieux’s 1.77 in 2000-01. Only Mike Bossy, 
Phil Esposito, Wayne Gretzky, Jari Kurri, Lemieux, Bernie Nicholls, Adam 
Oates, Bobby Orr and Steve Yzerman are ahead of that. 

16. Watching Ryan McLeod make his debut for the Oilers on Monday 
night, I’m wondering if AHL Bakersfield’s Jay Woodcroft becomes a dark 
horse for any of these openings. The Condors have a much-better record 
now than before he got there, and Oilers prospects who’ve been there 
are getting better. Long history as an NHL assistant, too. 

17. I’ll be surprised if we see either Carter Hutton or Linus Ullmark in 
Buffalo’s nets the rest of the season. Both are battling injury, which 
means more Ukko-Pekka Luukkonen and Dustin Tokarski. It’s great for 
Tokarski, who won his first NHL game in six years earlier this month 
against Washington. 

18. The NHL still hopes to go to the Beijing Olympics next winter, but 
time is getting tight. The league and players are hoping to know if 
insurance/travel costs are paid by end of May. However, the International 
Olympic Committee is busy trying to save this Summer’s Games, which 
take priority. Do not be surprised if there is an All-Star Game next season 
regardless. There was one in the Olympic years of 1998 and 2002, and it 
could be used as a send-off for those going. 

19. Teams were given two schedule options for the 2020–21 season. 
The Canadian Division will be a one-year wonder, as we revert to the 
previous set-up. 

Option I: Home-and-home with the opposing conference (32 games); 
three versus the other division in your conference (24 games); 26 in your 
division (four against five of the other teams, three against the other two). 
That leads to the previous playoff format, as well. 

Option II: Home-and-home with the other three divisions (48 games); four 
versus each divisional opponent (28 games); leaving room for six 
“special” games, such as historical or geographical rivals. For example, 
we could ask for more Toronto/Vancouver — starting at 4:00 p.m. Pacific, 
of course. Those would likely be divisional playoffs. 

20. On cross-checking, GMs were reminded of the standard: a push 
versus a punch with the stick. The former is okay, the latter is not. 
There’s a little more latitude in front of the net as opposed to elsewhere 
on the ice. There is supposed to be an allowance for net-front battling, 
which is where the subjectivity comes in and makes some people crazy. 

21. Finally, managers were asked about their feelings regarding the 
NHL/CHL agreement. The most likely scenario is it gets extended 
another year, but everyone’s going to think about it. A few years ago, an 
informal poll indicated they wanted more of an opportunity to put top 
prospects in the AHL, but when it really came down to it, the GMs backed 
off, not wanting to maim a major pipeline. 

On Twitter, Dominic Tiano (@dominictiano), a Bruins fan with a good 
feed, asked a terrific question: 

Brandt Clarke sits seventh in Sam Cosentino’s April rankings. He played 
at OHL Barrie, but went to Nove Zamky Mikron in Slovakia this year. 

I looked into it and was told these things still need to be sorted out. 

22. QMJHL Commissioner Gilles Courteau joined Jeff Marek and myself 
on the 31 Thoughts podcast this week to discuss the current season. It’s 
the only one of the three Canadian junior leagues that will have a playoff, 
and, in doing the research for the interview, it’s clear the players and 
various stakeholders are incredibly appreciative of the league’s efforts. 

Courteau recalled a year ago, once the 2019–20 season prematurely 
shut down, a meeting where he implored: “We should do everything we 
can to have a season. I know there’s going to be hiccups, roadblocks, 
issues throughout the season because we don’t know what’s going to 
happen.” 

New Brunswick was toughest province when it came to protocols (not a 
criticism — just a fact) and Courteau had to navigate them, followed by 
Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island and Quebec. Quebec stepped up with 
financial assistance, while the Maritimes declined. 

“The owners of the six teams from Maritimes, (said) for us the most 
important thing is to be back on ice with fans in the building,” Courteau 

said. “Forget about the government financial contribution; we want (the 
league) to put your effort on having us back on ice with fans in the 
building. Quebec told us, ‘You won’t be allowed to have any fans in the 
building.’” 

Then, the first two teams to play (Blainville-Boisbriand and Sherbrooke) 
had an immediate outbreak. Drummondville followed. The Quebec 
Division called a timeout. 

“Some cases, 24 hours before our next game in Nova Scotia, (we’d be 
told), ‘You’re allowed to have a maximum of 50 people including the two 
teams, the four referees and (off-ice) officials,’” Courteau said. “I went 
back to them and I said, ‘Guys, that’s going to be impossible…. We need 
60 people. They gave us permission to have 60.” 

Playoffs are underway, and Courteau said as recently as last Friday, 
P.E.I. indicated the New Brunswick winner would be able to come to the 
island for a crossover. (The Quebec teams will stay in-province.) Was he 
ever worried the playoffs wouldn’t happen? 

“I never thought of it. We were in constant communication with public 
health,” he answered, making sure to credit the individual teams and their 
players for discipline in following the protocols. 

23. What will this season do to the economic future of the league? 

“(The Quebec Government’s) financial support was for two reasons: to 
give a chance to return to play for this year, and help start next year’s 
season as well,” the commissioner said. “(This will be a) big hit for the 
Maritime Division. There’s going to be some losses for Quebec Division 
teams, but not at the same level as what the Maritimes will get. We went 
from 25 per cent attendance to 10 to 15 to no fans at all. Not a weekly 
basis, a daily basis. We’ll see what’s going to happen for years to come, 
what’s going to be the real financial impact…. We don’t know when and 
how we’ll be able to put some fans in the buildings. We don’t know what’s 
going to be the sponsorship situation…. There’s lots of question marks. 
Right now we’re working on starting the season during the first week of 
October, and we’ll go from there.” 

Courteau’s been QMJHL Commissioner since February 1986, and we’ve 
seen a ton of people consider life changes during the pandemic. But I 
wondered if it would be hard for him to even think about leaving when 
there’s so much to be done. He agreed. 

“I said to my wife, this year is a tough year, but the next couple of years 
are going to be, to me, tougher. I don’t think it’s going to be the right time 
for me to go to the owners and say, ‘Okay, guys, after this year or after 
next year, Hasta La Vista.’ … I will never want to leave a league that has 
been so good to me (like that). I won’t let them down in a critical situation 
like we are right now.” 

24. If there was one criticism I heard about Courteau, it was not allowing 
eligible players to go to the Under-18s, which are going on at the same 
time at his playoffs. He said that’s always been the case and he didn’t 
want to change. 

“Because of the fact we had a season, we were planning to have 
playoffs, that’s what I said to our teams. I said, ‘Guys, that’s policy. I went 
to Hockey Canada, because we were having weekly calls (with them), 
and I said to them, ‘What our teams went through this year… in respect 
of our owners, GMs and players, I would like to keep our teams the way 
that it’s been.’” 

He added that calling up replacements was “almost impossible” because 
of quarantine rules. 

“If they were to lose players, it would have a huge impact on their teams.” 

25. The lost Memorial Cup of 2020 was supposed to be in the WHL and 
this one in the OHL. Courteau said the regular rotation will be kept, so 
2022 will be in the Q. 

26. There were several reports out of Russia last week that Dmitrij 
Jaskin, who played 303 NHL games for St. Louis and Washington before 
going to the KHL two seasons ago, will return to North America for 2021–
22. Arizona is considered the frontrunner, and don’t be surprised if it’s a 
two-year deal. 
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27. Due to staffing changes at the American Embassy in Russia, there’s 
a delay in processing visas for entry into the U.S. There’s hope it won’t 
affect NHLers, but it could be a problem for the CHL and USHL. 

28. There is one NHL team where a defenceman is the all-time points 
leader. That’s Boston, where Ray Bourque amassed 1,506. The second 
could be Nashville, thanks to Roman Josi. During the team’s 4–1 victory 
over Florida on Monday night, Josi tied Shea Weber for third in franchise 
history with 443. That’s within 38 of Martin Erat for second and 123 
behind David Legwand for first. He’s averaged 0.73 points per game the 
last seven seasons. At that rate, he’s 169 games away. 

29. Great to hear last week from Francois Beauchemin, who retired 
following the 2017–18 season, a 903-game NHL veteran. In the 
aftermath of Patrick Marleau’s setting the NHL’s games-played record, 
Beauchemin relayed a great story: 

“He came out of the penalty box one night in San Jose and I lined him up 
to hit him at centre ice,” the 2007 Stanley Cup champion texted. “I didn’t 
think he saw me coming but I took the worst out of the hit. I couldn’t 
breathe properly for a few minutes and ended up in the locker room to 
see the doctor. They took me to the hospital and found out I had a 
lacerated spleen from the hit I gave him. That’s how strong a guy he is.” 

That’s pretty impressive — Beauchemin is a tank. 

30. When I was young, I used to flip through the Hockey News yearbook 
at the beginning of each season, specifically to research the previous 
year’s WHL penalty-minute totals. The numbers were hilariously large, 
and it’s where I first heard the name Al Tuer. Tuer led the league with 
486 for the 1981-82 Regina Pats, a season where no one in the top 10 
was below 350. Garth Butcher, who played 897 NHL games, had 318 — 
which was only fourth-best on the Pats. It’s funny to think of in retrospect. 
Anyway, I met Tuer years later when he worked as a pro scout for the 
Panthers, and we had a good laugh when I relayed the story. Was sorry 
to hear Florida recently let go of Tuer and Neil Little. Both had been in 
the organization for awhile. 

31. Sad to hear about Miroslav Frycer, who passed away at the age of 
61. Frycer had a hat trick in his second NHL game (Oct. 17, 1981, 
against Toronto), then had three more that season before being traded to 
the Maple Leafs on March 9, 1982. In his second game there, he had a 
hat trick against the team that moved him, Quebec. It’s funny why you 
become a fan of certain players as a kid, but Frycer and I shared the 
same birthdate, so I always took an interest. He played a big role in one 
of Toronto’s wildest games of that era, an 11–9 win over Wayne Gretzky 
and the Oilers on Jan. 8, 1986 — scoring four goals, including the 
winner. All the best to his family. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Maple Leafs Notebook: Foligno relishes partnership with 
Marner, Matthews 

 

Chris Johnston@reporterchris 
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TORONTO -- It’s not always easy being the new guy. 

Nick Foligno lamented that he disrupted the flow of warmup before his 
Toronto Maple Leafs debut last week in Winnipeg and on Monday, he 
was sent tumbling to the ice in a collision with Auston Matthews, his new 
centreman. 

Told that it left some folks holding their breath, Foligno quipped: “For me 
or Auston? Probably for Auston more than me.” 

There’s bound to be a feeling-out period even for a player with more than 
1,000 NHL games on his resume. Foligno has two assists to show for his 
two games alongside Matthews and Mitch Marner since arriving in a 

trade from Columbus and may soon find himself getting spot duty 
elsewhere in the lineup. 

That kind of change would be more reflective of how close we are to the 
playoffs than any chemistry concerns -- Sheldon Keefe says he’s liked 
how Foligno has meshed defensively with Matthews and Marner, and 
believes there’ll be an offensive fit when those two are really humming -- 
because the Leafs coach loves to move his pieces all over the board. 

“You don’t want to rush to things, you don’t want to bounce him around 
too much,” Keefe said of incorporating Foligno. “At the same time, I do 
think it’s important to give him a bit of a feel with other lines and other 
people on our team just because it’s such a short amount of time. You 
don't want to be locked into one thing and you end up changing things -- 
whether it’s an injury situation or whether it’s just a strategic thing where 
you want to change your lines.” 

Foligno jumped directly into top-line duty in part because there was a 
natural opening with Zach Hyman sidelined by a sprained MCL. But 
Keefe hinted that Hyman would likely return there eventually. 

As for Foligno, his biggest focus is on getting comfortable with the Leafs 
systems play. He spoke fondly of the welcome he’s received inside the 
dressing room and the experience of playing with the team’s top 
offensive weapons. 

“I love the way they see the game,” said Foligno. “I think having 
conversations with them, how offensive-minded they are, how smart they 
are as players. It’s evident every time you step on the ice against them, 
but to really hear the terminology or the way they look at the game has 
been fun to have the kind of behind-the-scenes look of. 

“So I’m enjoying that and I’m just trying to bring my game along with 
them and getting that chemistry going.” 

There’s been a noticeable decline recently with Alex Galchenyuk’s play. 
He’s been a minus player in five straight games and has just one goal 
and two assists to show for his last 10 games overall. 

Keefe had a chat with Galchenyuk on the ice following Tuesday’s 
practice and told reporters that he still likes the fit for him on the second 
line beside John Tavares and William Nylander. 

“I think he’s done well on that line,” said Keefe. “But at the same time, 
I’ve been talking to Alex here just about making sure he has the 
continued level of consistency in his game. All of the things that have 
made us really believe in him they have to stay strong and he’s got to 
stay with that here as the schedule piles on, as he’s played more minutes 
and as he’s continually playing against harder competition. ... 

“I like what Alex has brought to that group there and whether it’s there or 
whether we play him with Auston and in our top-six, he’s done a good job 
for us. I think it can continue, which certainly presents a great option for 
us. It helps us with our depth on the other lines.” 

After barely playing for a year, life is suddenly coming at Rasmus Sandin 
pretty fast. 

The 21-year-old defenceman is earning rave reviews with confident puck 
skills and his ability to better handle the physical nature of the job since 
re-entering the lineup for three games last week. 

“Yeah he’s good. He’s smooth,” said Matthews. “He just makes such 
good plays out there. He’s easy to notice. He skates well, his edges and 
the way he sees the ice and is able to kind of draw guys in and make 
plays to the forwards, the ‘D’, he’s fun to watch out there. 

“For a guy that hasn’t played hockey over the last year, it definitely 
doesn’t look like it out there.” 

Keefe said Tuesday that Sandin will play “most if not all” of the eight 
games remaining in the regular season. Consider it a test from the 
coaching staff to gauge his playoff readiness. 

They’ve yet to see any recurring areas of concern from the 24 games he 
logged with the Leafs last season, but want to reserve judgements until 
seeing a larger sample of performance. 

“He needs to really show that he can play at 5-on-5 and play at even 
strength here and play against tougher matchups and some of the other 
teams’ better players when he needs to,” said Keefe. “We don’t have to 
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protect him or hide him or anything like that at 5-on-5. The playoffs are 
just too difficult, too challenging, the teams we’re going to play are too 
deep for us to have to protect him on that side of it and we want to make 
sure that he’s got that foundation.” 

Sandin notably laid out Winnipeg Jets captain Blake Wheeler with a 
reverse it during Saturday’s game and assisted on a goal by Tavares. 

-- 

Speaking of the Leafs captain, he’s carrying a hot stick with an eight-
game points streak and seven goals and nine assists to show for his last 
11 outings overall. 

On Tuesday, Nylander revealed the secret to Tavares’s recent success: 
“He changed his curve and got his sticks going and he’s been dialled with 
it.” 

“Well I mean he was playing with a different stick that wasn’t really his 
stick so he had to wait some time to get the new sticks and I mean he’s 
been doing great with it,” Nylander explained. “So it’s fun to see.” 

We went deep on Frederik Andersen’s situation Monday. He’s back 
practising, looking strong and hoping to see some game action before 
the playoffs. 

Keefe indicated that he’s got his starters pretty well mapped out for the 
remainder of the regular season, but it’s part of a plan he reviews daily 
and is willing to alter. 

“We’ve got a pretty good sense in terms of Jack and Dave Rittich,” said 
Keefe. “Fred’s situation is the wild card in it and how that plays out here 
and how available he is.” 

Don’t be surprised if Andersen accepts a conditioning loan to the 
American Hockey League before he’s activated off long-term injured 
reserve and returns to the Leafs crease. 
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Ron Francis is going to be the GM who makes the most impact this off-
season. 

A little less than three months from now, the Seattle Kraken GM will be 
choosing one player off each NHL roster, except the exempt Vegas 
Golden Knights. Every expansion rule remains the same as it was for 
Vegas in 2017, which means we can get an idea of the choices each 
team is facing, but not knowing if any side deal has been made with the 
Kraken. 

First, the key dates (which are, of course, subject to change). 

Teams will have their protection lists finalized by July 17, followed by a 
window in which Seattle has exclusive negotiating rights with free agents 
from July 18-21. If the Kraken sign a UFA in that window, that counts as 
their selection against the roster of that player's former team. 

The expansion draft itself will be July 21, with free agency for all opening 
on July 28 (and the entry draft in between). 

When the Golden Knights had their expansion draft, GM George McPhee 
made side trades with a number of teams. These would give Vegas an 
extra asset or two for taking a specific player instead of a more valued 
one who couldn't be protected. 

Looking back, a few of those turned out unnecessary and with Vegas 
finishing well on top. For instance, Anaheim traded Shea Theodore to 
Vegas so that they'd take Clayton Stoner instead of, perhaps, Josh 
Manson. Florida dealt Reilly Smith to Vegas, who then also took 
Jonathan Marchessault. 

Overview of Seattle expansion draft rules 

• Teams can protect eight skaters and a goalie, or seven forwards, three 
defencemen and a goalie. 

• Players with no-movement clauses must automatically be protected 
unless they waive that clause. 

• Seattle must select one player from each roster, except exempt Vegas. 
The Kraken have to select a minimum of 14 forwards, nine defencemen 
and three goalies, and 20 total players under contract for next season. 

• If the Kraken sign an unprotected pending UFA during their exclusive 
negotiating window, that player will count as the selection off his former 
team's roster. 

• All first- and second-year professionals, and all unsigned draft choices, 
will be exempt from selection 

• Teams must meet the following requirements for exposed players: one 
defencemen under contract for 2021-22 who played 27 or more games 
this season or played a minimum of 54 total in the past two seasons; two 
forwards under contract for next season who meet those same games 
played levels; one goalie under contract for next season or who will be an 
RFA this off-season. 

• Players with potential career-ending injuries who have missed more 
than the previous 60 consecutive games (or who otherwise have been 
confirmed to have a career-threatening injury) may not be used to satisfy 
a team's player exposure requirement unless approval is received from 
the NHL. These players may be exempt from selection. 

GMs certainly learned some things from that 2017 expansion draft and 
might not be so eager to fall into similar traps. They have that experience 
to draw from and have been able to plan things out about this expansion 
draft for some time. Then again, the flat cap is a variable no one saw 
coming, so there will still be unavoidable situations where losing a good 
player is inevitable and a side deal may be appealing. 

"We're certainly hoping there's a lot of different opportunities," Francis 
said at his post-trade deadline call with the media. "There's a lot of 
different ways you can look at things so we're analyzing everything and 
having those discussions. 

"It'll be interesting to see what they do with some of their players, 
especially RFAs with arbitration rights this summer and managing their 
cap," Francis continued. "A lot of teams have some really good young 
players whose contracts are coming up and it's a challenge to find money 
to pays those guys. We're looking at all those different situations and a 
lot of different teams and trying to see if there's something there that 
makes sense for us." 

With help from CapFriendly's Seattle Expansion Draft tool, we can get a 
sense of what the picture is for each team, and what decisions they are 
faced with. Some of this can still change of course. Players set to be 
unrestricted free agents, for example, could be re-signed and then likely 
account for a protection slot. That's something to watch for in Edmonton. 

Players with no-movement clauses, who have to be protected by rule, 
could choose to waive them and thus be available to Seattle. 

And side deals, which can't be made official until after the Kraken make 
their final entry payments, could have already been made with a 
handshake. 

With that in mind, here are 10 teams that could be faced with a tough 
loss or at least an interesting decision. 

What needs to happen here is for Erik Johnson to waive his no-
movement clause first. But even if he does that, the Avalanche will stand 
to lose a good player, or be looking to make a deal. 

If Johnson does waive (contract expires in 2023 with a $6 million AAV), 
the Avs would have a tough choice between protecting eight skaters, or 
seven forwards and three defencemen. The former would leave the Avs 
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having to expose someone like Andre Burakovsky, Joonas Donskoi, 
Tyson Jost or Valeri Nichushkin. The latter would likely expose Ryan 
Graves, a 25-year-old defensive blueliner with another two years left on 
an affordable $3.1 million contract. 

Gabriel Landeskog is a pending UFA, but is counted among the 
protected in anticipation of the captain getting an extension. It's possible 
he is left unsigned, and unprotected, with a deal lined up to re-sign with 
Colorado afterwards. That would open up another forward protection slot 
in either scenario, but may be too risky of a proposition. 

If Johnson doesn't waive his NMC, then things will get really murky. 
Along with him, Sam Girardi, Cale Makar and Devon Toews would all 
need to be protected as well, forcing the Avs into going the eight skater 
route and leaving Seattle to choose from any of the forwards mentioned 
above, or Graves. 

There are a lot of factors at play with the Oilers. 

First is Oscar Klefbom, who has not played a game this season due to a 
chronic shoulder injury that required surgery. Klefbom would have been 
an auto-protect before, but now there is at least some question about his 
long-term health and career viability. If he can play, he's a top-pair 
defenceman in Edmonton, so is exposing him a risk they can take? 

“I wouldn’t be shocked," Klefbom said last week. "Obviously, I want to be 
here. My whole NHL career has been here in Edmonton, and I love the 
city, the organization, and the guys here. But it’s business. I understand 
Kenny is in a tough situation when it comes to protecting players for the 
Expansion Draft. 

“But there’s nothing I can (do about that). I’m going to do everything in 
my power to be ready when the puck drops. Whether it’s Seattle or in 
Edmonton, that’s not up to me.” 

The other factor is how Ken Holland will handle his key UFAs. Adam 
Larsson, Ryan Nugent-Hopkins and Tyson Barrie are all up and if any of 
them re-signs before the expansion draft, they'd likely be protected. If 
Nugent-Hopkins re-signs the Oilers will have to be a 7-3-1 team or else 
they'd be leaving Jesse Puljujarvi or Kailer Yamamoto unprotected. 
Leaving him unsigned would give Edmonton flexibility to protect more 
defencemen, but that brings big risk Nugent-Hopkins doesn't return. 

If the Oilers take the most likely course and do use the 7-3-1 protection 
method, the decision on Klefbom looms large. Darnell Nurse will take up 
one slot and Ethan Bear could fill another. But if Larsson or Barrie re-
signs, and Klefbom takes up a slot, suddenly Bear is the one who gets 
left unprotected. And then there is Caleb Jones, who seemingly could 
only be protected if the UFA defencemen don't re-sign and Klefbom is 
exposed. 

The potential waiving of no-movement clauses is a huge factor in 
Minnesota's plans. 

Zach Parise, Mats Zuccarello, Jared Spurgeon, Ryan Suter and Jonas 
Brodin all have them and must be protected. Most of them would be 
players you'd choose to protect anyway but would, say, Parise waive his 
clause to give them team more flexibility? 

If not, the Wild find themselves in a spot where they'll have to make a 
side deal or else lose a solid player. 

Without any waived clauses, the Wild could make Matt Dumba their 
fourth protected defenceman and be able to protect two more forwards 
between Kevin Fiala, Joel Eriksson Ek and Jordan Greenway. However, 
those are three of their top-five scorers this season and all are under 25 
years of age. 

Or the Wild could protect each of those three plus another couple of 
forwards (maybe a re-signed Nick Bonino) and leave Matt Dumba 
unprotected. In this scenario, perhaps they look to trade Dumba 
elsewhere before protected lists are due. 

And there is a goalie to consider here, too. With Kaapo Kahkonen 
protected, Cam Talbot could be a goalie option after his strong season. 
He is signed through 2023 with a $3.66 million cap hit. 

All of this seems to suggest that the Wild are an excellent candidate to 
make a side deal with the Kraken, just as they did with the Golden 
Knights. In that expansion draft, the Wild sent Alex Tuch to Vegas (for a 

third-rounder) so they would then take Erik Haula in the expansion draft 
instead of someone like Dumba. Tuch remains a solid goal-scorer for 
Vegas, while Haula scored 29 in his first season with the team, but has 
since moved on. 

Here is another situation where the handling of a pending UFA will have 
a huge impact on the expansion draft outlook. 

As Dougie Hamilton makes his case for the Norris Trophy, he's also 
setting up to get a nice pay day as a UFA this off-season, even in a tough 
market. If he's unsigned and unprotected, you have to envision a huge 
push being made by the Kraken to get him. 

Whatever happens, the Hurricanes are likely to go the 7-3-1 protection 
route with the number of forwards they have and the fact Jordan Staal 
takes up one spot with his NMC. So if Hamilton is re-signed, 22-year-old 
defenceman Jake Bean, an RFA this summer, would likely shake 
available and that's a player Francis chose in the first round when he was 
the GM in Carolina. 

If Hamilton is left unprotected and the Kraken don't work out a deal with 
him, Seattle likely would have a choice between Warren Foegele, Jesper 
Fast, or defenceman Brady Skjei. 

The last wrinkle here is in net. James Reimer and Petr Mrazek are both 
set to be UFAs this off-season, leaving Alex Nedeljkovic as the one to 
protect. But should Mrazek ink an extension before the expansion draft, 
suddenly Nedeljkovic could be an option for the Kraken if Mrazek is then 
protected. 

St. Louis Blues 

“I think everyone has learned a lesson on what Vegas — and I say that 
with the utmost respect for George McPhee at that time of sort of 
manipulating the NHL to work under as the puppet master — I think 
teams are less likely to have that happen again," Blues GM Doug 
Armstrong said after the 2021 trade deadline. "I think everyone was a 
little more cautious of what was coming up at the expansion draft.” 

The Blues stood pat at this year's deadline, which didn't make their 
expansion draft situation any more clear. 

The question here revolves around one big decision on the blue line. 
Assuming Colton Parayko, Torey Krug and Justin Faulk will be protected, 
that leaves Vince Dunn hanging in the balance. Protect him and you're 
going to expose a few forwards who would provide the Kraken with a 
range of choice. Leave him unprotected, and you're surrendering a 24-
year-old quality puck mover who is an RFA this off-season. 

Dunn has been in the trade rumour mill for over a year now, so seeing 
that wrap up in a freebie loss to Seattle would be underwhelming asset 
management and not what we'd expect to happen under Armstrong. But 
keeping him and the other three defencemen protected would leave 
Seattle to choose from 32-year-old David Perron (45 points in 46 games) 
who was Vegas' second-leading scorer in their inaugural season, 21-
year-old Robert Thomas, or perhaps pending UFA Jaden Schwartz (who 
would seem more likely to re-sign with the Blues). 

Either way, the Blues will stand to lose someone very notable if 
Armstrong doesn't work out a side deal in advance. 

Barring a trade to set them up differently, the Preds are as locked in as 
an eight-skater protection team as you can be. Defencemen Roman Josi, 
Mattias Ekholm, Ryan Ellis and Dante Fabbro all need to be protected 
from the Kraken. 

Up front, Filip Forsberg and Viktor Arvidsson are locks to be protected, 
but after that, there are many possibilities. Luke Kunin, 23, would seem 
to be a candidate for one of the last two spots. David Poile said he was 
open to re-signing pending UFA Mikael Granlund, so if that happens he'd 
account for the other. 

How likely is it that both of Matt Duchene and Ryan Johansen are left 
unprotected? Both have struggled this season and both are signed with 
an $8 million AAV through 2026 and 2025, respectively. No doubt Poile 
wouldn't mind shedding one of those deals off his cap and giving him 
some flexibility to change the roster around a little bit, but the Kraken 
might still need a sweetener to take either of those contracts. What would 
Poile be willing to do to make that happen? 
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Cap space is one of the best weapons you can have right now, so 
Seattle starting fresh can leverage theirs, but also must be careful where 
they do put those dollars down, and what they get in trade for taking a 
bad contract. 

"It's a situation by situation, it's gonna depend on the player, it's gonna 
depend on the AAV, it's gonna depend on the term of the contract," 
Francis said. "We're certainly open to having those discussions, but it's a 
case by case evaluation as to whether it makes sense to us short term or 
long term." 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

It's very likely that Travis Dermott will be Seattle's pick off the Maple 
Leafs roster, and that Toronto will protect eight skaters. Auston 
Matthews, John Tavares, William Nylander and Mitch Marner are the 
forwards to protect, while Morgan Rielly, Jake Muzzin, T.J. Brodie and 
Justin Holl would be the four defencemen. 

Simple, right? 

Not so fast. 

Every Leafs fan is wondering what the future holds for pending UFA Zach 
Hyman, a critical piece of this team, but one who has earned a raise that 
just might price him out of Toronto anyway. If there is a compromise to 
be had here and Hyman is able to stay, suddenly the Leafs would have 
to go the 7-3-1 protection route instead. The Leafs would end up 
protecting more forwards than they really need to, and would be left 
exposing one of the four defencemen mentioned above. 

It's of course possible Hyman is left unsigned and unprotected and then 
comes back to re-sign with the Leafs after expansion, but that close to 
free agency and knowing there would be a number of suitors for him, it's 
a risk the Leafs may not want to take. Heck, Seattle may even be able to 
offer him a competitive and attractive contract in their negotiating 
window. 

Hyman's pending contract is an issue that looms over Toronto's off-
season for plenty of on-ice reasons, but how the negotiation plays out will 
also impact the Leafs' plans for the expansion draft. 

Calgary Flames 

Take one look at Calgary's roster and you can see they have to go the 7-
3-1 protection route -- just too many forwards need it. One forward who 
has to be protected is Milan Lucic unless, as expected, he waives his no-
movement clause. The intrigue is on defence, where Mark Giordano 
could be left available, with Noah Hanifin, Rasmus Andersson and Chris 
Tanev all in need of protection. 

Even if Lucic does waive, the Flames might still elect to protect another 
younger forward such as Dillon Dube or Glenn Gawdin. 

Would Seattle take a soon-to-be 38-year-old Giordano heading into the 
final season of his contract? That might depend on what else is available 
around the league and what they're trying to accomplish with this roster 
build in the short term. If they have designs on shooting out of the gate 
fast like Vegas, having the leadership and minutes you'd get from 
Giordano, if only for one guaranteed season, might be nice to think 
about. 

But the biggest thing to watch around the Flames is how much of this will 
even apply to them come late-July. A roster upheaval is anticipated -- 
there is no way you can go into a new season with this exact same core 
and expect a different outcome, or one remotely close to contending for a 
Cup. Changes are going to happen, so how different will the roster look 
by the time protected lists are due? 

Jamie Oleksiak is a pending UFA, but he was not dealt at the trade 
deadline despite lots of interest and there is a desire to re-sign him in 
Dallas. That would leave the Stars having to protect eight skaters, with 
Oleksiak, Miro Heiskanen, John Klingberg and Esa Lindell all taking up a 
slot on the blue line. 

It would also leave them with some tough decisions up front. 

Tyler Seguin, Jamie Benn and Alexander Radulov all have no-movement 
clauses, so we're already left with only one more protection slot. Roope 
Hintz and his breakout offensive explosion at 24 years old would be our 

choice to protect, but that leaves available the likes of defensive centre 
Radek Faksa, 23-year-old Denis Gurianov with tons of upside, and soon-
to-be 37-year-old heart-and-soul player Joe Pavelski. 

You might look at Pavelski's age and think he'd be easy to let go of in 
any scenario with one year left on his contract, but he's their leading 
scorer and an x-factor come playoff time. Plus, take a look at how the 
bottom fell out of San Jose when he left that dressing room, despite the 
fact he left a pretty good roster behind. 

If Oleksiak doesn't need to be protected, or a side deal is worked out, it 
gets a lot easier for the Stars, who would then likely lose Jason Dickinson 
or a goalie -- unless they're going to take the chance of leaving Pavelski 
exposed anyway. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Flames on verge of playoff elimination after failing to test 
Canadiens 

 

Eric Francis@EricFrancis 
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And in the end, the Calgary Flames never had a shot. 

Literally. 

Down a goal, with the season on the line against the Montreal club 
they’re so desperately chasing, the Flames went the final 7 minutes and 
48 seconds on Monday night without recording a single shot on goal. 

Tough to win games like that, never mind make the playoffs. 

Granted, plenty of credit goes to a Canadiens club that played a 
swarming, structured brand of playoff hockey that could serve them well 
if they decide to employ it moving forward. 

However, the fact the Flames didn’t even test Jake Allen in the final 
seven minutes speaks to how Calgary sunk to a position where they’ll be 
mathematically eliminated from the playoff race within a week or two. 

It got so bad that with Jacob Markstrom pulled for the final 2:20, the 
Flames couldn’t even enter the Habs’ zone with the extra attacker. 

“We didn’t generate anything,” said Mark Giordano of their late game 
“push” to keep their season relevant. 

“It didn’t feel like we generated enough. Going back to our power play too 
they did a good job pressing us when they had to.” 

That power play came with just over eight minutes left to play when the 
man who scored the Habs go-ahead goal in a 2-1 win, Tyler Toffoli, 
tripped Elias Lindholm. 

The infraction came mere moments after Andrew Mangiapane deflected 
a Giordano point shot off the post. 

The Flames generated one shot on the power play from Johnny 
Gaudreau, and that was all she wrote as the Flames dropped six points 
back of the fourth place Habs with eight games remaining. 

Montreal has nine left, which is more bad math for the Flames. 

Falling just short of the three-game sweep that could have changed the 
complexion of their playoff hopes dramatically, the Flames are now going 
to play out the string, although no one can say that out loud. 

“We needed this win,” said Lindholm, who swapped power play goals 
with Shea Weber in the first period. 
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“We’ve put ourselves in a tough position here, but as long as there’s 
hope, we have to keep pushing and keep grinding. Obviously it sucks – 
would like to have this one back.” 

Especially the third period. 

“Our 6-on-5 this year hasn’t been great and we haven’t scored a lot of 
goals,” Lindholm said. “I think it was just in our hands.” 

Asked if the hope that buoyed his club over the last few weeks is still 
there, Giordano wasn’t fully committed to answering affirmatively. 

“We’d be lying if we said we won’t be watching what’s going on around 
us, but if we don’t win our games it’s really not going to matter anyways,” 
Giordano said. “We’ve got to pile up wins and see what happens around 
the league.” 

And pray. 

“It’s tough after a loss like today (to believe), but we’ve been playing 
some good hockey for a long time and when we can find a way to put 
pucks in the net, or get two or three of four, we usually come out on top,” 
added Giordano, whose blueline crew played well despite learning earlier 
in the day Noah Hanifin would undergo season-ending shoulder surgery. 

“I thought we were playing a good game. When you come into a game 
like this, it’s a playoff atmosphere and it’s tight and little things make a 
difference.” 

The fatal blow to the Flames playoff hopes came late in the second 
period, just after Markstrom stacked the pads to make a heroic save, only 
to see Toffoli pump a rebound behind the sprawling netminder. 

The Habs shut the door from that point on and the Flames could do little 
to bust through it. 

“There’s no question we all want it – we want it bad,” Markstrom said. 

“It’s such a small margin from being really successful and I feel like we’ve 
been on the wrong side of that way too many times this season. But the 
belief is there – the guys are pissed off and we don’t like to lose.” 
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WINNIPEG -- The Vezina-winning goalie was pulled for the second time 
in three starts. 

The star centre admitted publicly that he was “pissed off” about a rather 
public benching during a marquee matchup. 

Oh, and the Winnipeg Jets announced in the morning before this blowout 
that high-flying forward Nikolaj Ehlers was going to miss the remainder of 
the regular season with a suspected shoulder injury. 

Talk about an unnatural hat trick. 

It began as a showdown for second place and quickly turned into a one-
sided meltdown, a 6-1 drubbing that left the Jets to deal with a season-
high fourth consecutive loss overall and a fifth consecutive defeat at the 
hands of the Edmonton Oilers. 

While it’s true that all teams in the North Division have gone through a 
crisis at some point, this looks like the equivalent of a five-alarm blaze. 
And the Jets are currently having trouble trying to figure out whether 
they’ve got a large enough water supply on the property to extinguish the 
flames. 

The Jets are clearly playing catch-up at a time when the Oilers and 
Toronto Maple Leafs appear to have already found their Stanley Cup 
playoff level -- or at least a reasonable facsimile. 

If this is the Jets' playoff level, they’re going to be heading toward a third 
consecutive early exit. 

Sure, there are eight games to go in the regular season and there is 
some time to get things sorted out. But make no mistake, the Jets 
currently have a long way to go in order to reach the point they could 
defeat either the Oilers or Maple Leafs in a seven-game series. 

“There’s no easy fix. You’ve just got to go straight through the adversity 
and straight through the wall and just dig in and work through it,” said 
Jets forward Andrew Copp. 

“Anytime you lose four in a row, you’re not as confident as you were 
before, especially that we were coming off a good road trip. I would say 
it’s shaken in the moment, but if we dig deep, we can kind of revert back 
to some of the positives we’ve had over the course of the season and 
kind of trick ourselves into feeling good. I think temporarily shaken, but 
definitely not broken.” 

The only way for the Jets to try and restore -- or repair -- that confidence 
level is by renewing a collective commitment to better puck management 
and defensive-zone play. 

Neither was a strong suit on Monday, as turnovers and coverage 
blunders were far too frequent against a quick-strike team that can feast 
on opponents when it comes to a breathtaking transition game. 

Jets forward Paul Stastny felt his team’s play had been slipping since 
before the losing skid began, dating back to an extended stretch of 
games prior, where things began to get a bit loose. 

How does that happen at a time when the teams jockeying for position 
with them are finding another gear? 

“I think it’s because we were getting away with it. When you’re winning 
games, you forget the bad plays and you usually remember what went in 
and the outcome of the game,” said Stastny. “Every time you play a team 
and play them two times a week, you’re kind of so focused on that then 
you turn a page and kind of forget who you played last time and now it’s 
a new team. It’s more of us players holding each other accountable. It’s 
everybody, it’s not just certain guys. I think everybody’s got a little cheat 
in their game and we’ve got to be more honest with ourselves. Especially 
this time of year.” 

Learning how to win is an essential quality for all teams, but so is finding 
a way to respond when things get tough. 

“It’s going to be harder, that’s fine. You never want to go through a 
stretch where nothing goes bad,” said Stastny. “If it’s too easy, then that’s 
dangerous, because all of a sudden you hit a speed bump and you’re 
shell-shocked and before you know it it’s over. So maybe this is good 
(that) it’s happening now. Like I said, it’s not going to change right away. 
If it's the next game or the game after that, we’ve got to get back to 
figuring out the fundamentals that we’ve created as our identity on this 
team. 

“And kind of stick with it. A lot of cliches here, but that’s just how it is 
sometimes. Not getting too worried about the end result but just focusing 
on, whether it’s period by period or even just five-minute segments. Be 
there to support each other and help each other out on the ice.” 

For all of the talk about the Jets forward depth -- they’ve got six guys in 
double digits for goals and several others on the verge -- offence has 
been tough to come by of late. 

There hasn’t been enough primary scoring, let alone secondary scoring. 

It’s tougher to generate offence at this time of the season and the Jets 
need to get back to playing a more direct game, since forcing plays that 
aren’t there has led to some drastic results of late. 

“It's an understanding of the way the game's changed. So the coach's 
responsibility is to make it clear and understood and then we need to 
play that game,” said Jets head coach Paul Maurice. “There's just too 
many pucks that were put into transition that didn't need to be put into 
transition because we were looking for something more. In each of these 
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games, also, we're trailing the game. What we had done well -- and 
again, it's a different game that's played at the start (of the season) -- but 
we had given up the first goal quite often early in the year and won an 
awful lot of those games by not changing. 

“I felt that, in these games that we've been behind in recently, we've just 
opened our game up. Certainly, against the offence that the last two 
teams we've played have had, you just can't do it." 

It’s not the well running a bit dry that would be the primary concern for 
the Jets though. Nobody is expecting the Jets to morph into a defensive 
juggernaut, but they need a renewed commitment to buckling down as a 
five-man unit. 

Hellebuyck was subjected to multiple odd-man rushes on this night, 
including several clear-cut breakaways. 

That’s not a formula that’s going to be successful when the games get 
more important. 

Laurent Brossoit mercifully came on to start the third period after 
Hellebuyck had given up six goals on 23 shots on goal. 

“We left (Hellebuyck) out to dry, as we have a lot lately,” said Stastny. 
“So that’s embarrassing on our behalf and then, we’ve just got to take a 
look at ourselves.” 

At the other end of the ice, the lone goal to beat Mike Smith was a shot 
from the slot from Mark Scheifele on the power play. 

Smith has given up only three goals in his past three starts against the 
Jets. 

Earlier in the day, Scheifele shared his frustration with riding the pine for 
a total of 17 minutes, a clear message sent by Maurice for staying on for 
a shift that lasted 88 seconds and led to a goal being scored shortly after 
he left the ice. 

“Yeah, I understand where he's coming from. I don't agree with him 
benching me,” said Scheifele. “But we don't have to agree on everything. 
He's the coach, I'm the player. We don't have to agree on everything. 
That's the business of sports. I'll be ready to play. And that's about it. 

“You're definitely pretty pissed off. I understand where he was coming 
from but like I said before, I didn't agree with it. I didn't agree with it at the 
time it took place and the magnitude of the game. I definitely didn't agree 
with it. So we'll leave it at that. Now it’s forgotten about.” 

The Jets have stayed relatively healthy this season, but the loss of centre 
Adam Lowry (upper body) for the past two games has been evident and 
he’s expected to miss at least one more after skating in a non-contact 
jersey on Monday morning. 

The loss of Ehlers only compounds matters and is a massive blow for the 
Jets, as he’s enjoying his best season as a pro and has a dynamic skill 
set that isn’t easily replaced. 

“(Ehlers) is going to be out for the remainder of the regular season. We’re 
confident and hopeful that he’ll be back for the start of the playoffs,” said 
Maurice, asked if a collision with Maple Leafs defenceman Jake Muzzin 
caused the injury. “I don’t know if I can nail it to one. He got into a bunch 
of different collisions. He finished the game, he’s a tough young man, but 
I don’t think we can pinpoint one specifically.” 

One of the consistent issues for the Jets in the season series with the 
Oilers -- which currently stands at 6-2 for Edmonton going into the ninth 
and final meeting on Wednesday -- has been an inability to contain 
Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl. 

After a four-point night that included a hat trick for McDavid and a goal 
and an assist for Draisaitl, the Oilers’ dynamic duo is up to a combined 
30 points against the Jets. 

The Jets' search for solutions is ongoing, but one thing is crystal clear as 
this race to the finish line is ramping up: the status quo is unacceptable. 
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EDMONTON — It’s official: The Edmonton Oilers own Connor 
Hellebuyck and the Winnipeg Jets. 

Their playoff paths have been converging for weeks now, and with a 
Round 1 series in mind, the Oilers flew to Winnipeg for the last two 
meetings of the regular season with a singular intention. 

“You want to leave a mark,” said Leon Draisaitl. 

A mark? 

How about a crater? How about a roundhouse kick right in the 
confidence? 

The Oilers had the Jets tapping out Monday, building up a 5-0 win en 
route to a 6-1 whitewash, their fifth straight dismantling of the men from 
Manitoba. 

They’ll have one more meeting before their nearly-set-in-stone playoff 
series begins. But at this point, does it really matter what happens 
Wednesday night in Winnipeg? 

“It’s good for our confidence, but the playoffs are a different animal,” said 
Connor McDavid, when asked about his team’s mastery of the Jets. “Our 
team just seems to play well against them. They have some of the best 
forwards around the league, and their goaltender is coming off of a 
Vezina season. 

“Every time, we seem to play them hard.” 

Oh yes, the Vezina goalie. 

When you look at that position heading into a playoff matchup, 10 out of 
10 prognosticators would give the edge to Winnipeg. The Jets have a 27-
year-old Vezina winner in his prime, while Edmonton counters with a 39-
year-old journeyman on a series of one-year deals with his fifth NHL 
team. 

The problem is: Every time they face each other, Mike Smith is better. 
And in the last two meetings — 3-0 and 6-1 Oilers wins — it hasn’t been 
close. 

In games where they both start, Smith is 4-0 against this season against 
Hellebuyck, whose numbers against the Oilers in 2020-21 are ghastly: a 
goals-against average of 4.29, a saves percentage of .870 and a 2-4 
record. 

But this is perhaps more alarming if you are Jets head coach Paul 
Maurice: Hellebuyck’s lifetime numbers against Edmonton are also 
brutal, with a 3.43 GAA, .891 saves percentage and a 9-9-1 record. 

Hellebuyck did not give his team more than one or two big saves 
Monday, very early on, and found himself on the bench for the third 
period after McDavid torched him for three goals and four points before 
the second period was done. A couple of one-timers from Draisaitl and 
Darnell Nurse also left Hellebuyck little chance, and he waved at them 
both. 

As he has on so many nights throughout his march toward the 
improbable goal of 100 points in a 56-game season, McDavid simply took 
over this game, 

“There are a handful of players over the history of the game who are able 
to do that. Certainly Connor is in that group,” head coach Dave Tippett 
said. “His game… I’ve been around a long time, and there are very few 
people who can dominate a game like he can. And he does it in a lot of 
different aspects of the game. 
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“His speed is unbelievable, but his hands and his thinking are at another 
level also. He’s a driver on our team. Draisaitl is a big part of that also, 
but Connor, this year, has been just superb.” 

In a game where Edmonton debuted two new players — trade deadline 
pick-up Dmitry Kulikov and call-up Ryan McLeod — we also saw the Jets 
struggle with McDavid and Draisaitl (goal and an assist) on separate 
lines. The way Jesse Puljujarvi is playing, McDavid has enough help on 
his line to unite Draisaitl with Ryan Nugent-Hopkins and Kailer 
Yamamoto, a pretty decent trio. 

If McLeod can become the third-line centre here, after winning three of 
his five faceoffs and playing 14:16 in his NHL debut, Edmonton might 
have something. 

As it stands, the Oilers have been the best team in the North going back 
to Jan. 30, at 25-10-2. They may not end up in first place, but the playoffs 
are all about which team is playing its best hockey when the puck drops. 

“We’ve got lots of confidence,” McDavid said. “We’ve played all types of 
games. Our series against Montreal was hard-nosed, hard-hitting 
hockey. Tonight we showed a bit of a different game. We’re confident 
moving forward.” 

And the Jets? They’ve now lost four straight and five of seven. 

If they want any hope of home-ice advantage in Round 1 they need to 
win Wednesday. Even then, the stats are ugly. 

McDavid (19 points in eight games versus Winnipeg) and Draisaitl (11) 
do pretty much whatever they want against the Jets. So has Nurse, 
whose nine points are more than any Winnipeg player — forward or 
defenceman — has against Edmonton this year. 

Remaining Time -0:45 

Gotta See It: McDavid scores after flurry of dekes to complete hat trick 

The Jets were without Adam Lowry and Nikolai Ehlers, but the matchup 
against McDavid’s line hasn’t worked well for Mark Scheifele and Blake 
Wheeler, minus-12 and minus-14 respectively against Edmonton this 
season. 

“Tonight it blew up on us,” said Jets coach Paul Maurice. 

Not to be forgotten was Draisaitl surpassing Marco Sturm to become the 
highest-scoring German national ever to play in the NHL. This, at the ripe 
old age of 25. 

“Originally, I just wanted to play in Germany. That was my first goal,” said 
Draisaitl, who has 488 points in 468 NHL games. “It means a lot to me to 
be at the top of that list. 

“It’s a big honour.” 
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Leafs’ Sandin given ‘more runway’ to prove he's playoff ready 

 

By Mark Masters 

 

TSN Toronto Reporter Mark Masters reports on the Maple Leafs, who 
practised at Ford Performance Centre on Tuesday before flying to 
Montreal for Wednesday’s game against the Canadiens. 

Rasmus Sandin is getting an opportunity to prove he deserves a spot in 
the Leafs playoff lineup. 

"We got to give him more runway here," said head coach Sheldon Keefe. 
"We expect he'll play most, if not all, the [eight] games remaining in the 
regular season." 

The 21-year-old defenceman didn't play for the Leafs in the playoff 
bubble last summer and then only saw action in one NHL game – logging 
just five minutes – before being sent to the American Hockey League this 
season. He sustained a foot fracture in his first game with the Marlies on 
Feb. 15 and didn't return to game action until last week.  

And despite the lengthy layoff, Sandin looked good. Really good, 
actually.  

"He's smooth," said Auston Matthews with a smile. "He just makes such 
good plays out there. He skates well. His edges and the way he sees the 
ice and is able to kind of draw guys in and make plays ... he's fun to 
watch. For a guy that hasn't played hockey a lot over the last year, it 
definitely doesn't look like it out there." 

"I can't say enough about how well Sandman played," said defenceman 
Justin Holl. "He's so poised." 

Sandin's talent is undeniable. It's why he was drafted in the first round 
(29th overall) in 2018 and then suited up in 28 games with the Leafs last 
season. But the big question is whether the 5-foot-11, 183-pounder can 
hold his own at the toughest time of the year.  

"We haven't seen much of the things that we thought were a problem last 
season, especially in the defensive zone and in and around our net and 
along the walls," Keefe observed. "That's something we'd like to make 
sure we assess properly over a greater sample. The three games that 
he's played since he's come back from his injury he's done a good job." 

It was a big hit by Detroit's Justin Abdelkader in October 2019 that ended 
Sandin's first stint with the Leafs. Then coach Mike Babcock said the 
team needed to protect the teenager.  

Sandin says he's feeling much stronger now and the Swede made a 
statement on Saturday by levelling Jets captain Blake Wheeler with a 
reverse hit.  

"I don't think guys are ready for that to happen," said William Nylander, 
who trained with Sandin in the off-season. "He caught him a little bit off 
guard." 

"It helps you feel comfortable and confident on the ice," said defenceman 
Jake Muzzin. "It gets your energy and intensity going when you do a hit 
like that so hopefully it continues. It was a nice hit."  

Zach Bogosian is sidelined until at least May 18 with a shoulder injury 
and Travis Dermott has shifted over to take that spot on the right side of 
Toronto's defence, which is allowing Sandin to enjoy an extended 
audition on the left side of the third pair. 

Sandin is also getting a look as the quarterback on the second power-
play unit, but Keefe stressed he is already comfortable with him in that 
role. That's not the focus even with Toronto struggling to score on the 
man advantage.  

"He needs to really show that he can play at even strength here and play 
against tougher matchups," Keefe said. "The playoffs are just too difficult, 
too challenging, the teams we're going to play are too deep for us to have 
to protect him. We want to make sure that he's got that foundation." 

Sandin must show Keefe he doesn't need to be protected in playoffs 

With Zach Bogosian going down to injury, the door has opened for 
Rasmus Sandin for a chance to seize more playing time, and prove to 
head coach Sheldon Keefe that he can take care of himself on the ice 
come the post season. Sandin has one assist over the last three games 
since being inserted into the lineup, and his teammates are impressed 
with his bounce back from the extended time off. 

Alex Galchenyuk has been a minus player in five straight games, 
registering only one goal and nine shots in that stretch. However, his spot 
as a top-six winger doesn't appear to be in jeopardy.  

Since breaking into the Leafs lineup on March 19, Galchenyuk has lined 
up mostly beside John Tavares and Nylander, which is where he's 
currently slotted.  

"I like what Alex has brought to that group there," Keefe said. "Whether 
it's there or whether we play him with Auston, he's done a good job for 
us. I think it can continue, which certainly presents a great option for us. 
It helps us with our depth on the other lines." 
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Keefe had a chat with Galchenyuk on the ice at the end of Tuesday's 
practice.  

"I've been talking to Alex about making sure he has the continued level of 
consistency in his game," the coach said. "All of the things that have 
made us really believe in him, they have to stay strong and he's got to 
stay with that here as the schedule piles on and as he's played more 
minutes and as he's continually playing against harder competition." 

Galchenyuk has one goal and two assists in the last 10 games.  

Leafs Ice Chips: Galchenyuk on track to stick in top six 

Alex Galchenyuk has been a minus player in five straight games, 
registering one goal in nine shots during that stretch. Sheldon Keefe was 
asked if he has found a fit for him in his lineup, and the Leafs' head 
coach was honest with what he needs from the winger. Mark Masters 
has more. 

Tavares, meanwhile, is surging down the stretch. The centre has seven 
goals and nine assists in the last 11 games.  

"He's been buzzing," Nylander said. "He's been on fire. He changed his 
curve and got his sticks going and he's been dialled with it." 

Tavares is converting on 18.4 per cent of his shots during this torrid run. 
He made good on only 9.6 per cent of his shots in the first 37 games of 
the season.  

"He was playing with a different stick that wasn't really his stick so he had 
to wait some time to get the new sticks and, I mean, he's been doing 
great with it," Nylander said. "So, it’s fun to see."  

Tavares has scored on 13.2 per cent of his shots in his career.  

Nylander on Tavares' hot streak: 'He changed his curve and got his 
sticks going' 

John Tavares has seven goals and 16 points over 12 games in April, 
including a current eight-game point streak. When asked about his 
captain's hot play, William Nylander believes that a new curve on his 
sticks has lead to some confidence in his play. 

There was some concern at Monday's practice when Matthews and Nick 
Foligno collided during a drill.  

"For me or Auston?" Foligno asked with a laugh. "Probably for Auston 
more than me." 

The newly-acquired 33-year-old was all smiles after the hit and then 
again on Tuesday when questioned about it.   

"He's a big man,” Foligno said of the 6-foot-3, 220-pound Matthews. 
"That's probably the hardest I've been hit in a long time." 

Foligno got to know Matthews when the pair played for Team USA at the 
2016 World Championship.  

"I met him as an 18-year-old and now to see him as a guy who's 
established himself in this league a few years later, it's incredible how his 
skill has come, but also how he developed as a man," Foligno said. "You 
can just see the way he can take over games with just his size and 
strength and ability with the puck. I mean, that's a dangerous 
combination when you have a guy as big as him that can skate as well as 
him and hold onto the puck. It's fun for me to see first hand." 

Foligno has played on the top line with Matthews and Mitch Marner in his 
first two games as a Leaf and calls the chemistry "a work in progress." 
While Foligno is still getting his timing down, he has learned a lot about 
how Matthews and Marner operate.  

"I love the way they see the game," Foligno said. "They always have a 
plan every time they step on the ice ... it just shows how engaged they 
are and the difference they want to make every time they step on the ice. 
I think that's so impressive and the reason why they've led this team."  

Keefe likes how the chemistry has developed so far with that line, 
especially defensively.  

"They've been really connected that way," Keefe said. "That's something 
I expected Nick to bring to that line. Offensively, it's going to take a bit of 
time. Auston and Mitch, of course, are going to be the drivers in that 

regard and when those guys are playing well, Nick will find his place 
within that." 

The coach revealed he plans on playing Foligno with different lines 
before the playoffs to create a comfort level with various combinations. 

Foligno has gone from one of the lowest-scoring teams in the league in 
Columbus (2.38 goals per game, 29th overall) to one of the most potent 
groups in Toronto (3.29, seventh overall). 

"The way they play here is fast and a lot of transition," Foligno noted. 
"They get going quick so it's having that mindset [and] when I'm coming 
out of the zone or getting into the zone [knowing] where the spots are 
that I need to be." 

Foligno enjoys getting 'behind the scenes' look at Matthews-Marner 
magic 

Nick Foligno has registered two assists in the two games he has played 
since joining the Maple Leafs, playing alongside Auston Matthews and 
Mitch Marner. Now as a teammate of the duo, Foligno admitted to 
enjoying seeing how his linemates' minds operate, and how they plan on 
what to do every shift. 

Riley Nash, who was also acquired from the Blue Jackets ahead of the 
trade deadline, will be back on the ice soon.  

"From what I'm told, it will be any day now," Keefe said. "I'm not certain of 
the exact status of it, but I was told to expect him to get on skates this 
week." 

Nash sustained a knee sprain on April 4. The centre is expected to be 
available for the playoffs.  
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TSN.CA / Consecutive practice days help Foligno get comfortable with 
Maple Leafs 

 

By Kristen Shilton 

 

TORONTO — Nick Foligno expected there'd be certain adjustments he’d 
have to make upon joining the Maple Leafs. He just wasn’t prepared for 
all of them. 

Granted, Foligno is still early in his Toronto tenure. He was traded from 
Columbus on April 11 after a nine-year stint with the Blue Jackets, and 
spent seven days in quarantine before joining the Leafs in Winnipeg last 
Wednesday. 

The 33-year-old forward suited up right away, skating on the Leafs’ top 
line with Auston Matthews and Mitch Marner for two games against the 
Jets.  

It was a whirlwind few days to say the least. But those on-ice changes 
weren't what initially had Foligno's head spinning.  

“I've never had a second set of gear in the NHL. I'm still not quite 
comfortable with that,” Foligno said to reporters after practice on 
Tuesday. “I'm not really a picky guy, but I guess I'm probably driving the 
trainers nuts. I'm old school. I've had my same shoulder pads and shin 
pads from when I started. So I'm not really used to the new gear, and that 
has been an adjustment.” 

Outside the equipment room, Foligno’s transition to Toronto has been 
pretty seamless.  

The Leafs coveted the former Blue Jackets captain because of the 
leadership qualities he could bring on and off the ice, plus the impact he 
could make on a potential playoff run. Toronto was so determined to land 
Foligno that general manager Kyle Dubas parted with a first-round draft 
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pick in 2021 and a pair of fourth-round picks (in 2021 and 2022) to get 
the trade done.  

Foligno was barely settled before his first game but wanted to let his 
teammates know what the opportunity to play with them meant. That led 
Foligno to make an impassioned speech to the group before Thursday's 
contest got underway.  

“It was just spur of the moment. It's not something I ever plan out,” 
Foligno said. “I don't really want to get into it, but I'm just excited to be 
with this [team]. I think everyone knows that, and I think we have a 
chance to do something special here, so I’m just making sure we take full 
advantage of the opportunity we have in front of us.” 

The Leafs are 2-0 with Foligno in the lineup, and he’s registered a pair of 
assists. 

But Foligno still calls his own game a “work in progress," and thinks he 
benefitted from consecutive practice days before Toronto heads back on 
the road to face Montreal on Wednesday.  

The real treat to this point for Foligno has been lining up with Matthews 
and Marner, a tandem he’s gone up against in the past but didn’t fully 
appreciate.  

“I love the way they see the game,” he said. “I think having conversations 
with them, how offensive-minded they are, how smart they are as 
players. It's evident every time you step on the ice against them, but to 
really hear how they [talk] or the way they look at the game, it's been fun 
to have that kind of behind-the-scenes look. So I'm enjoying that and just 
trying to bring my game along with them and getting that chemistry 
going.” 

Matthews was just 18 the first time he played with Foligno, dressing for 
Team USA at the 2016 world championships. That familiarity has helped 
their line gel quickly, even when Foligno was jumping in cold from 
quarantine.  

“He was shaking off a bit of the rust still in those two games in Winnipeg,” 
said Matthews. "These couple of [practice] days have been nice just to 
get even more accustomed with each other and mesh. He’s come in right 
away and he's playing a very important role on this team. He’s been 
around and he knows what he's doing. He's an easy guy to play with and 
we just try to make adjustments with each other and communicate out 
there.” 

Foligno has found the Leafs’ structure fairly close to what the Blue 
Jackets liked to run. It’s really just the details that will make the biggest 
difference for him moving ahead.  

“The way they play is fast here and a lot of transition and they get going 
quick,” he said. “So, it's just having that mindset of when I'm coming out 
of the zone or getting into the zone, where the spots are that I need to be 
that are maybe just a little bit different than what we had in Columbus. 
But luckily the overall mindset and systems are pretty similar and it's 
helped me a lot just adjust in that way.” 

Coach Sheldon Keefe has liked the early returns from Foligno and his 
new-look top line, while acknowledging there’s room for growth.  

“Defensively they've been really connected. That’s something I expected 
Nick to bring to that line,” Keefe said. “I think offensively, it's going to take 
a little bit of time for it to come together. But I think Auston and Mitch are 
going to be the drivers in that regard. And those guys are playing real 
well, so I think Nick will just find his place within that. He goes to the net 
really hard and he's done that consistently and he’s forechecking and 
creating loose pucks. I've been happy with what he's brought.” 
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